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Abstract
We prove that any two non-abelian free groups have the same elementary theory and that this theory is
decidable. These results solve two questions that were raised by Tarski in 1945.
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0. Introduction
0.1. Tarski’s conjectures
Around 1945 Tarski formulated two conjectures about the elementary theory of a free group.
The first of them states that the elementary theory of non-abelian free groups of different ranks
coincide. The second one states that the elementary theory of a free group is decidable. We
recall that the Elementary theory Th(G) of a group G is the set of all first order sentences in
the language of group theory which are true in G. A discussion of these conjectures can be
found in several textbooks on model theory (see, for example, Chang and Keisler [3] or Ershov
and Palutin [6]) as well as in several textbooks on group theory (see, for example, Lyndon and
Schupp [22]). We announced a proof of the Tarski conjectures and gave a short survey of related
results in [11] which can be considered as the introduction to this paper. Our work on the Tarski
conjectures consisted of five papers: [12–16]. The last three papers circulated as preprints since
1999. The results of [15] were later partly included in [14] and partly into this paper. There were
some inaccuracies in [16], and we are grateful to all the people who noticed them. This paper is a
revised version of it. Some results on algorithmic problems for fully residually free groups have
been taken out from the original version of [16] and published separately in [17].
We prove the following two theorems.
Theorem 1. The elementary theory of all finitely generated non-abelian free groups coincide.
Theorem 2. The elementary theory of a free group is decidable.
While this paper was going through the refereeing and revision, another proof of the first
theorem, due to Sela, appeared in a series of preprints [28–33].
Our proof of Tarski’s conjectures takes on the strongest possible, positive form, namely:
the free group F(a1, . . . , an) freely generated by a1, . . . , an is an elementary subgroup of
F(a1, . . . , an, . . . , an+p) for every n 2 and p  0. Moreover, we prove also that: the elemen-
tary theory Th(F ) of a free group F even with constants from F in the language is decidable.
We will also describe in Theorem 41 finitely generated groups that are elementary equivalent
to a non-abelian free group.
0.2. Prerequisites
The present paper is a direct continuation of [14]. The basic prerequisites are presented there
as well as the necessary preliminary material. Some of the results of [14] are improved in [19]
and [20]. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with [14] or with [19] and [20]. We refer to the
books [34] and [4] for the results about Bass–Serre theory, and to [27] for the results about JSJ
decompositions.
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We will give here a concise description of the main components of our approach.
(1) An extended use of algebraic geometry that provides the necessary topological machinery
as well as a method for transcribing geometric notions into the language of pure group theory.
Analogs of the introductory notions of algebraic geometry over groups has been developed by
Baumslag, Myasnikov and Remeslennikov in [1]. The area took a further step in the work by
Kharlampovich and Myasnikov [12]. In these two works standard algebraic geometry notions
were developed such as algebraic sets, the Zariski topology, Noetherian domains, irreducible
varieties, radicals and coordinate groups.
(2) A simple algebraic description of finitely generated fully residually free groups that is
given in the papers by the authors [12,13]. It is amazing that these groups, that have been widely
studied before, turned out to be the central object in the work on the theory of a free group. First
of all, they are precisely coordinate groups of irreducible algebraic varieties. Secondly, they form
precisely the class of finitely generated groups that are universally equivalent to free groups [26].
By giving the algebraic description of these groups we completely described irreducible algebraic
varieties over a free group. Our description implies numerous nice properties of finitely generated
fully residually free groups: finite presentability, free action on Zn-trees, existence of non-trivial
cyclic splittings, etc.
(3) Embedding of finitely generated fully residually free groups into coordinate groups of NTQ
systems [13,19]; NTQ is an abbreviation for “non-degenerate triangular quasi-quadratic.” These
systems are constructed inductively from quadratic equations, and one can apply the techniques
developed for quadratic equations to the study of these systems.
(4) Implicit function theorems for algebraic varieties corresponding to regular quadratic and
NTQ systems over free groups [14]. Coordinate groups of regular NTQ systems turn out to form
the class of finitely generated groups that are elementary equivalent to a free group.
(5) Generalized equations and the elimination process which is a variation of Makanin–
Razborov process for solving equations and description of a solution set in a free group as a
diagram of homomorphisms. This process is a symbolic rewriting process of a certain type. It
is also a tool to obtain effectively a so-called JSJ decomposition of a finitely generated fully
residually free group.
(6) Free Lyndon’s length functions from finitely generated fully residually free group into Zn.
This allows to use the technique of generalized equations, cancellation trees, and elimination
process not only for equations in a free group but also for equations in a finitely generated fully
residually free group.
(7) Techniques of infinite words combined with the ideas of Stallings foldings that are used
to solve most of the algorithmic problems in finitely generated fully residually free groups (see
[17,25]).
1. Elements of algebraic geometry over groups
1.1. Equations and algebraic sets
We recall here the definitions of some basic objects (see [1] for details). Let G be a group
generated by a finite set A, F(X) be a free group with basis X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, G[X] =
G ∗ F(X) be a free product of G and F(X). If S ⊂ G[X] then the expression S = 1 is called a
system of equations over G. As an element of the free product, the left side of every equation in
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and some elements from A (constants).
A solution of the system S(X) = 1 over a group G is a tuple of elements g1, . . . , gn ∈ G such
that after replacement of each xi by gi the left-hand side of every equation in S = 1 turns into
the trivial element of G. Equivalently, a solution of the system S = 1 over G can be described
as a G-homomorphism φ :G[X] → G such that φ(S) = 1. Denote by ncl(S) the normal closure
of S in G[X], and by GS the quotient group G[X]/ncl(S). Then every solution of S(X) = 1 in
G gives rise to a G-homomorphism GS → G, and vice versa. By VG(S) we denote the set of all
solutions in G of the system S = 1, it is called the algebraic set defined by S. This algebraic set
VG(S) uniquely corresponds to the normal subgroup
R(S) = {T (x) ∈ G[X] ∣∣ ∀A ∈ Gn (S(A) = 1 → T (A) = 1)}
of the group G[X]. Notice that if VG(S) = ∅, then R(S) = G[X]. The subgroup R(S) contains S,
and it is called the radical of S. The quotient group
GR(S) = G[X]/R(S)
is the coordinate group of the algebraic set V (S). Again, every solution of S(X) = 1 in G can
be described as a G-homomorphism GR(S) → G.
A group G is fully residually free if it is discriminated by a free group. Recall that a group G
is discriminated by a free group if for every finite family of non-trivial elements in G there exists
a homomorphism from G to a free group such that the images of these elements are non-trivial
(see [14, Section 2.6] for an introduction into the theory of fully residually free groups).
We define a Zariski topology on Gn by taking algebraic sets in Gn as a sub-basis for the
closed sets of this topology. If G is a non-abelian freely discriminated group, then the union of
two algebraic sets is again algebraic. Therefore the closed sets in the Zariski topology over G are
precisely the algebraic sets. The Zariski topology over Gn is Noetherian for every n, i.e., every
proper descending chain of closed sets in Gn is finite. This implies that every algebraic set V
in Gn is a finite union of irreducible subsets (they are called irreducible components of V ), and
such decomposition of V is unique. Recall that a closed subset V is irreducible if it is not a union
of two proper closed (in the induced topology) subsets.
1.2. Rational equivalence
Recall, that two systems of equations S(X) = 1 and T (Y ) = 1 with coefficients from F
are rationally equivalent if there are polynomial maps Y = PX(X) and X = PY (Y ) such that
the restriction PS of the map PX :F |X| → F |Y | onto the algebraic set VF (S) gives a bijection
PS :VF (S) → VF (T ), and the restriction PT of the map PY onto the algebraic set VF (T ) gives
the inverse of PS . Sometimes we refer to the maps PX and PY as to change of coordinates. It
was shown in (see [1]) that systems S(X) = 1 and T (Y ) = 1 are rationally equivalent if and
only if their coordinate groups FR(S) and FR(T ) are isomorphic as F -groups. Observe that if
f :FR(S) → FR(T ) is an F -isomorphism, then X = f (X) and Y = f−1(Y ) are corresponding
change of coordinates for the systems S(X) = 1 and T (Y ) = 1.
Definition 1. A system S(X) = 1 with coefficients in a group G splits if there exists a non-trivial
partition of X into k > 1 disjoint subsets X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xk , and the elements Si(Xi) ∈ G[Xi]
such that S(X) = 1 is the union of the systems Si(Xi) = 1, i = 1, . . . , k.
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rationally splits if some system T (Y ) = 1 which is rationally equivalent to S(X) = 1 splits.
Notice that S(X) = 1 rationally splits if and only if its coordinate group GR(S) is a non-trivial
free product of the coordinate groups GR(Si) with the group of constants G amalgamated. In the
case when the systems Si(Xi) = 1 are coefficient free for i 
= 1, one has GR(S)  G1 ∗ · · · ∗Gn.
2. Quadratic equations and NTQ systems
2.1. Quadratic equations over freely discriminated groups
In this section we collect some results about quadratic equations over fully residually free
groups, which will be in use throughout this paper.
Let S ⊂ G[X]. Denote by var(S) the set of variables that occur in S.
Definition 2. A set S ⊂ G[X] is called quadratic if every variable from var(S) occurs in S not
more then twice. The set S is strictly quadratic if every letter from var(S) occurs in S exactly
twice.
A system S = 1 over G is quadratic [strictly quadratic] if the corresponding set S is quadratic
[strictly quadratic].
Definition 3. A standard quadratic equation over the group G is an equation of the one of the
following forms (below d, ci are non-trivial elements from G):
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi] = 1, n > 0, (1)
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizid = 1, n,m 0, m+ n 1, (2)
n∏
i=1
x2i = 1, n > 0, (3)
n∏
i=1
x2i
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizid = 1, n,m 0, n+m 1. (4)
Equations (1), (2) are called orientable of genus n, Eqs. (3), (4) are called non-orientable of
genus n.
The proof of the following fact can be found in [22].
Lemma 1. Let W be a strictly quadratic word over a group G. Then there is a G-automorphism
f ∈ AutG(G[X]) such that Wf is a standard quadratic word over G.
Definition 4. Strictly quadratic words of the type [x, y], x2, z−1cz, where c ∈ G, are called
atomic quadratic words or simply atoms.
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r1r2 · · · rkd = 1,
where ri are atoms, d ∈ G. This number k is called the atomic rank of this equation, we denote
it by r(S). The size of a quadratic equation S = 1 is a pair (g(S), r(S)), where g(S) is the genus
of S = 1 and r(S) is an atomic rank of S. We compare sizes lexicographically from the left. In
Section 1.1 we defined the notion of the coordinate group GR(S). Every solution of the system
S = 1 is a homomorphism φ :GR(S) → G.
Theorem 3. [8] Let S(X) = 1 be a quadratic equation over a free non-abelian group F = F(A).
Then one can effectively find a finite set of solutions Φ = {φi : FR(S) → F(A∪Y)} of S(X) = 1 in
a free group F(A∪Y) such that every solution of S = 1 in F can be represented as a composition
σφτ , where σ is an F -automorphism of FR(S), φ ∈ Φ , and τ is an arbitrary F -homomorphism
(specialization) from F(A∪ Y) into F .
2.2. Regular quadratic equations over freely discriminated groups
Definition 5. Let S = 1 be a standard quadratic equation written in the atomic form r1r2 · · · rkd =
1 with k  2. A solution φ :GR(S) → G of S = 1 is called:
(1) degenerate, if rφi = 1 for some i, and non-degenerate otherwise;
(2) commutative, if [rφi , rφi+1] = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1, and non-commutative otherwise;
(3) in a general position, if [rφi , rφi+1] 
= 1 for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
Theorem 4. [12] Let G be a freely discriminated group and S = 1 a standard quadratic equation
over G. In the following cases S = 1 always has a solution in G in a general position:
(1) S = 1 is of the form (1), from Definition 3, n > 2;
(2) S = 1 is of the form (2), n > 0, n+m> 1;
(3) S = 1 is of the form (3), n > 3;
(4) S = 1 is of the form (4), n > 2;
(5) r(S) 2 and S = 1 has a non-commutative solution.
The following theorem describes the radical R(S) of a standard quadratic equation S = 1
which has at least one solution in a freely discriminated group G.
Theorem 5. [12] Let G be a freely discriminated group and S = 1 a standard quadratic equation
over G which has a solution in G. Then
(1) if S = [x, y]d or S = [x1, y1][x2, y2], then R(S) = ncl(S);
(2) if S = x2d , then R(S) = ncl(xb) where b2 = d;
(3) if S = czd , then R(S) = ncl([zb−1, c]) where d−1 = cb;
(4) if S = x21x22 , then R(S) = ncl([x1, x2]);
(5) if S = x21x22x23 , then R(S) = ncl([x1, x2], [x1, x3], [x2, x3]);
(6) if r(S) 2 and S = 1 has a non-commutative solution, then R(S) = ncl(S);
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closure of the following system:
{
x1 · · ·xn = s1 · · · sn, [xk, xl] = 1,
[
a−1i zi , xk
]= 1, [xk,C] = 1, [a−1i zi ,C]= 1,[
a−1i zi , a
−1
j zj
]= 1 (k, l = 1, . . . , n; i, j = 1, . . . ,m)},
where xk → sk, zi → ai is a solution of S = 1 and C = CG(ca11 , . . . , camm , s1, . . . , sn) is the
corresponding centralizer. The group GR(S) is an extension of the centralizer C.
Put
κ(S) = |X| + ε(S),
where ε(S) = 1 if S is of the type (2) or (4), and ε(S) = 0 otherwise.
Definition 6. Let G be a freely discriminated group and S = 1 a standard quadratic equation
over G which has a solution in G. The equation S(X) = 1 is regular if κ(S) 4 and there is a
non-commutative solution of S(X) = 1 in G, or it is an equation of the type [x, y]d = 1.
Notice, that if S(X) = 1 has a solution in G, κ(S)  4, and n > 0 in the orientable case
(n > 2 in the non-orientable case), then the equation S = 1 has a non-commutative solution,
hence regular. Theorems 4 and 5 imply the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let G be a freely discriminated group and S = 1 a standard quadratic equation
over G which has a solution in G.
(1) If S(X) = 1 has positive genus then it is regular, unless it is the equation [x, y] = 1.
(2) If S(X) = 1 is non-orientable equation of positive genus then it is regular, unless it is an
equation of the type x2cz = a2c, x21x22 = a21a22 , x21x22x23 = 1, or S(X) = 1 can be transformed
to the form [z¯i , z¯j ] = [z¯i , a] = 1, i, j = 1, . . . ,m, by changing variables.
(3) If S(X) = 1 has genus 0 then it is regular unless either it is an equation of the type cz11 = d ,
c
z1
1 c
z2
2 = c1c2, or S(X) = 1 can be transformed to the form [z¯i , z¯j ] = [z¯i , a] = 1, i, j =
1, . . . ,m, by changing variables.
2.3. NTQ systems and NTQ groups
We recall now the definition of a NTQ group from [14] and [13].
Let G be a group with a generating set A. A system of equations S = 1 is called triangular
quasi-quadratic (shortly, TQ) over G if it can be partitioned into the following subsystems:
S1(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn,A) = 1,
S2(X2, . . . ,Xn,A) = 1,
...
Sn(Xn,A) = 1,
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(1) Si is quadratic in variables Xi ;
(2) Si = {[y, z] = 1, [y,u] = 1 | y, z ∈ Xi} where u is a group word in Xi+1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn ∪A. In
this case we say that Si = 1 corresponds to an extension of a centralizer;
(3) Si = {[y, z] = 1 | y, z ∈ Xi};
(4) Si is the empty equation.
Sometimes, we join several consecutive subsystems Si = 1, Si+1 = 1, . . . , Si+j = 1 of a TQ
system S = 1 into one block, thus partitioning the system S = 1 into new blocks. It is convenient
to call a new system also a triangular quasi-quadratic system.
In the notations above define Gi = GR(Si ,...,Sn) for i = 1, . . . , n and put Gn+1 = G. The TQ
system S = 1 is called non-degenerate (shortly, NTQ) if the following conditions hold:
(5) each system Si = 1, where Xi+1, . . . ,Xn are viewed as the corresponding constants from
Gi+1 (under the canonical maps Xj → Gi+1, j = i + 1, . . . , n) has a solution in Gi+1;
(6) the element in Gi+1 represented by the word u from (2) is not a proper power in Gi+1.
The coordinate group of an NTQ system is called an NTQ group.
An NTQ system S = 1 is called regular if each non-empty quadratic equation in Si is regular
(see Definition 6).
We say that an NTQ system S(X) = 1 is in the standard form if all quadratic equations in (1)
are in the standard form. By Lemma 1 every NTQ system S(X) = 1 is automorphically (hence
rationally) equivalent to a unique NTQ system in the standard form, i.e., there exists an automor-
phism φ ∈ AutG[X] such that Sφ = 1 is a standard NTQ system.
In the sequent we always assume (if not said otherwise) that NTQ systems are given in the
standard form.
Let S = 1 be an (standard) NTQ system. Denote by SR the set of all regular quadratic equa-
tions in S = 1. Let n1  n2  · · ·  nk be a sequence of sizes of equations from SR in the
decreasing (left lexicographical) order. Then the tuple size(S) = (n1, . . . , nk) is called the regu-
lar size of the system S = 1. We compare regular sizes of systems lexicographically from the left.
For the NTQ system S = 1 denote by πi :Gi → Gi+1 a Gi+1-homomorphism (a solution
of Si = 1 in Gi+1) which exists by the condition (5). The set V of all G-homomorphisms
φ :FR(S) → G of the type
φ = σ1π1 · · ·σnπn, (5)
where σi is a Gi+1-automorphism of Gi , is called the fundamental sequence associated with the
NTQ systems S = 1 with respect to the tuple (π1, . . . , πn). Sometimes, in the decomposition (5)
the automorphisms σi run over a designated subgroup of AutGi , in this case we refer to the set
V as to a restricted fundamental sequence. Observe, that a fundamental sequence depends on the
partitioning of an NTQ system S = 1 into blocks and on the choice of the solutions πi .
2.4. NTQ systems with adjoined free variables
Sometimes we assume that there is a finite set of “dummy” variables T which actually do not
occur in any of the equations Si but are formally listed in them after the variables Xn. In this case
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ables from T as free variables. We may assume also that there is the empty equation Sn+1(T ) = 1
(thus adding an extra layer to the system) which extends the fundamental sequence related to the
system allowing F -automorphisms of the last group F ∗F(T ). In particular, if η :F ∗F(T ) → F
is an arbitrary F -homomorphism (a specialization of variables from T in F ) then it can be re-
alized as the composition of the automorphism t → tη(t), t ∈ T , and the πn+1 :F ∗ F(T ) → F
which sends all t ∈ T into 1. This remark allows one to treat uniformly occurrences of free
variables in NTQ systems from [13,14], and in quadratic equations from [8]. Recall, that in the
papers [13,14] instead of inserting dummy variables from T in the equations Si it was simply as-
sumed that there is an F -homomorphism πn :Gn → F ∗F(T ) and it was allowed to use arbitrary
specializations η :F ∗ F(T ) → F . We will use both these approaches in the sequent.
More generally, now we define an NTQ system Q with an adjoined partitioned set of free
variables T . Suppose, the NTQ system Q(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1 is given in the form
Q1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1,
...
Qn(Xn) = 1,
and T is a set of free variables partitioned into n disjoint subsets
T = {t1, . . . , tk1} ∪ {tk1+1, . . . , tk2} ∪ · · · ∪ {tkn−1+1, . . . , tkn}.
We assume that all variables T formally participate in every equation from Q as dummy vari-
ables.
Now we define the projections
πi :FR(Qi,...,Qn) ∗ F(T ) → FR(Qi+1,...,Qn) ∗ F(T )
as homomorphisms identical on FR(Qi+1,...,Qn) ∗ F(T ) and such that
πi :FR(Qi,...,Qn) → FR(Qi+1,...,Qn) ∗ F(tki−1+1, . . . , tki )
(here we assume for uniformity that Qn+1 is the empty equation in T ). To describe fundamental
solutions of the system (Q,T ) with respect to the homomorphisms πi we consider automor-
phisms σi of FR(Qi,...,Qn) ∗F(T ) which are identical on FR(Qi+1,...,Qn) ∗F(T ) and such that their
restriction on FR(Qi,...,Qn) is an automorphism of FR(Qi,...,Qn). Now a fundamental solution of
the system Q with adjoined free variables T and a fixed family of homomorphisms π1, . . . , πn is
a composition σ1π1 · · ·σnπnτ where σi are described above and τ :F ∗F(T ) → F is an arbitrary
F -homomorphism. In Section 7 we put more restrictions on πi and σi and consider fundamental
sequences under this restrictions. In all such occasions we specify these restrictions precisely.
3. Splittings
3.1. Graphs
A directed graph X consists of a set of vertices V (X) and a set of edges E(X) together with
two functions σ :E(X) → V (X), τ :E(X) → V (X). For an edge e ∈ E(X) the vertices σ(e)
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with involution − :E(X)→ E(X) which satisfies the following conditions:
¯¯e = e, e 
= e¯, σ (e¯) = τ(e).
We refer to a pair {e, e¯} as a non-oriented edge.
A path p in a graph X is a sequence if edges e1, . . . , en such that τ(ei) = σ(ei+1), i ∈ {1, . . . ,
n− 1}. Put σ(p) = σ(e1), τ(p) = τ(en). A path p = e1 . . . en is reduced if ei+1 
= e¯i for each i.
A path p is closed (or a loop) if σ(p) = τ(p).
3.2. Graphs of groups
A graph of groups Γ = G(X) is defined by the following data:
(1) a connected graph X;
(2) a function G which for every vertex v ∈ V (X) assigns a group Gv , and for each edge e ∈
E(X) assigns a group Ge such that Ge¯ = Ge;
(3) for each edge e ∈ E(X) there are monomorphisms σ :Ge → Geσ and τ :Ge → Geτ .
Let G(X) be a graph of groups and T a maximal subtree of X. The fundamental group
π(G(X),T ) of the graph of groups G(X) with respect to the tree T is defined by generators
and relations as follows:
π
(G(X),T )= 〈(∗v∈V (X)Gv), te (e ∈ E(X)) ∣∣ te = 1 (e ∈ T ), t−1e gte = gτ (g ∈ Ge), tete¯ = 1〉.
It is known that π(G(X),T ) is independent (up to isomorphism) of T . Therefore, we will omit
sometimes the tree T from the notations and write simply π(G(X)).
If some presentation is fixed, the non-trivial generators te will be called stable letters. The
group π(G(X)) can be obtained from the vertex groups by a tree product with amalgamation
and then by HNN-extensions. The following lemma shows that subgroups of π(G(X)) are again
fundamental groups of some special graphs of groups related to G(X).
Lemma 2. [4] Let G(X) be a graph of groups, and let H  π(G(X)). Then H = π(G(Y )) where
the vertex groups of G(Y ) are H ∩ gGvg−1 for all vertices v ∈ X, and g runs over a suitable
set of (H,Gv) double coset representatives, and the edge groups are H ∩ gGeg−1 for all edges
e ∈ X, where g runs over a suitable set of (H,Ge) double coset representatives.
3.3. Definitions and elementary properties of splittings
Let π(G(X),T ) be the fundamental group of graph of groups G(X) with respect to a maximal
subtree T . Let φ :G → π(G(X),T ) be an isomorphism of groups. In this event the triple D =
(G, (G(X),T ),φ) is called a splitting of G. A splitting D is a Z-splitting [abelian splitting] if
every edge group is infinite cyclic [abelian]. Splittings of the type G = A ∗C B or G = A∗C,
are called elementary Z-splittings. We say that G splits over an element c ∈ G if there exists an
elementary Z-splitting of G with the edge group generated by c.
An elementary abelian splitting D is called essential if the images of the edge group under the
boundary monomorphisms do not have finite index in the corresponding vertex groups. A split-
ting is reduced if all vertex groups of valency one and two properly contain the images of groups
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and has an edge. A splitting is non-trivial if its graph of groups has an edge.
Recall, that a splitting of a group G is called 2-acylindrical if for every non-trivial element
g ∈ G, the fixed set of g when acting on the Bass–Serre tree corresponding to the splitting has
diameter at most 2. A splitting of a group is a star of groups, if its underlying graph is a tree T
which has diameter 2.
Definition 7. Let G be a group and K = {K1, . . . ,Kn} be a set of subgroups of G. An abelian
splitting D is called a splitting modulo K if every subgroup from K is conjugated into a vertex
group in D.
3.4. Elementary transformations of graphs of groups and splittings
A conjugation of a splitting of G is a conjugation of π(G(X),T ).
A sliding is a modification of a graph of groups according to the relation
(A1 ∗C1 A2) ∗C2 A3 ∼= (A1 ∗C1 A3) ∗C2 A2
in the case when C1 C2. More precisely, suppose a graph of groups Γ = G(X) contains vertices
v1, v2, v3 with vertex groups A1,A2,A3, respectively, and edges e1 = (v1, v2), e2 = (v2, v3) with
edge groups C1 and C2 and τe1(C1) σe2(C2). We replace e1 by the edge e¯1 = (v1, v3) with edge
group C1 and σe¯1(C1) = σe1(C1), τe¯1(C1) = τe2σ−1e2 τe1(C1). Notice that two of the vertices may
coincide.
If Γ is a graph of groups, and Ge is an edge group in Γ such that σ(Ge) = Geσ , then conju-
gation of the boundary monomorphism σ is a replacement of the monomorphism σ by σh such
that σh(g) = h−1σ(g)h for some h ∈ Geσ and any g ∈ Ge.
A splitting G = A∗C1 B1 is obtained by folding from the splitting G = A∗C B if C is a proper
subgroup of C1 and B1 = C1 ∗C B . An unfolding is the inverse operation to folding. A splitting
is unfolded if one cannot apply an unfolding to it.
Lemma 3. Elementary transformations preserve the fundamental groups of graphs of groups up
to isomorphism.
Proof. The statement is obvious for a conjugation. Suppose the graph of groups Γ1 = G1(X1) is
obtained from Γ = G(X) by an elementary transformation. Different choice of T in the graph X
defines an isomorphism of the fundamental group π(G(X),T ). Therefore it is enough to prove
the isomorphism of the fundamental groups for a suitable choice of T in X and T1 in X1. For
sliding we consider only the case when vertices v1, v2, v3 are different. In this case we choose
the tree T such a way that edges e1 and e2 belong to T , and obtain T1 by the sliding defined
above from T . Then the isomorphism becomes obvious.
Suppose Γ1 = G1(X) is obtained from Γ by the conjugation of the boundary monomor-
phism σ . Consider first the case when it is possible to choose T such a way that e /∈ T . In this
case G = π(G(X),T ) has a stable letter t corresponding to e and a relation t−1σ(g)t = τ(g) for
any g ∈ Ge. We replace σ(g) by σh(g) and the stable letter t in the presentation of π(G(X),T )
by th = h−1t . Then in these generators π(G1(X),T ) has the same presentation as π(G(X),T ).
Now consider the case when it is not possible to choose T such a way that e /∈ T . Then remov-
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fundamental groups of the graphs of groups corresponding to X1 and X2. Then
π
(G(X),T )= G1 ∗σ(Ge)=τ(Ge) G2
and
π
(G1(X),T )= G1 ∗h−1σ(Ge)h=h−1τ(Ge)h (h−1G2h).
These groups are isomorphic.
Similarly, in the case of foldings we choose T so that the edge corresponding to C belongs
to T . 
3.5. Freely decomposable groups
Recall that a group G is freely decomposable if it is isomorphic to a non-trivial free product
(in which there are at least two non-trivial factors). Otherwise, G is called freely indecomposable.
A free decomposition
G = G1 ∗ · · · ∗Gn ∗ F(Y )
is called Grushko’s decomposition if all the factors G1, . . . ,Gn are non-cyclic freely indecom-
posable groups, and F(Y ) is a free group with basis Y (perhaps empty). If there is another
Grushko’s decomposition
G = H1 ∗ · · · ∗Hm ∗ F(Z),
then n = m, corresponding factors Gi and Hi (after reordering) are conjugated, and |Z| = |Y |.
Definition 8. Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of G. We say that G has a non-trivial free
decomposition modulo H , if
G  G1 ∗G2,
H G1, and G2 
= 1.
Now we generalize the definition above.
Definition 9. Let G be a group and K1, . . . ,Kn be subgroups of G. We say that G has a non-
trivial free decomposition modulo K1, . . . ,Kn, if
G  G1 ∗G2,
K1 G1, and for each i there exists gi ∈ G such that Kgii G1.
Lemma 4. Let G be a group with a non-trivial splitting D of G. If D contains an edge with the
trivial associated group then G is decomposable into a non-trivial free product.
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subgroup. Denote by X∗ the subgraph of X formed by all vertices in X and all edges in X whose
associated groups are non-trivial. Assume first, that X∗ is not connected and Y1, . . . , Yn (n 2)
are the connected components of X∗. By collapsing in D every subgraph Yi into a single vertex,
say vi , with the associated group π1(Yi) one gets a graph of groups Z in which all the edge
groups are trivial. Since all the vertex groups in D are non-trivial the groups π1(Yi) are non-
trivial. By Lemma 2 the group π1(Z) is the free product of its vertex groups and a free group,
so it is freely decomposable. Observe, that G  π1(Z) since collapses preserve the fundamental
groups. Therefore G is freely decomposable.
Suppose now that X∗ is connected. In this case a given maximal subtree T of X∗ is also a
maximal subtree of X. If e is an edge in X with the trivial associated subgroup Ge then e /∈ T ,
so te 
= 1 in G = π1(X). Since Ge = 1 the infinite cyclic group 〈te〉 is a free factor of G. Hence
G is freely decomposable. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Definition 10. Let G be a group and K= {K1, . . . ,Kn} be a set of subgroups of G. We say that
a free decomposition of G
G  G1 ∗ · · · ∗Gk
is compatible with K if each subgroup in K is a conjugate of a subgroup of one of the factors Gj .
Denote by Kj the set of all conjugates of subgroups in K which belong to Gj . This decom-
position is called reduced if none of the Gj has a non-trivial compatible free decomposition
modulo Kj .
Proposition 1. Let
G = G1 ∗ · · · ∗Gn ∗ F(Y ) = G = H1 ∗ · · · ∗Hm ∗ F(Z),
be two compatible with K reduced free decompositions, then n = m, corresponding factors Gi
and Hi (after reordering) are conjugated, and |Z| = |Y |.
Proof. Consider a Bass–Serre tree T corresponding to the first decomposition. Subgroups from
K fix some vertices of this tree. Each subgroup Hi acts on T , and, since it does not have a free
decomposition compatible withK, fixes a vertex of this tree. Therefore it is conjugated into some
factor, say Gi , of the first decomposition. Conversely, each Gi is conjugated into some Hj . Each
factor Hi,Gi is malnormal, therefore Hi and Gi are conjugated. The normal closure generated
by H1 ∗ · · · ∗Hm and by G1 ∗ · · · ∗Gm is the same, therefore |Y | = |Z|. 
Remark 1. In the notations above, if
G  G1 ∗ · · · ∗Gk
is a compatible with K decomposition of G, then we will always assume (taking a conjugation
of G if necessary and renaming subgroups Gi ) that K1 G1.
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Denote by F the class of all finitely generated fully residually free groups. The structure of
groups from F was described in [13], where it was shown that these groups are subgroups of the
Lyndon’s group FZ[x]. Here we state one corollary of the results mentioned above, which shows
that non-abelian groups from F have non-trivial cyclic splitting.
Theorem 6. [13] Every group G ∈ F can be obtained from free groups by finitely many opera-
tions of the following type:
(1) free products;
(2) free products with amalgamation along cyclic subgroups with at least one of them being
maximal;
(3) separated HNN-extensions along cyclic subgroups with at least one of them being maximal;
(4) free extensions of centralizers (and for each element its centralizer extends at most once).
Corollary 2. Every freely indecomposable f.g. non-abelian fully residually free group has an
essential Z-splitting.
3.7. Elliptic and hyperbolic subgroups
If H and K are subgroups of a group G, we say that H can be conjugated into K if it is a
conjugate of a subgroup of K .
An element g ∈ G [a subgroup H G] is called elliptic in a given splitting of G if g [corre-
spondingly, H ] can be conjugated into a vertex group, and hyperbolic otherwise.
Lemma 5. [27] Let G be a freely indecomposable group. If Di is an elementary Z-splitting of
G with the edge group Ci (i = 1,2), then C1 is hyperbolic (elliptic) in D2 if and only if C2 is
hyperbolic (elliptic) in D1.
A pair of elementary Z-splittings Di (i = 1,2) is called intersecting if they form a hyperbolic-
hyperbolic pair, namely C1 is hyperbolic with respect to D2 and C2 is hyperbolic with respect
to D1.
Lemma 6. Let G ∈ F and N a maximal abelian non-cyclic subgroup of G. Then the following
holds:
(1) if G = A ∗C B is an abelian splitting of G then N is elliptic in this splitting;
(2) if G = A∗C is an abelian splitting of G then one of the following holds:
(a) N is elliptic in this splitting,
(b) C is the centralizer CA(v) of some element v ∈ A, C  Ng for some g ∈ G, and G =
A ∗C Ng is an extension of the centralizer C.
Proof. The first statement follows from the description of commuting elements in a free product
with amalgamation (see, for example, [23]). The second one is a direct corollary of Lemma 2
and Theorem 5 from [7]. 
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cyclic subgroups of G are elliptic in D. By D(G) we denote the set of all normal splittings of G.
Denote by DF (G) the class of all normal splittings of G such that F belongs to a vertex group.
3.8. Quadratically hanging subgroups
Let D = (G, (G(X),T ),φ) be an abelian splitting of G. A vertex group Q = Gv , v ∈ V , is
called quadratically hanging in D (shortly, QH-subgroup in D), if the following conditions hold:
(1) Q admits one of the following presentations:
〈
p1, . . . , pm,a1, . . . , ag, b1, . . . , bg
∣∣∣∣∣
g∏
j=1
[ai, bi]
m∏
k=1
pk
〉
, g  0, m 1, (6)
and if g = 0, then m 4,
〈
p1, . . . , pm,a1, . . . , ag
∣∣∣∣∣
g∏
j=1
a2i
m∏
k=1
pk
〉
, g  1, m 1 (7)
(in particular, Q is a free group);
(2) for every edge e ∈ E outgoing from v, the edge group Ge is conjugate to one of the
subgroups 〈pi〉, i = 1, . . . ,m;
(3) for each pi there is an edge ei ∈ E outgoing from v such that Gei is a conjugate of 〈pi〉.
Notice that for a freely indecomposable group G property (3) is automatically satisfied. Some-
times we refer to the elements pi as to boundary elements.
A QH-subgroup Q of D is called a maximal QH-subgroup (shortly, MQH-subgroup) if for
every elementary abelian splitting E of G with the edge group C, either Q is elliptic in E, or C
is conjugate into Q, in which case E is induced from a Z-splitting of Q.
Similarly, one can define a relativized version of a QH-subgroup. Let K= {K1, . . . ,Kn} be a
set of subgroups of G and D be an abelian splitting of G modulo K. A QH-subgroup Q of D
is called a maximal QH-subgroup if the condition above, which defines maximal QH-subgroups,
holds for every elementary abelian splitting E of G modulo K.
Sometimes we say that a subgroup Q of G is a QH-subgroup of G (modulo a set of sub-
groups K) if Q is a QH-subgroup in some splitting D of G (modulo K).
Non-QH non-abelian vertex groups of D are called rigid in D.
3.9. QH-subgroups and quadratic equations
Let D = (G, (G(X),T ),φ) be a splitting of G. Assume that the maximal subtree T of X is
chosen as follows. A maximal sub-forest in the subgraph of X spanned by all rigid vertices is
extended to a maximal sub-forest in the subgraph of X spanned by all non-QH vertex groups,
and then extended to T .
Let a maximal QH subgroup Q in D be given by a presentation
n∏
[xi, yi]p1 · · ·pm = 1.
i=1
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are exactly m outgoing edges e1, . . . , em from the vertex corresponding to Q, and each ei has the
edge group equal to 〈pi〉, i.e., σ(Gei ) = 〈pi〉.
If we consider a presentation of G by generators and relations corresponding to D, the rela-
tions corresponding to this vertex are
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]p1 · · ·pm = 1,
c
zi
i = pi, i = 1, . . . ,m, cm = pm,
where 〈ci〉, i = 1, . . . ,m, is the image of the edge group 〈pi〉, em ∈ T and zi = 1 if ei ∈ T ,
i = 1, . . . ,m− 1. Excluding pi from the presentation of G we obtain the following relation:
SQ =
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]cz11 · · · czm−1m−1cm = 1. (8)
We term SQ = 1 the quadratic equation corresponding to Q. Conversely, if G is a quotient of
the free product
F(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn, z1, . . . , zm−1) ∗H,
where H ∈F , over the normal subgroup generated by the left side of the equation SQ = 1, then
G can be represented as a fundamental group of the graph of groups Γ such that Γ contains a QH
vertex with the vertex group Q given by the relation
∏n
i=1[xi, yi]p1 · · ·pm = 1, with outgoing
edges ei , i = 1, . . . ,m, and with the edge groups 〈pi〉, i = 1, . . . ,m.
Every homomorphism φ :G → F gives rise to a solution of the equation
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]cφz11 · · · cφzm−1m−1 cφm = 1 (9)
in F . Similarly, one can consider a non-orientable QH-subgroup.
3.10. Induced QH-subgroups
Let G be a f.g. group and D = G(X) an abelian splitting of G. For a QH-subgroup Q of D one
can define a splitting DQ of G as follows. Suppose the subgroup Q is associated in G(X) with
a vertex v ∈ X with outgoing edges e1, . . . , em. Denote by Y1, . . . , Yk the connected components
of the graph X − {v, e1, . . . , em} and by P1, . . . ,Pk—the fundamental groups of the graphs of
groups induced from G(X) on Y1, . . . , Yk . Collapsing every subgraph Yi of X into a single vertex
ui results in an associated splitting of G which we denote by DQ. By KD,Q, or simply by KQ,
we denote the set of subgroups {P1, . . . ,Pm} which we call the Q-associated subgroups.
Lemma 7. [19] Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group, Γ = Γ (X) a cyclic
[abelian] splitting of G, Q a QH-subgroup in Γ , and DQ the associated splitting of G. If H is a
finitely generated non-cyclic subgroup of G then one of the following conditions holds:
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(2) H is conjugated in G in one of the subgroups from KQ;
(3) H is freely indecomposable, and for some g ∈ G H ∩Qg has finite index in Qg . In this event
H ∩Qg is a QH vertex group in H .
Moreover, if HQ = H ∩ Q is non-trivial and has infinite index in Q, then HQ is a free product
of cyclic groups generated by conjugates of powers of some boundary elements of Q and a free
group F1 which does not intersect any conjugate of a boundary element of Q.
3.11. Quadratic decomposition
By Theorem 5.6 from [27] for every f.g. freely indecomposable torsion free non-surface group
G there exists a reduced (may be trivial) Z-splitting Dquadr (a quadratic decomposition of G) with
the following properties:
(a) every MQH-subgroup of G can be conjugated to a vertex group in Dquadr; every QH-
subgroup of G can be conjugated into one of the MQH-subgroups of G; every vertex with a
non-MQH vertex group is adjacent only to vertices with MQH vertex groups;
(b) if an elementary Z-splitting G = A ∗C B or G = A∗C is hyperbolic in another elementary
Z-splitting of G, then C can be conjugated into some MQH-subgroup;
(c) for every elementary Z- [abelian] splitting G = A ∗C B or G = A∗C from D(G) which
is elliptic in each elementary Z- [abelian] splitting from D(G), the edge group C can be
conjugated into a non-MQH-subgroup of Dquadr;
(d) if D′quadr is another splitting that has properties (a)–(c), then it can be obtained from Dquadr
by slidings, conjugations, and modifying boundary monomorphisms by conjugation.
Similarly, there exists a relativized version of a quadratic decomposition of G modulo a set of
subgroups K of G (in this case all splittings that occur are splitting modulo K).
3.12. JSJ decompositions
All elementary cyclic [abelian] splittings of a finitely presented (f.p.) torsion free freely inde-
composable group are encoded in a splitting called a JSJ decomposition.
If H and K are subgroups of a group G, we say that H is conjugated into K if it is conjugated
to a subgroup of K .
Theorem 7. [27, part of Theorem 7.1] Let H be a f.p. torsion-free freely indecomposable group.
There exists a reduced, unfolded Z-splitting of H , called a JSJ decomposition of H , with the
following properties:
(1) Every MQH-subgroup of H can be conjugated to a vertex group in the JSJ decomposition.
Every QH-subgroup of H can be conjugated into one of the MQH-subgroups of H . Every
non-MQH vertex group in the JSJ decomposition is elliptic in every Z-splitting of H .
(2) If an elementary Z-splitting H = A ∗C B or H = A∗C is hyperbolic in another elementary
Z-splitting, then C can be conjugated into some MQH-subgroup.
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two properly contain the images of the edge groups except vertices between two MQH-subgroups
that may coincide with one of the edge groups.
Theorem 8. [19] Let H be a freely indecomposable f.g. fully residually free group. One can
effectively find a normal almost reduced unfolded cyclic [abelian] splitting D ∈ D(H) of H ,
with the following properties:
(1) Every MQH-subgroup of H can be conjugated to a vertex group in D; every QH-subgroup
of H can be conjugated into one of the MQH-subgroups of H ; non-MQH-subgroups in D
are of two types: maximal abelian and non-abelian, every non-MQH vertex group in D is
elliptic in every cyclic [abelian] splitting in D(H).
(2) If an elementary cyclic [abelian] splitting H = A∗C B or H = A∗C is hyperbolic in another
elementary cyclic [abelian] splitting, then C can be conjugated into some MQH-subgroup.
(3) Every elementary cyclic [abelian] splitting H = A ∗C B or H = A∗C from D(H) which
is elliptic with respect to any other elementary cyclic [abelian] splitting from D(H) can
be obtained from D by a sequence of collapsings, foldings, conjugations and modifying
boundary monomorphisms by conjugation.
(4) If D1 ∈D(H) is another splitting that has properties (1), (2), then it can be obtained from D
by slidings, conjugations, and modifying boundary monomorphisms by conjugation.
We will call such a splitting a cyclic [abelian] JSJ decomposition of H . Similar result holds
for the class of splittings DF (H). Such a splitting will be called an abelian (or cyclic) JSJ
decomposition of H modulo F .
Theorems 6 and 8 imply the following result.
Corollary 3. Every freely indecomposable f.g. non-abelian fully residually free group which is
not a surface group admits a non-degenerate cyclic [abelian] JSJ decomposition. Moreover, such
a decomposition can be found effectively.
3.13. JSJ decompositions modulo a system of subgroups
In this section we introduce JSJ decompositions of an arbitrary f.g. group G modulo a sys-
tem of subgroups K = {K1, . . . ,Kn} of G. As always, if G is an F -group then we assume that
F K1.
We start with the case when G has no non-trivial compatible free decomposition modulo K.
Definition 12. Let G be a finitely generated group andK= {K1, . . . ,Kn} a set of subgroups of G.
Suppose there is no non-trivial compatible free decomposition of G modulo K. Then an abelian
normal splitting D ∈D(G) of G modulo K (possibly degenerate) is called a JSJ decomposition
of G modulo K if the following conditions hold:
(1) Every MQH-subgroup of G modulo K can be conjugated to a vertex group in D; every QH-
subgroup of G modulo K can be conjugated into one of the MQH-subgroups of G modulo
K; non-MQH-subgroups in D are of two types: maximal abelian and non-abelian, every
non-MQH vertex group in D is elliptic in every abelian splitting in D(G) modulo K.
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another elementary abelian splitting modulo K, then C can be conjugated into some MQH-
subgroup.
(3) Every elementary abelian splitting modulo K, G = A ∗C B or G = A∗C from D(G) which
is elliptic with respect to any other elementary abelian splitting modulo K from D(G) can
be obtained from D by a sequence of collapsings, foldings, conjugations and modifying
boundary monomorphisms by conjugation.
(4) If D1 ∈ D(G) is another splitting modulo K that has properties (1), (2), then it can be
obtained from D by slidings, conjugations, and modifying boundary monomorphisms by
conjugation.
Theorem 9. [19] Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group and K= {K1, . . . ,Kn}
a set of subgroups of G. If there is no non-trivial compatible free decomposition of G modulo K
then a JSJ decomposition of G modulo K exists and can be effectively found.
Definition 13. Let G be a finitely generated group and K = {K1, . . . ,Kn} a set of subgroups
of G. Suppose
G = G1 ∗ · · · ∗G (10)
is a reduced compatible free decomposition of G modulo K and Kj = {Kj1, . . . ,Kjs } is the set
of all subgroups in K conjugated into Gj , j = 1, . . . , . A JSJ decomposition of G is a splitting
obtained from a splitting like 10 by replacing each Gj with a JSJ decomposition Dj of Gj
modulo Kj .
Theorem 10. [19] Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group andK= {K1, . . . ,Kn}
a set of subgroups of G. Then a JSJ decomposition of G modulo K exists and can be effectively
found.
3.14. Canonical automorphisms
Let G = A∗CB be an elementary abelian splitting of G. For c ∈ C we define an automorphism
φc :G → G such that φc(a) = a for a ∈ A and φc(b) = bc = c−1bc for b ∈ B .
If G = A∗C = 〈A, t | ct = c′, c ∈ C〉 then for c ∈ C define φc :G → G such that φc(a) = a
for a ∈ A and φc(t) = ct .
We call φc a Dehn twist obtained from the corresponding elementary abelian splitting of G.
If G is an F -group, where F is a subgroup of one of the factors A or B , then Dehn twists that
fix elements of the free group F A are called canonical Dehn twists. Similarly, one can define
canonical Dehn twists with respect to an arbitrary fixed subgroup K of G.
Definition 14. Let D ∈ D(G) [D ∈ DF (G)] be an abelian splitting of a group G and Gv be
either a QH or an abelian vertex of D. Then an automorphism ψ ∈ Aut(G) is called a canonical
automorphism corresponding to the vertex Gv if ψ satisfies the following conditions:
(i) ψ fixes element-wise all other vertex groups in D up to conjugation (hence fixes up to
conjugation all the edge groups);
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some essential Z-splitting of G along a cyclic subgroup of Gv ;
(iii) if Gv is an abelian subgroup then ψ acts as an automorphism on Gv which fixes all the edge
subgroups of Gv .
Definition 15. Let D ∈D(G) [D ∈DF (G)] be an abelian splitting of a group G and e an edge
in D. Then an automorphism ψ ∈ Aut(G) is called a canonical automorphism corresponding
to the edge e if ψ is a Dehn twist [canonical Dehn twist] of G with respect to the elementary
splitting of G along the edge e which is induced from D.
Definition 16. Let D ∈D(G) [D ∈DF (G)] be an abelian splitting of a group [F -group] G. Then
the canonical group of automorphisms AD = AD(G) of G with respect to D is the subgroup
of Aut(G) generated by all canonical automorphisms of G corresponding to all edges, all QH
vertices, and all abelian vertices of D. In the case D ∈ D(G) we also include conjugation into
the canonical group of automorphisms.
Lemma 8. [19] Let G be a freely indecomposable F -group in F , and D be an abelian JSJ
decomposition of G. Then AD is a direct product of abelian groups generated by canonical
Dehn twists corresponding to edges of D between non-QH non-abelian subgroups, and groups
of canonical automorphisms corresponding to MQH and abelian vertex groups.
4. Lifting splittings
4.1. Lifting free decompositions into fundamental groups of compact surfaces
In this section we develop a technique to lift an elementary splitting from a factor-group into
the ambient group. We use notation from the previous section.
Lemma 9. [35] Let G be a fundamental group of a compact connected surface T , and either
the boundary of T is empty or it consists of several components E1, . . . ,Em. Suppose that the
simple closed curve Ei represents the conjugacy class εi, i = 1, . . . ,m. Let f be an epimorphism
from G onto a free product A ∗ B such that for all i, f (εi) contains an element either from A
or from B . Then there is a simple closed curve d on T separating T into two pieces TA and TB
such that G = π1(TA) ∗π1(d) π1(TB) is an amalgamated product over a cyclic group π1(d) and
f (π1(TA)) = A, f (π1(TB)) = B , f (π1(d)) = 1.
Corollary 4. Let D be a splitting of a group G and Q a QH-subgroup in D. Suppose f is a
homomorphism from G onto a non-trivial free product A ∗B such that:
(1) the image f (Q) is not elliptic in A ∗B;
(2) for every edge e in D adjacent to Q the image f (Ge) of the edge group Ge is conjugated
into A or B .
Then f is a solution in A ∗ B of the quadratic equation SQ(X,P f ) = 1, where SQ(X,P ) = 1
is the quadratic equation corresponding to Q (see Section 3.9). Moreover, f is a solution of a
system of two quadratic equations S1(X1,P f ) = 1 and S2(X2,P f ) = 1, where X = X1 ∪ X2
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S1(X1,P f ) = 1 and S2(X2,P f ) = 1 is strictly less then that of SQ(X,P f ) = 1.
Proof. The conditions (1) and (2) above ensure (by the Kurosh theorem) that the image f (Q)
is a non-trivial free product which satisfies all the conditions of the Stallings’ lemma. Therefore,
Q splits into a non-trivial amalgamated product Q = Q1 ∗c Q2 with f (c) = 1. This allows
one to refine the splitting D to a new splitting D′ by replacing Q with Q1 ∗c Q2. Clearly Q1
and Q2 are QH-subgroups in the refined splitting D′. If T is the maximal subtree in D chosen
according to Section 3.9, then we can chose a maximal subtree T ′ in D′ such that T ⊆ T ′. Let
S′1(X1,P ) = 1, S′2(X2,P ) = 1 be the quadratic equations that correspond to QH-subgroups Q1
and Q2 in D′ relative to the tree T ′. Observe, that the edges adjacent to the QH-subgroups Q1 and
Q2 are the same old edges as were adjacent to Q in D except for the new edge e′ corresponding to
the splitting Q = Q1 ∗c Q2. Let p′1 and p′2 be the new boundaries in Q1 and Q2 that correspond
to e′. Then the equations S′1 = 1 and S′2 = 1 can be written in the form
S1(X1,P1) = cz′1, S2(X2,P2) = cz′2,
where X1 ∩ X2 = ∅, X = X1 ∪ X2 and P = P1 ∪ P2. Application of f to the equations above
immediately gives
S1
(
X1,P
f
1
)= 1, S2(X2,P f2 )= 1,
as required. 
4.2. Lifting elementary splittings of QH-subgroups
Let G be a f.g. fully residually free group andK a set of subgroups of G. Denote by G1 a fully
residually free quotient of G, κ :G → G1 the canonical epimorphism, and K1 =Kκ .
Let E1 be an elementary HNN splitting of G1 modulo K1. We say that E1 lifts into G relative
to κ if there exists an abelian splitting E of G modulo K with only one vertex such that κ maps
the stable letters of E into the stable letter of E1, the edge groups of E—into the edge group of
E1, and the vertex group of E—into the vertex group of E1. In this case we say that E is a κ-lift
of E1, E1 is a κ-image of E, and write Eκ = E1. In other words, E1 is the κ-image of E if E is a
one-vertex splitting of G such that κ is equal to the homomorphism induced from a morphism of
graph of groups E → E1. Similarly, we define lifts of free products with cyclic amalgamation.
Namely, let E1 be an elementary splitting of G1 moduloK1 as a free product with amalgamation.
Then E1 lifts into G relative to κ if there exists an abelian splitting E of G modulo K such that
the underlying graph of E is a tree, κ maps vertex groups of E into vertex groups of E1, and
the edge groups of E—into the edge groups of E1. Equivalently, E1 is the κ-image of E if E
is a cyclic splitting of K , which underlying graph is a tree, and a morphism of graphs of groups
E → E1 induces κ . Again, in this case we say that E is a κ-lift of E1, E1 is the κ-image of E,
and write Eκ = E1. Sometimes, elementary splittings of G1 have only “partial lifts,” to describe
this situation we introduce the following terminology. We say that an HNN (free product with
amalgamation) splitting E1 of G1 modulo K1 partially lifts or, equivalently, the edge of E1 lifts
into G relative to κ if there exists an elementary HNN (free product with amalgamation) splitting
E of G such that κ maps the stable letter of E into the stable letter of E1 and the edge group of
E—into the edge group of E1. Clearly, if E1 lifts into G then it partially lifts into G.
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κ-image of a standard automorphism φ of G relative to a splitting E of G if φκ = κφ1. In this
event we also say that φ is a κ-lift of φ1. It is not hard to see that, in the notation above, if an
elementary Z-splitting E1 of G1 lifts to a splitting E of K then for every edge ei , i = 1, . . . ,m,
of E there exists a Dehn twist τi of G relative to ei such that the κ-image of the product τ1 · · · τm
is a Dehn twist of G1 relative to E1. Indeed, suppose κ maps the generators ci of the edge groups
Gei of E into cni , where c is a generator of the edge group of E1. Denote by si an integer
such that nisi = lcm(n1, . . . , nm) and by τi the Dehn twist of G relative to the edge ei such that
τi : ti → csii ti . Then (τ1 · · · τm)κ is a Dehn twist of Gi relative to the edge of E1, as required. It
follows, that some subgroup of finite index of the group of Dehn twists of G1 relative to E1 lifts
into the group of standard automorphisms of G relative to E.
Lemma 10. Let G be a f.g. fully residually free group, K a set of subgroups of G such that G
is freely indecomposable modulo K, D an abelian splitting of G modulo K, Q a QH-subgroup
in D, andKD,Q the set of Q-associated subgroups. Let κ :G → G1 be an epimorphism of G onto
a fully residually free group G1 such that Qκ is not abelian and G does not have an elementary
splitting over an element q ∈ Q with κ(q) = 1. Then the following holds:
(1) if E1 is a splitting of G1 as an HNN-extension moduloKκD,Q which is obtained from an HNN
splitting of a QH-subgroup of G1 over a non-boundary element, then E1 lifts in G;
(2) if G1 splits as two intersecting HNN-extensions E1 and T1 modulo KκD,Q then E1 and T1
partially lift into corresponding intersecting HNN-extensions E and T of G modulo KD,Q.
Proof. We divide the proof into a sequence of claims. The first claim shows how to embed the
group G1 into a new group H1 with a suitable Lyndon length function.
Claim 1. Let G1 = 〈H, t | ct1 = c2〉 then there exists a f.g. fully residually free group H¯ and an
embedding θ0 :H → H¯ such that:
(1) there exists a free regular length function L¯ : H¯ → Zm, where Zm is lexicographically or-
dered, such that L¯(c1) = L¯(c2);
(2) the centralizers of θ0(c1) and θ0(c2) in H¯ are cyclic and conjugately separated;
(3) the monomorphism θ0 :H → H¯ extends naturally to a monomorphism
θ1 :G1 =
〈
H, t
∣∣ ct1 = c2〉→ H1 = 〈H¯ , t ∣∣ θ0(c1)t = θ0(c2)〉,
where θ1|H = θ0 and θ1(t) = t;
(4) the group H1 is fully residually free.
Proof. Such a group H1 together with the embedding θ1 :G1 → H1 is constructed in [19, Sec-
tion 12]. For more details see [18]. 
Corollary 5. In the notation above there exists a free regular length function L1 :H1 → Zm+1
such that:
(1) Lmax(t) 
= 0;
(2) Lmax(h) = 0 for every h ∈ H¯ ,
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nate of Zm+1.
Denote by E1(H1) the splitting H1 = 〈H¯ , t | θ0(c1)t = θ0(c2)〉 constructed in Claim 1 from
the splitting E1 of G1.
Let SQ(X,P ) = 1 be the standard quadratic equation associated with the QH-subgroup Q
in G. The homomorphism κ gives a solution Xκ of the equation SQ(X,P κ) = 1 in G1, hence
the homomorphism κθ1 gives a solution Xκθ1 of SQ(X,P κθ1) = 1 in H1. It follows that H1
canonically embeds into the coordinate group (H1)R(SQ). Observe, that κ is a non-degenerate
solution of SQ(X,P κ) = 1, i.e., the κ-image of any atom q from SQ is non-trivial. Indeed,
otherwise G would have an elementary splitting over such an atom q ∈ Q with κ(q) = 1—
contradicting the conditions of the lemma. This implies that κ¯ = κθ1 is a non-degenerate solution
of SQ(X,P κθ1) = 1 in H1. Now we consider two cases—whether the solution κ¯ (or, equivalently,
κ) is commutative or not.
Case 1. The solution κ¯ of SQ in H1 is non-commutative, i.e., there are two consecutive atoms
in SQ whose κ¯-images do not commute. In this case there exists an automorphism δ of the free
group F(X ∪ P) that fixes the elements from P (so δ also can be viewed as an automorphism
of F(X ∪ P κ¯)), fixes the element SQ, and such that Xδκ¯ is a solution in a general position
of SQ(X,P κ¯) in H1 (see [12, Proposition 3]). Clearly, δ gives rise to an H1-automorphism
of the coordinate group (H1)R(SQ). Recall, that the quadratic equation SQ = 1 is regular, so
the radical R(SQ) is equal to the normal closure ncl(SQ) of the element SQ in H1[X], hence
(H1)R(SQ) = H1[X]/ncl(SQ). It follows now from Section 3.9 that Q embeds into (H1)R(SQ)
as a QH-subgroup with the same defining relation (where the boundary elements are replaced
by their κ¯-images) as the QH-subgroup Q in G. We denote this embedding by θ ′. Let κ ′ be the
restriction of κ¯ onto the subgroup generated by the canonical generators of all the stable letters
and all the vertex groups in D, except for Q. Then θ ′ and κ ′ give rise to a unique homomor-
phism θ :G → (H1)R(SQ). Indeed, this follows immediately from the canonical presentations of
the fundamental groups of the corresponding graphs of groups. If κQ : (H1)R(SQ) → H1 is the
homomorphism induced by the solution κ¯ of SQ in H1 then κ¯ is equal to the composition of θ
and κQ. The claim below follows directly from the construction.
Claim 2. If the splitting E1(H1) is the κQ-image of some elementary splitting E¯1 of (H1)R(SQ)
which is induced from a splitting E¯Qθ of the QH-subgroup Qθ then E1 is κ-image of the splitting
E of G which is induced from the isomorphic splitting E¯(θ ′)−11 of Q in G.
To show that the splitting E1 lifts into a splitting E¯1 of (H1)R(SQ) of the type described in
Claim 2 we need to consider the generalized equations associated with SQ over H1. Since H1
has a regular length function one can construct a finite system of generalized equations E =
{Ω1, . . . ,Ωl} with constants from H1 such that every solution of the equation SQ(X,P κ¯ ) = 1 in
H1 comes from a corresponding solution of some equation from E (see [19]). It has been shown
in [14, Proposition 8], that there exists an infinite family Φ of P -automorphisms of F(X ∪ P)
(as well as H1-automorphisms of (H1)R(SQ)) such that for every infinite subset Φ˜ of Φ the
set of solutions Φ˜κ = {φδκQ | φ ∈ Φ˜} discriminates (H1)R(SQ) into H1 and it is a generic set of
solutions. It follows then, that there is a generalized equation Ω ∈ E such that some infinite subset
Φ˜κ of Φκ goes through Ω . As a consequence, we obtain that a discriminating set of solutions
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Φ˜κ of SQ goes through Ω . This implies that the canonical homomorphism θΩ : (H1)R(SQ) →
(H1)R(Ω) is an embedding. Fix an arbitrary solution κφ = φδκQ ∈ Φ˜κ (if κQ ∈ Φ˜κ then we take
κφ = κQ) and denote by κΩ : (H1)R(Ω) → H1 the corresponding solution of Ω . By construction
of Ω one has κφ = θΩκΩ (see Fig. 1).
Claim 3. The splitting E1(H1) lifts (relative to κΩ ) into the splitting EΩ of (H1)R(Ω) modulo
Kθθ1D,Q with edge groups conjugated into Qθ in (H1)R(SQ) and this splitting induces a lift E¯ of
E1(H1) in (H1)R(SQ) relative to κQ.
Proof. The generalized equation Ω has an infinite set of solutions, say Ψ˜ corresponding to the
set of solutions Φ˜κ of the quadratic equation SQ = 1. Observe, that for each solution ψ ∈ Ψ˜ there
is a base μ in Ω such that μψ is comparable with t in H1 with respect to the length function
L1 on H1 from Corollary 5 (otherwise the image of a finite product of bases cannot contain t).
We call such a base a “big” base (other bases are called “small”). Now we apply the entire
transformation to Ω . By construction the entire transformation on every step reduces the length
of a given solution of Ω (with respect to the length function L1). There are two possible cases
for the carrier base:
(a) the carrier base is big;
(b) the carrier base is small.
If the carrier base is small, we cut the initial segment of the whole interval up to the beginning
of the left-most big base, making it into a closed section and put this section at the end of the
interval (see auxiliary transformation D2 in [14]). After applying these auxiliary transforms the
resulting generalized equation is still quadratic, it has the same coordinate group, but has smaller
complexity, and it is of the type (a).
In the case when the carrier base is big there are two possibilities. Either the carrier base
overlaps, or it does not. If it does not overlap then in finitely many steps it becomes a transfer
base and eventually is transferred. Notice that in this case it is transferred inside the active part of
the equation (since the constant part is infinitely smaller then t). Moreover, during the transferring
the big base the length of the interval becomes smaller by an element of the length comparable
to t . Afterward, we are again either in the case (a) or in the case (b). The auxiliary transformations
above allow one to return to the case (a). Now, the crucial observation is that one can transfer a
big base only finitely many times (which is bounded by the number of occurrences of the letter t
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one has to arrive to the case of an overlapping big base. If there are other big bases in this section
then in transferring them the length of the big overlapping base decreases by a comparable length,
so in finitely many steps it either becomes small or all other bases become small. In the case when
the overlapping base gets small we put the section at the end of the generalized equation. Since
the complexity decreases in finitely many steps we arrive to the case when the overlapping base
is big and all other bases in the section are small.
Thus we may assume that the resulting equation begins with an overlapping pair ux = xv,
where x is a big base and u is a product of small bases. Hence uψ does not contain t , so uψ ∈ H¯ .
It is clear that v has the same length as u (since the equality ux = xv comes from the generalized
equation), so v ∈ H¯ , as well. Now, the equality uψxψ = xψvψ holds in the HNN-extension H1.
Since the maximal abelian groups 〈c1〉 and 〈c2〉 are malnormal and conjugately separated in
H¯ one can deduce (using the normal form argument) that xψ = ht and u = hcn1h−1 for some
natural n and h ∈ H¯ . Since there is no cancellation in generalized equations, the equality ux = xv
implies that h ∈ 〈c1〉, so xψ = cm1 t, uψ = cn1 .
We cut the initial segment of the whole interval up to the end of the overlapping pair making
it into a closed section and put this section at the end of the interval. If the new active part does
not have big bases, then it is mapped into H¯ , otherwise we transform the generalized equation
to obtain another overlapping pair with big carrier base. Since the complexity of the generalized
equation decreases, this process will stop.
The quadratic equation corresponding to the whole quadratic part of the generalized equation
is equivalent to a quadratic equation S = 1 in the standard form (see Section 7 of Chapter 1
in [22]). The group (H1)R(Ω) is isomorphic to a free product of a free group and (H1)R(SQ′ ),
where QH-subgroup Q′ corresponds to the quadratic equation S = 1. Moreover, (H1)R(SQ) is
embedded into (H1)R(SQ′ ), therefore, Q
θ is a finite index subgroup in Q′ and (H1)R(SQ) is a finite
index subgroup in (H1)R(SQ′ ). By the implicit function theorem [14], there exists an (H1)R(SQ)-
homomorphism from (H1)R(SQ′ ) onto (H1)R(SQ). This homomorphism cannot have a non-trivial
kernel, therefore (H1)R(SQ′ ) = (H1)R(SQ) and Q′ = Qθ .
Since the set of solutions Φ˜κ is generic, element u contains some base λ such that v either con-
tains λ−1 or λ. Suppose that v contains λ−1. Then for some v1 and v2 x−1uxv = x−1uxv1u−1v2.
Replacing variable x by x1 = xv1 we obtain v−11 [x1, u−1]v2 = 1, where v1 and v2 do not contain
u and x1. Therefore, there is a splitting of Qθ with a relation ux1 = v1v−12 u. The image of U
is cn, the image of x1 is tvκΩ1 . Let v3 be a pre-image of v
κΩ
1 in G. Then we can take x1v1v
−1
3
as a stable letter for a splitting of G. It is mapped into cmt . The case when v contains λ can be
considered similarly. 
Case 2. The solution κ is commutative.
Suppose, first, that SQ = 1 is orientable. If genus of SQ is greater than one then there are
two consecutive commutators, say [x1, y1] and [x2, y2] such that their κ-images commute. Since
G1 is fully residually free this implies that [x1, y1]κ = [x2, y2]εκ for some ε ∈ {−1,1}. So (up
to the obvious change of variables) [x1, y1]κ [x2, y2]κ = 1. Now, we may assume (again up to
an isomorphism of Q that fixes the constants in SQ) that the equation SQ can be written in the
form SQ = [x1, y1][x2, y2]S1(X′), where X′ does not contain x1, x2, y1, y2. Therefore, Q splits
over q = [x1, y1][x2, y2] and qκ = 1—contradicting the conditions of the lemma. Hence SQ
has genus at most 1. If genus of SQ is zero, then Q is generated by the boundary elements pi
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now that SQ has genus one, i.e., SQ has a commutator [x, y] and cz as neighbors. It is not hard
to see that the map γ :x → xczx−1 , y → (czx−1)−1, z → zczx−1 defines an automorphism of
G[x, y, z] that fixes the word cz[x, y]. If γ κ-images of the atoms cz and [x, y] do not commute
then one can replace κ with γ κ and proceed as in Case 1. If γ κ-images of the atoms cz and [x, y]
commute then γ κ-images of czx−1 and cz also commute, hence (from commutation-transitivity
of G1) [xγκ , (cz)γ κ ] = 1. Therefore, γ κ-images of x and [x, y] commute in G1. This implies
that γ κ-images of x and y commute. Indeed, suppose not. Since G1 is fully residually free one
can discriminate [xγκ , yγ κ ] into a free group, so the image of this commutator is non-trivial. It
is easy to see that the equation [x, [x, y]] = 1 has only commutative solutions in free groups—
contradiction. This shows that κ-images of x and y, together with the κ-images of all boundary
elements pi pair-wise commute—contradiction with the condition that Qκ is non-abelian.
If SQ is non-orientable of positive genus then all squares (x2i )κ commute with all the images
of the boundary elements pκj , so Qκ is abelian—contradiction. This finishes Case 2.
We will now prove statement (2). Notice, that if E1 : G1 = 〈H, t | ct1 = c2〉 and T1 : G1 =
〈H, t1 | ct13 = c4〉 are two intersecting splittings corresponding to splittings of Q1, then c1, c2
written in normal form corresponding to T1 must contain t1. Therefore their pre-images under κ
in G have to contain pre-images of t1, and therefore there exist lifts E and T of E1 and T1 that
intersect. 
4.3. Lifting QH-subgroups
In this section we show how to lift QH-subgroups from a factor-group into the ambient group.
Lemma 11. Let G be a f.g. fully residually free group, K a set of subgroups of G, D an abelian
splitting of G modulo K, Q a QH-subgroup in D, and KD,Q the set of Q-associated subgroups.
Let κ :G → G1 be an epimorphism of G onto a fully residually free group G1. Suppose D1 is
an abelian splitting of G1 modulo KκD,Q and Q1 is a QH-subgroup of D1. Then there exists a
QH-subgroup Q¯ of G modulo KD,Q such that Q1  Q¯κ and [Q1 : Q¯κ ] < ∞.
Proof. Case 1. Suppose that G does not have an elementary splitting over an element q such
that q belongs to Q and κ(q) = 1.
We will show now that the pre-image of Q1 under κ must contain a QH-subgroup. By
Lemma 10 we can lift every elementary HNN splitting along an element in Q1 from G1 to G. In
particular, any two intersecting splittings E1 and E2 of Q1 with edge groups 〈c1〉 and 〈c2〉 can
be lifted to intersecting splittings with edge groups mapped by κ into 〈c1〉 and 〈c2〉.
Then Q contains a QH-subgroup Q¯ that is mapped by κ into Q1 and not into a normal
subgroup generated by the boundary elements. Moreover, the boundaries of Q¯ must be mapped
to the (conjugates of the) boundaries of Q1, therefore to the elliptic elements in D1. By Lemma 7,
Q¯κ is a finite index subgroup of Q1.
Therefore the decomposition D is naturally mapped by κ into the decomposition D1.
Case 2. Suppose now that κ is transcendental as a homomorphism to G1. In this case G splits
over elements in QH-subgroups that are mapped by κ to the identity. We can first map these
elements to the identity and consider the obtained group instead of G. 
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Lemma 12. Let G be a f.g. fully residually free group, K a set of subgroups of G, D an abelian
splitting of G modulo K, Q a QH-subgroup in D, and KD,Q the set of Q-associated subgroups.
Let κ :G → G1 be an epimorphism of G onto a fully residually free group G1. Then the following
holds: if E1 is an elementary splitting of G1 modulo KκD,Q then there exists a splitting E of G
modulo KD,Q such that Eκ = E1.
Proof. Let E1 be an elementary Z-splitting of G1. Assume first, that E1 is an HNN-extension
G1 = 〈H, t | ct1 = c2〉. In this case there exists a group H1 and an embedding ψ :G1 → H1 such
that H1 has a free regular length function L1 :H1 → Zm satisfying properties (1), (3), (4) of
Claim 1. Moreover, H1 is an HNN-extension of some group H¯ with the same stable letter t . But
in this case H1 is also the extension of the centralizer of c1 by an element comparable to t (denote
it s).
We use the same scheme as in the proof of Lemma 10 and obtain that (H)1R(Ω) either has
a splitting as an HNN-extension or as an extension of a centralizer of c1. If (H1)R(Ω) splits
as an HNN-extension (or multiple HNN-extension) modulo KD,Q that induces the splitting of
(H1)
κ
R(Ω) as an HNN-extension with stable letter t , then G splits as an HNN-extension (multiple
HNN-extension) with κ-image E1.
Similarly we can prove the lemma for amalgamated products. 
5. Solutions and quotients
5.1. Minimal solutions and maximal standard quotients
Let G and K be H -groups and A  AutH (G) a group of H -automorphisms of G. Two H -
homomorphisms φ and ψ from G into K are called A-equivalent (symbolically, φ ∼A ψ ) if there
exists σ ∈ A such that φ = σψ (i.e., gφ = gσψ for g ∈ G). Obviously, ∼A is an equivalence
relation on HomH (G,K). By ∼AD we denote the equivalence relation with respect to AD =
AD(G). If the splitting D is fixed or it is uniquely determined from the context then we write
simply ∼ instead of ∼AD .
Let G be an F -group generated by a finite set X (over F ) and D a fixed abelian splitting
of G. Let F¯ = F(A ∪ Y) a free group with basis A ∪ Y and φ1, φ2 ∈ HomF (G, F¯ ). We write
φ1 < φ2 if there exists an automorphism σ ∈ AD and an endomorphism π ∈ HomF (F¯ , F¯ ) such
that φ2 = σ−1φ1π and ∑
x∈X
∣∣xφ1 ∣∣<∑
x∈X
∣∣xφ2 ∣∣.
Notice that if Y = ∅ then φ1 < φ2 if and only if φ1 ∼ φ2 and ∑x∈X |xφ1 | <∑x∈X |xφ2 |.
This provides a natural way to chose representatives in ∼-equivalence classes of automorphisms.
An F -homomorphism φ :G → F is called minimal if φ is <-minimal in its ∼-equivalence class.
In particular, if S(X,A) = 1 is a system of equations over F = F(A) and G = FR(S) then X ∪A
is a generating set for G over F . In this event, one can consider minimal solutions of S = 1 in F¯
with respect to X and D (see Fig. 2).
Definition 17. Let D be an abelian splitting of G. Denote by RD the intersection of the kernels
of all minimal (with respect to D) F -homomorphisms from HomF (G,F ). Then G/RD is called
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the maximal standard quotient of G relative to D and the canonical epimorphism η :G → G/RG
is the canonical projection.
Lemma 13. Let D be a fixed abelian splitting of G. Then every F -homomorphism from G onto F
can be presented as composition of a canonical (relative to D) automorphism of G, the canonical
epimorphism G → G/RD , and an F -homomorphism from G/RD onto F .
Lemma 14. Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group, D an abelian splitting of G,
and η :G → G/RD the canonical projection of G on its maximal standard quotient. Then the
following holds:
(1) the restriction of η onto a rigid subgroup of D is a monomorphism;
(2) for every abelian vertex group A of D the restriction of η onto the subgroup B of A generated
by the images of all the edge groups adjacent to A is a monomorphism.
Proof. Let H be a rigid subgroup of D. The group G is fully residually F , hence if h is
a non-trivial element in H then there exists a homomorphism φ ∈ Hom(G,F ) (φ is an F -
homomorphism, if G is an F -group) such that hφ 
= 1. Now, there exists a standard (with respect
to D) automorphism σ ∈ AD and a minimal automorphism φmin such that φ = σφmin. It fol-
lows from the definition of the standard automorphisms that σ acts on H by conjugations, say
hσ = g−1hg for some g ∈ G. Therefore,
hφ = hσφmin = (g−1hg)φmin = (gφmin)−1hφmingφmin 
= 1.
Hence hφmin 
= 1, so h /∈ RD , as required in (1).
A similar argument proves (2). 
5.2. Maximal standard quotients relative to a set of homomorphisms
In this section we introduce a relative version of the notion of maximal standard quotients. Let
G be an F -group, D a fixed abelian splitting of G, and Φ a subset of HomF (G,F ). Similar to
Section 5.1 one can introduce minimal homomorphisms in Φ with respect to the splitting D, and
the subgroup RD,Φ of G as the intersection of kernels of the minimal homomorphisms from Φ .
The quotient group G/RD,Φ is called the maximal standard quotient of G relative to D and Φ .
Notice that the analogs of Lemma 17 still holds in this case, and if Φ is a discriminating set of
homomorphisms then Lemma 13 also holds.
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We will see later that if D is a cyclic JSJ decomposition of an F -group G ∈ F , then the
maximal standard quotient G/RD is a proper quotient of G. However, if D is an arbitrary abelian
JSJ decomposition of G modulo K = {K1, . . . ,Kn} then G/RD may be equal to G. In this
case it is convenient sometimes to consider suitable extensions of the relation ∼ (introduced in
Section 5.1).
Let S be an elementary abelian splitting of G modulo K, i.e., G = A ∗C B or G = A∗C =
〈A, t | ct = c′, c ∈ C〉 modulo K. Suppose, for certainty, that F  A. Let ψ :G → F be an F -
homomorphism from G into F and Cψ  〈c0〉, where 〈c0〉 is a maximal abelian subgroup of F .
For an arbitrary d ∈ 〈c0〉 we define a homomorphism ψd :G → F as follows. If G = A ∗C B
then
ψd(a) = ψ(a) for a ∈ A, ψd(b) = ψ(b)d for b ∈ B.
If G = 〈A, t | ct = c′, c ∈ C〉 then
ψd(a) = ψ(a) for a ∈ A, ψd(t) = dψ(t).
By ∼S we denote the following binary relation on HomF (G,F ) (in the notation above)
∼S =
{
(ψ,ψd)
∣∣ψ ∈ HomF (G,F ), d ∈ 〈c0〉}.
Now let D be an abelian JSJ decomposition of G modulo K. Suppose M is an abelian vertex
group in D. Then M is a direct product M = M1 ×M2, where M1 is the minimal direct summand
of M containing all the edge groups of M in D (so the subgroup generated by the edge groups
of M has a finite index in M1). Denote by G′ the subgroup of G which is the fundamental group
of the splitting D′ obtained from D by removing the direct summand M2 from the vertex M .
Clearly, G splits as an extension of centralizer CG′(M1) of the group G′ by M2. We fix a basis
g1, . . . , gs of the free abelian group M2 (if M2 
= 1).
Now let θ :G → F be an F -homomorphism and Mθ  〈c0〉, where 〈c0〉 is a maximal abelian
subgroup of F . Then for every tuple d = (d1, . . . , ds) ∈ 〈c0〉s the map
θd :gi → digθi , i = 1, . . . , s,
extends to a homomorphism θd :M2 → F . Now the restriction of the homomorphism θ on G′
and the homomorphism θd :M2 → F give rise to a homomorphism G → F which we define by
the same symbol θd . We refer, sometimes, to the homomorphism ψd and θd as obtained from ψ
and θ by extended automorphisms.
By ∼M we denote the following binary relation on HomF (G,F ) (in the notation above)
∼M =
{
(θ, θd)
∣∣ θ ∈ HomF (G,F ), d ∈ 〈c0〉s}.
We extend the relation ∼ to the equivalence relation ∼AE generated by ∼, all the binary
relations ∼M where M runs over all abelian vertex groups in D, and all the binary relations ∼S
where S runs over all elementary splittings of G corresponding to the edges of D.
Now we extend the relation ∼ to the equivalence relation ∼AEQ generated by ∼, all the binary
relations ∼M where M runs over all abelian vertex groups in D, and all the binary relations ∼S ,
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decompositions that ∼AEQ is the equivalence relation generated by ∼, all the relations ∼M , and
all the binary relations ∼S where S runs over all elementary splittings of G corresponding to the
edges of D and also over all elementary splittings of G conjugated into QH-subgroups of D.
We say that two F -homomorphisms φ,ψ ∈ HomF (G,F ) are MAX-equivalent (and write
φ ∼MAX ψ ) if there exists θ ∈ HomF (G,F ) such that φ ∼AEQ θ and θ coincides up to conju-
gation with ψ on the fundamental group of every connected component of the graph of groups
obtained from D by removing from D all QH-subgroups and the edges adjacent to them.
5.4. Sufficient splittings
Let H G. A family of H -homomorphisms
Ψ = {ψ :G → H }
is called separating if for any non-trivial g ∈ G there exists ψ ∈ Ψ such that ψ(g) 
= 1 in H .
Definition 18. Let G be a group, K= {K1, . . . ,Kn} be a set of subgroups of G and F is a fixed
subgroup of K1. We say that there is a sufficient splitting of G modulo K if one of the following
holds:
(i) G is freely decomposable modulo K,
(ii) there exists a reduced K-compatible free decomposition of G in which at least one factor
Gj has an abelian splitting Dj such that all the subgroups from Kj (subgroups of Gj that
are conjugates of subgroups from K) are elliptic in Dj and such that Gj/RDj is a proper
quotient of Gj (i.e., RDj 
= 1).
If G is freely indecomposable then an abelian splitting D of G is sufficient if and only if
the standard maximal quotient G/RD is a proper quotient of G, i.e., the set of minimal (relative
to D) homomorphisms is not separating. Observe also, that in this case G has a sufficient abelian
splitting [modulo K] if and only if there exists a sufficient abelian JSJ decomposition of G
[modulo K] (in this event every abelian JSJ decomposition of G [modulo K] is sufficient).
5.5. Maximal standard fully residually free quotients
Let G be an F -group, generated (as an F -group) by a finite set X, D an abelian splitting
of G, and G/RD the maximal standard quotient of G relative to D. Denote by 〈X | S〉 an F -
presentation of G/RD in generators X∪A (where F = F(A)). Then the coordinate group FR(S)
is a quotient of G/RD . If S1 = 1, . . . , Sk = 1 are finite systems that determine the irreducible
components of the algebraic set VF (S) then (see [1])
R(S) = R(S1)∩ · · · ∩R(Sk)
and the radicals R(Si) are uniquely defined (up to reordering). Notice that the coordinate groups
FR(Si) are fully residually free and they are quotients of G/RD hence of G.
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groups FR(Si), defined above, are called the standard maximal fully residually free quotients of G
relative to D. The canonical epimorphism ηi :G → FR(Si) are called the canonical projections.
The following lemma immediately follows from Lemma 13 and the definition of irreducible
components of algebraic sets.
Lemma 15. Let D be a fixed abelian splitting of G. Then every F -homomorphism from G onto F
can be presented as composition of a canonical (relative to D) automorphism of G, a canonical
epimorphism ηi :G → FR(Si) and an F -homomorphism from FR(Si) onto F .
Lemma 16. Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group and D an abelian splitting
of G. Then there exists a standard maximal fully residually free quotient L of G relative to D
such that the restriction of the canonical projection η :G → L onto a subgroup H of G is a
monomorphism for the following subgroups H :
(1) H is a rigid subgroup in D;
(2) H is an edge subgroup in D;
(3) H is the subgroup of an abelian vertex groups A in D generated by the canonical images in
A of the edge groups of the edges of D adjacent to A.
Proof. Let ηi :G → Li, i = 1, . . . , k, be the canonical projections of G onto the maximal stan-
dard fully residually free quotients of G. Suppose that for each i there exists a non-trivial element
ui from a rigid subgroup Hi of D such that ηi(ui) = 1. Every F -group discriminated by F is an
F -domain (see [1, Sections 1.3, 1.4]), so G as a fully residually free group is an F -domain, hence
there exist elements f1, . . . , fk ∈ F such that w = [uf11 , . . . , ufkk ] 
= 1. Therefore there exists an
F -homomorphism φ :G → F such that wφ 
= 1. Now, there is a minimal solution φ0 :G → F
and a standard automorphism σ ∈ AD such that φ = σφ0. Observe, that σ acts on elements ui
by conjugation, so
wφ = [(uf11 )σ , . . . , (ufkk )σ ]= [ug11 , . . . , ugkk ]φ0 = [(uφ01 )gφ01 , . . . , (uφ0k )gφ0k ]
for some g1, . . . , gk ∈ G. Since wφ 
= 1 this implies that uφ0i 
= 1 for each i = 1, . . . , k, and the
statement (1) follows.
A similar argument proves (2) and (3). 
5.6. Transcendental solutions
Let S = 1 be a consistent irreducible system of equations over F and K = FR(S) the coordi-
nate group of S = 1. A solution ψ :K → F of the system S = 1 is called transcendental if ψ
factors through an F -group L which is a non-trivial free product L1 ∗L2 with F  L1, i.e., there
exist F -epimorphisms λ :K → L1 ∗L2 and γ :L1 ∗L2 → F with ψ = λγ .
In this case we sometimes say that ψ splits over L1∗L2. It is easy to see that the transcendental
solution ψ of S = 1 also splits over F ∗ F2 for some free group F2. Indeed, if Lγ2  F is a non-
trivial subgroup of F and F2 an isomorphic copy of Lγ2 with an isomorphism μ :L
γ
2 → F2
then one can define a homomorphism L1 ∗ L2 onto F ∗ F2 via the restriction γ |L1 of γ on L1
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μ−1 :F2 → F . If Lγ2 = 1 then one can take an epimorphism μ :L2 → F2 from L2 onto a non-
trivial free group F2 (since L2 is residually free and non-trivial), then map L1 ∗L2 onto F ∗ F2
using the homomorphisms γ |L1 and μ, and afterward send F2 to 1.
Now we generalize this definition to solutions into arbitrary groups and also consider a rela-
tivized version of it.
Let K,K1 be finitely generated fully residually free groups such that F K1 and F H K .
An F -homomorphism ψ :K → K1 is called transcendental relative to H if ψ factors through
a non-trivial free product L1 ∗ L2 such that L1 is mapped to K1 and (in the notation above)
Hλ  L1. Again, the argument similar to the one given above proves the following lemma.
Lemma 17. Let K,K1 be finitely generated fully residually free groups such that F  H  K
and F  K1. Then an F -homomorphism ψ :K → K1 is transcendental if and only if ψ splits
over K1 ∗K2 where K2 is an isomorphic copy of a non-trivial subgroup of K1.
5.7. Systems of reducing quotients
Let H,K be finitely generated fully residually free groups such that F H K and K does
not have a sufficient splitting modulo H . Below for any subset P of K by R(P ) we denote the
intersection of the kernels of all F -homomorphisms K → F which send every element of P
to 1, i.e., R(P ) is the minimal normal subgroup of K containing r and such that K/R(P ) is
discriminated by F . We refer to R(P ) as to the radical subgroup generated by P .
Let K1 = K/R(P ) be a quotient of K , κ :K → K1 the canonical epimorphism, and H1 = Hκ
the canonical image of H in K1.
An elementary abelian splitting of K1 modulo H1 which does not lift into K is called a new
splitting.
Definition 20. In the notation above the quotient K1 is called reducing if one of the following
holds:
(1) K1 has a non-trivial free decomposition modulo H1;
(2) K1 has a new elementary abelian splitting modulo H1;
(3) K1 = H1.
Let D be a JSJ decomposition of a group K ∈ F . We say that a homomorphism φ :K → K1
is special if φ either maps an edge group of D to the identity or maps a non-abelian vertex group
of D to an abelian subgroup.
It is convenient to introduce the following notation. Let G be a f.g. group and D = G(X)
an abelian splitting of G. Denote by Y1, . . . , Yk the connected components of the graph obtained
from X by removing all the QH-vertices and all the edges adjacent to them. Let P1, . . . ,Pk be the
fundamental groups of the graphs of groups induced from G(X) on Y1, . . . , Yk . Collapsing every
connected component Yi into a single vertex ui results in an associated splitting of G which we
denote by DRA (RA here is for “rigid” and “abelian”). By KD,RA, or simply by KRA, we denote
the set of subgroups {P1, . . . ,Pm} associated with D.
Lemma 18. Let K be a finitely generated fully residually free group and D an abelian splitting
of K . Let κ :K → K1 be a non-special epimorphism of K onto a fully residually free group K1.
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there is a QH-subgroup Q of K modulo KD,RA such that Qκ is a finite index subgroup of Q1.
Proof. Suppose first that K does not have an elementary splitting over an element q such that q
belongs to a QH-subgroup of K moduloKD,RA and κ(q) = 1. Notice, that all boundary elements
of all QH-subgroups of D belong to subgroups from KD,RA, hence their κ-images are either
trivial or elliptic in D1. By Lemma 7 there is a QH-subgroup Q′ in K such that Q2 = Q′κ ∩Q1
is a finite index subgroup of Q1.
Now we consider the case when κ is transcendental as a homomorphism to K1. In this case
K splits over elements in QH-subgroups that are mapped by κ to the identity. We can first map
these elements to the identity and consider the resulting group instead of K . 
Lemma 19. Let F H K be finitely generated fully residually free groups such that K does
not have a sufficient splitting modulo H . Let K/R(P ) be a reducing quotient of K and Φ a
set of ∼-minimal homomorphisms from K to F that discriminates K/R(P ). Then there is a
discriminating sub-family Φ0 of Φ such that for each φ ∈ Φ0 there are infinitely many pair-wise
non-∼-equivalent homomorphisms from K/R(P ) to F extending φ|H and all these extensions
together discriminate K/R(P ).
Proof. Let K1 = K/R(P ) and D be a JSJ decomposition of K modulo H , κ :K → K1 the
canonical epimorphism, and D1 a JSJ decomposition of K1 modulo Hκ such that edge groups
connecting rigid subgroups are maximal abelian and each edge groups connecting an abelian
vertex group A to a rigid vertex group coincides with the isolator in A of the subgroup generated
by the edge groups.
The conclusion of the lemma obviously holds if K1 has type (1). Therefore, if there is a
discriminating sub-family Φ1 of Φ of transcendental solutions, then the conclusion of the lemma
holds for Φ1. Indeed, if there exists a quotient of K1 that has type (1), then the lemma holds
for K1.
If there is no such a discriminating subfamily, then there is a discriminating subfamily of
non-transcendental solutions. Therefore we can suppose that K1 is of type (2), and no one of the
homomorphisms from Φ is transcendental. If the image of some rigid subgroup S of D does not
belong to a conjugate of a rigid subgroup in D1 or to a conjugate of the isolator of a subgroup
generated by the edge groups of an abelian subgroup (or the image of an edge group does not
belong to a conjugate of an edge group or a rigid subgroup), then the statement of the lemma
follows. Using D1 we can change images of the elements of S infinitely many times such a way
that this change is not a simultaneous conjugation. Abelian subgroups of D are mapped either
into rigid subgroups or into edge groups. Similarly, if the images of stable letters in D are not
stable letters in D1 and not elliptic elements, the statement follows.
For the rest we suppose that images of rigid subgroups of D belongs to conjugates of rigid
subgroups in D1 or to conjugates of the isolators of subgroups generated by edge groups of
abelian subgroups and images of edge groups belong to conjugates of edge groups or rigid sub-
groups. In particular, the lemma is true for the case when D does not have QH-subgroups. So
we suppose now that D has QH-subgroups. In this case all the splittings of QH-subgroups of D1
are induced from splittings of QH-subgroups of K by Lemma 18. All the other splitting are also
induced from splittings of K . The lemma is proved. 
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reducing system if each quotient is discriminated by ∼-minimal homomorphisms and each ho-
momorphism from K onto F that factors through a reducing quotient is ∼MAX-equivalent to a
homomorphism that factors through one of the quotients in R. Given a finite complete reduc-
ing system R one can delete from R all the groups which are proper quotients of other groups
from R. For simplicity we will always assume that a complete reducing system R is minimal,
i.e., no factor from R is a proper quotient of another factor.
Lemma 20. Let F H K be finitely generated fully residually free groups such that K does
not have a sufficient splitting modulo H . Then there exists a finite complete reducing system
for K . Moreover, such a system can be found effectively.
Proof. Let Solmin be the set of all minimal solutions from ψ :K → F that factors through at
least one reducing factor of K .
For each reducing quotient K1 = FR(S1) of K there is a discriminating family of homomor-
phisms Φ such that for each homomorphism φ ∈ Φ the restriction φ :H → F by Lemma 19
can be extended by infinitely many ways to such solutions, moreover, for almost all solutions
from Φ (except for solutions satisfying a fixed proper equation) the restriction φ|H can be ex-
tended by infinitely many ways to ∼-minimal solutions. Considering the elimination process for
the set Solmin modulo H , we obtain a finite number of proper quotients of K that have new split-
ting modulo H : R= {K/R(r1), . . . ,K/R(rs)}, a finite number of proper quotients of K that do
not have new splittings modulo H and finite number of terminal vertices when the generalized
equations are transferred to the parametric part corresponding to H . There is a generic family
of solutions for each K1 that corresponds to branches that end with quotients from R. One can
choose generic families such a way that all solutions in the families (except for a finite number)
are reducing. Therefore by the parametrization theorem each solution of S1 is reducing. Each
quotient from R either has a non-trivial free decomposition modulo H or has an elementary
abelian splitting modulo H which is not inherited from a splitting of K . Therefore, we can con-
sider the system consisting of the family R and quotients K/R(ri) of the second type as the
canonical reducing system. 
5.8. Algebraic and reducing solutions
Let F H K be finitely generated fully residually free groups such that K = FR(S) does
not have a sufficient splitting modulo H andR= {K/R(r1), . . . ,K/R(rs)} a complete reducing
system for K .
Now we define algebraic and reducing solutions of S = 1 in F with respect toR. Let φ :H →
F be a fixed F -homomorphism and Solφ the set of all homomorphisms from K onto F which
extend φ. A solution ψ ∈ Solφ is called reducing if there exists a solution ψ ′ ∈ Solφ in the ∼MAX-
equivalence class of ψ which satisfies one of the equations r1 = 1, . . . , rk = 1. All non-reducing
non-special solutions from Solφ are called K-algebraic (modulo H and φ). We denote the set
of all K-algebraic solutions from Solφ by Algφ . A reducing solution that is ∼-equivalent to a
solution that satisfies one of the equations r1 = 1, . . . , rk = 1 is called strongly reducing.
Note, that in Section 9 and further we will call a solution algebraic if it is not MAX-equivalent
to a solution that factor through a corrective extension of a canonical NTQ group for a reducing
quotient from R.
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Finiteness results are very important because we are going to deal with an iterative process
of verification of sentences. We will work with equations with different families of variables
bounded by different quantifiers. Some variables will be also considered as parameters.
6.1. Formulation of the results and proof of the existence of a bound
Here we consider a simple situation of the type described above. Suppose we have two irre-
ducible systems of equations T (Xˆ) = 1 and S(Xˆ, Yˆ ) = 1 with the coordinate groups H and K
such that the identical map Xˆ → Xˆ extends to an F -monomorphism H → K . In this section we
show that there is a constant N such that for every solution of T (Xˆ) = 1 there are at most N
equivalence classes (with respect to the relation ∼AEQ, and, therefore, with respect to ∼MAX) of
algebraic solutions of S(Xˆ, Yˆ ) = 1.
Theorem 11. Let H,K be finitely generated fully residually free groups such that F H K
and K does not have a sufficient splitting modulo H . Let D be an abelian JSJ decomposition of K
modulo H (which may be trivial). There exists a constant N = N(K,H) such that for each F -
homomorphism φ :H → F there are at most N algebraic pair-wise non-equivalent with respect
to ∼AEQ and, therefore, with respect to ∼MAX, homomorphisms from K to F that extend φ.
Moreover, the constant N for the number of ∼MAX-non-equivalent homomorphisms can be
found effectively.
Proof. In the proof we extensively use the technique of generalized equations described in [14,
Sections 4.3 and 5]. The reader has to be familiar with these sections of [14].
Let a group K with a subgroup H K be a counterexample to the statement of the theorem
about MAX-equivalence classes. Denote by XH a finite generating set of H and XK a finite set
of elements of K such that XH ∪ XK generates K . Let S(XH ∪ XK) be finite set of relators
of K with respect to the set of generators XH ∪ XK . Then K = FR(S). Then for every m ∈ N
there exists an F -homomorphism φm :H → F and m minimal non-MAX-equivalent algebraic
solutions ψ(1)m , . . . ,ψ(m)m :K → F of S = 1 extending φm. The sequence γ = {φm}m∈N satisfies
the following property:
(∗) For every N ∈ N there exists a homomorphism φ ∈ γ and minimal algebraic
non-MAX-equivalent solutions ψ1, . . . ,ψN :K → F of S = 1 extending φ.
Sequences of solutions that satisfy condition (∗) are called growing sequences. Observe from
the construction that any infinite subsequence of the sequence γ is a growing sequence.
Let GE(S) be the finite set of generalized equations corresponding to the equation S = 1. Each
generalized equation Ω ∈ GE(S) can be viewed as a parametric generalized equation with H -
bases as parameters. It follows that there exists an equation Ω ∈ GE(S) and a finite subsequence
γΩ of the sequence γ such that every solution from γΩ factors through the group FR(Ω) (with
respect to the canonical F -homomorphism κ :K → FR(Ω)). Moreover, since the group K is fully
residually free, as well as the groups FR(Ω), Ω ∈ GE(S), one may assume that for the chosen
equation Ω the homomorphism κ is a monomorphism. After renaming homomorphism in γΩ
and, perhaps taking a subsequence, we may assume for simplicity that γΩ = {φm}m∈N and for
every m there exist minimal non-MAX-equivalent algebraic solutions ψ(1)m , . . . ,ψ(m)m :K → F
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which is minimal possible for ψ(i)m . We consider only those generalized equations Ω for which
K  FR(Ω) and K  F¯R(Ω), where F¯R(Ω) is a quotient of FR(Ω) discriminated by the family
Θ = {θ(i)m , i = 1, . . . ,m, m ∈ N}. Generalized equations, for which K is not embedded into
F¯R(Ω) result some of the equations from R. We construct the tree T (Ω,Θ) modulo H , namely,
with H -bases as parameters as described in [14, Section 5.3].
We will show now that T (Ω,Θ) is a finite tree. Solutions of Ω that belong to Θ are obtained
from minimal solutions of Ω with respect to the group of automorphisms corresponding to the
quadratic part by a bounded number of these automorphisms (the boundary depends only on Ω).
Indeed, the group of automorphisms of a closed connected quadratic section of Ω is a group of
automorphisms of a free product of a free group and a group of quadratic equation with coef-
ficients being products of constant bases (for the quadratic part). The group of automorphisms
corresponding to a QH-subgroup of K modulo H has finite index in the group of automorphisms
of this quadratic equation. If a splitting in the coordinate group of Ω that is hyperbolic with
respect to some other splitting does not intersect non-trivially any of the QH-subgroups of K
modulo H , then we can always take a solution of Ω minimal with respect to the group of auto-
morphisms corresponding to the QH-subgroup of FR(Ω) modulo H containing the edge group of
this splitting. Therefore Case 12 in the construction of T (Ω,Θ) (see [14, Section 5.3]) can ap-
pear only a bounded number of times. We can also suppose that all periodic structures in vertices
of type (2) are non-singular (see [14, Section 5.4]) and suppose that Θ contains only solutions
of Ω corresponding to periodic structures with the set C(2) empty and BT = BT0 (see [14,
Lemma 27]). Therefore Case 15 [14, Section 5.3] can only appear a bounded number of times.
If, reducing (Ω,Θ) to the terminal equations we obtain some free variables because the bound-
ary between hi and hi+1 does not touch any base, we can consider ker(Ω) instead of Ω . Indeed,
in this case F¯R(Ω) is the quotient of FR(ker(Ω)). Therefore Cases 7–10 [14, Section 5.3] can only
appear a bounded number of times in the subtree of T (Ω,Θ) corresponding to the actual paths
for a minimal solution. Hence the tree T (Ω,Θ) is finite. Free variables in the generalized equa-
tions corresponding to vertices of this tree cannot appear because K is freely indecomposable
modulo H .
In the leaf vertices v of T (Ω,Θ) we obtain generalized equations of three types:
(1) generalized equations Ωv with intervals labeled by generators ht of H ;
(2) generalized equations Ωw such that FR(Ωw) is a proper quotient of FR(Ω), and the image
of K in F¯R(Ωw) is a proper quotient of K ;
(3) generalized equations Ωw such that FR(Ωw) is a proper quotient of FR(Ω), and the image
of K in F¯R(Ωw) is isomorphic to K .
If we have case (3) we apply the leaf-extension transformation [14, Section 5.6] at this leaf vertex,
and again only consider minimal solutions of Ωw with respect to the groups of automorphisms.
The number of times when we have case (3) is finite. Therefore after a finite number of steps we
end up with case (1) or (2). In case (2) we obtain an equation from the family R.
Consider now case (1). Take one terminal generalized equation such that its coordinate group
contains K as a subgroup and the intervals labeled by generators ht of H . Denote this generalized
equation by Ωv . We will show that the number of distinct solutions of S = 1 is bounded for each
value of ht by some number depending only on Ωv . Let F¯R(Ω) be the quotient discriminated by
solutions of Ωv that belong to Θ . Construct a cut equation Π from Ωv (see [14, Section 5.7]).
The intervals of Π are labeled by values of ht . This cut equations has the set of intervals E ,
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each solution β = φ :H → F there is an F -homomorphism α :F [M] → F induced by a solution
of Ωv and every α induces a solution of Ωv which induces a solution of Ω and of S(Xˆ, Yˆ ) = 1.
Different solutions of S = 1 correspond to different solutions of Π . Therefore there is a sequence
of homomorphisms {φm}, where φm :H → F , such that for each φm there are al least m distinct
solutions of the cut equation α(i)m , i = 1, . . . ,m.
Let  denote graphical equality. We take a copy of the set M and denote it by Mˆ . For each
interval σ ∈ E such that fX(σ ) = ht and fM(σ) = ht (y1, . . . , yn), yi ∈ M , we consider a graphic
equation in the form
ht (x1, . . . , xn) ht (y1, . . . , yn), (11)
where x1, . . . , xn are copies of y1, . . . , yn in Mˆ , and consider the system W of all such
graphic equations for all σ ∈ E . Each pair of n-tuples xi = yα
(j)
m
i = y(j)im , yi = yα
(k)
m
i = y(k)im ,
j, k = 1, . . . ,m, i = 1, . . . , n, is a solution of W . Let F¯R(W) be the subgroup discriminated by all
such solutions of W = 1 corresponding to all solutions of S = 1 from the set {ψ(j)m , j = 1, . . . ,m,
m ∈ N} (we call this set a growing sequence).
For each htm = hφmt there are at least m distinct solutions of S = 1. They induce at least m
distinct solutions of Π : (y(j)1m, . . . , y
(j)
nm), j = 1, . . . ,m. Let z(jk)δ be a word joining a boundary δ
which is a boundary of some y(j)tm with the corresponding boundary of y
(k)
tm . Consider the family
of all such words, and let Z = {zδ} be the corresponding family of variables. Then we can rewrite
the system W of graphic equations in variables x1, . . . , xn and Z. There are equations that say that
different expressions of yi in terms of xi and variables from Z are the same. Denote an irreducible
system of equations in variables X = {x1, . . . , xn} and Z discriminated by solutions {y(j)tm , z(jk)δ }
of the system W by W¯ = 1. Then FR(W¯) is isomorphic to F¯R(W). Let Mm be the sum of length
of all htm. One can choose a growing subsequence {ht, y(j)i , j = 1, . . . , , i = 1, . . . , n,  ∈ N}
such that each ratio |yji|/M approaches a fixed number between 0 and 1. Indeed, in each
bounded sequence {|y(jm)im |/Mm} there is a convergent subsequence {|y(j)i |/M} and the set of
limit points of the infinitely many such subsequences is a bounded set. Therefore infinitely many
subsequences converge to the same limit point. Consider such subsequence instead of the orig-
inal sequence of solutions. We call a variable from X ∪ Z short if it becomes infinitely small
comparatively to Mm as m approaches infinity. Then X = X1 ∪ X2, where variables from X2
are short for this subsequence, and for each variable x ∈ X1 the value |x|Mm > λ for some fixed
number λ. We will call variables from X1 long. All variables from Z are short. Below we will
always consider a suitable subsequence instead of the initial sequence.
Notice, that each yi must appear at least twice in Eq. (11), otherwise we can just remove the
equation containing yi from the system W . Suppose yi occurs at least twice. Let δ1, δ2 be the ini-
tial and terminal boundaries for the first occurrence, δ3, δ4 be the initial and terminal boundaries
for the second occurrence, zi = zδi , i = 1,2,3,4. We have equations yi = z1xiz2, yi = z3xiz4.
These equations imply
x−1i z
−1
3 z1xi = z4z−12 . (12)
Suppose xi is long, we know that z1, z2, z3, z4 are short. For each i we have xi,m =
A(i,m)rmA1(i,m), where A(i,m) = A1(i,m)A2(i,m) and z−1z1 = A(i,m)t for some word3
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such numbers t = (t1, . . . , tp−1).
There are two cases.
(a) If t is bounded, then we can partition a sequence into a finite number of subsequences such
that for each of them z3 = z1, z4 = z2, and yi = z1xiz2 for any occurrence of yi . The maximal
difference between beginnings (and ends) of y(j)i,m and y(k)i,m for xi ∈ X1 is short. Therefore, for
all m, and for each occurrence of xi in htm, the interval labeled by htm contains a (maximal)
subinterval covered by all y(j)i , y
(k)
i corresponding to this occurrence, for all j . Remove all such
subintervals from all htm for all m. Removing one such subinterval we obtain two new intervals.
Denote by h′sm the labels of new intervals.
(b) If t is unbounded for some long variable xi , we introduce a new variable di (called a
period) and the sequence of solutions discriminates a group generated by X,Z,di which is an
extension of a centralizer of an element di with the subgroup generated by X and di being elliptic.
Suppose we have case (a). The maximal difference between beginnings (and ends) of y(j)i,m and
y
(k)
i,m for xi ∈ X1 is short. Therefore, for all m, and for each occurrence of xi in htm, the interval
htm contains a maximal subinterval covered by all y(j)i,m, y
(k)
i,m corresponding to this occurrence,
for all j, k. Remove all such subintervals from all htm for all m. Removing one such subinterval
we obtain two new intervals. Denote by h′sm the new intervals. Define the same way the notion
of second order long and short variables. In addition to variables, the new intervals contain also
the pieces of the long variables from the previous step: at most two pieces for each long variable.
We can write a system of equations for the new intervals in terms of short variables and variables
from Z. In the same way we can show that for a suitable subsequence the position of the second
order long variables is fixed on the intervals h′sm modulo the second order short differences.
Eventually we will have a situation such that there are no kth order long variables. Taking a
suitable subsequence we can suppose that one of the short variables xr of kth order is maximal.
Then there exists a variable z ∈ Z such that for each m and j the inequality m|y(j)r,m| < |zm| holds
for the values on the mth step of the sequence. One can partition the set X = {x1, . . . , xn} =
Xshort ∪ Xlong, where Xshort are variables from X short on step k, and Xlong are all the other
variables. One can always find a subsequence of solutions such that values of variables from Z
are infinitely small in comparison with variables from Xlong and grow as m× |x|, where x is the
maximal variable from Xshort. As above we denote by W¯ = 1 an irreducible system of equations
in variables X and Z discriminated by these solutions. If on some step we had case (b), we still
can construct this systems W¯ = 1 but it will be a system in variables X, Z and periods di ’s.
The system W¯ = 1 written in variables X∪Z and periods consists of two parts: the system in
variables X and periods and the system in variables Z ∪Xshort and periods. Let Y = {y1, . . . , yn}
and XˆY , YˆY be the natural image of the generators Xˆ, Yˆ of the group K in the subgroup 〈Y 〉
of FR(W¯). If we consider the process of transformation of the generalized equation Ω to Ωv in
the opposite direction (we suppose that this process is the same for all solutions of the sequence
that we are considering, otherwise we can go to a subsequence), we can see that specializations
of elements XˆY , YˆY can be expressed without cancellation in terms of specializations of elements
X and Z. Indeed, the specializations of Xˆ, Yˆ were cut into maximal cancellable pieces (bases)
according to the cancellation tree, and then these pieces were further cut in the following very
special way. On each step there were two bases λ,μ such that μ = λμ1 and the transformation
of this step replaced μ and Δ(μ) by μ1 and Δ(μ1) and did not change any other bases. Suppose
v ∈ XˆY ∪ YˆY , then v has the form
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where xi1, . . . , xim ∈ X±1 and zi1, . . . , zim, zj2 , . . . , zjm−1 ∈ Z±1. Denote by Zˆ the set of these
products zi1, zi2zj2, . . . , zim−1zjm−1 , zm which participate in representation of elements Xˆ, Yˆ . Ei-
ther zik zjk = 1 or there is no cancellation in the specialization zik zjk because such specialization
corresponds to a label of a path in the cancellation tree.
Denote the subgroup of FR(W¯) generated by X, Zˆ and periods by FR(U) and the corresponding
system of equations by U = 1. Denote the subgroup generated by Xshort, Zˆ and periods by FR(P )
and the corresponding system of equations by P .
If FR(P ) is a non-trivial free product modulo the subgroup generated by Xshort and periods,
then homomorphisms from the set {ψ(j)m , j = 1, . . . ,m, m ∈ N} can be represented as compo-
sitions of the form ψ = λγ, where λ is an epimorphism from K onto F ∗ F1, where F1 is a
free group, sending H onto F , and γ is an F -homomorphism from F ∗ F1 onto F (specializa-
tion). All such homomorphisms discriminate a proper quotient of K , relations corresponding to
maximal fully residually free quotients corresponding to this proper quotient we include into the
set R.
Therefore, we suppose that FR(P ) is freely indecomposable modulo the subgroup generated by
Xshort and periods. The group FR(P ) has a splitting modulo the subgroup generated by Xshort and
periods because otherwise the length of variables Zˆ would be bounded by a function of |x|, x ∈
Xshort. This means that there is a splitting of FR(U) modulo the subgroup generated by x1, . . . , xn
and periods and the length of variables Zˆ grows because they obtained by an application of Dehn
twists along this splitting.
Let K¯ be the image of K in FR(U) and H¯ be the image of H . Let D be a JSJ decomposi-
tion of FR(U) modulo 〈X,di, i ∈ I 〉. Notice that in the case when FR(U) has a splitting modulo
〈X,di, i ∈ I 〉 that induces a splitting of the image of one of the rigid subgroups of K (the image
of one of the rigid subgroups does not belong to a rigid subgroup of D), then the initial sequence
of solutions must be reducing. Therefore, the images of the rigid subgroups of K belong (up
to conjugation) to rigid subgroups in D or to isolators of the subgroups generated by the edge
groups in abelian vertex groups. Similarly, the images of the edge groups have to belong to edge
subgroups or to rigid subgroups.
Suppose now that the JSJ decomposition of K modulo H has QH-subgroups. Suppose also
that K is a counterexample of minimal regular size to the statement of the theorem for MAX-
equivalence classes. Denote the image of K in FR(U) by K¯ . If a sequence of homomorphisms
from FR(U) to F constructed from Θ (denote it Θ1) contains a growing subsequence of tran-
scendental homomorphisms, then Θ contains a growing subsequence of transcendental homo-
morphisms. We suppose now that all homomorphisms from Θ1 are not transcendental. Let D be
a JSJ decomposition of FR(U) modulo 〈X〉. It must be non-trivial. Then K¯ cannot be conjugated
into the fundamental group of a proper subgraph of D, because K is generated by Zˆ and ht ∈ X.
Since the family of homomorphisms Θ is algebraic, rigid subgroups and edge groups of K must
be mapped into either rigid subgroups of D or edge groups or isolators of subgroups generated
by the edge groups in abelian vertex groups. Therefore each QH-subgroup of D contains conju-
gates of subgroups of QH vertex groups of K as subgroups of finite index. All the splittings of K¯
that are induced from D are, therefore, induced from splittings of K . Therefore, FR(U) does not
have a sufficient splitting modulo 〈X〉.
If the sequence Θ1 contains a growing subsequence of FR(U)-algebraic solutions, then we
suppose that Θ1 coincides with this subsequence. Otherwise we take instead of Θ1 a growing
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it by T ). This is indeed a growing sequence, because it consists of solutions from different MAX-
classes for T and corresponding to solutions in Θ from different MAX-classes for K . Now we
apply the same procedure to T until we obtain a quotient B of FR(U) that has a splitting but
not a sufficient splitting modulo 〈X〉 and such that there is a growing sequence of algebraic not-
MAX-equivalent homomorphisms from B into a free group. The size of the quadratic system
corresponding to B cannot be less than the size of the one corresponding to K because K is a
counterexample of minimal size. Therefore K has the same QH-subgroups as the JSJ decompo-
sition DB for B . If DB has less number of edges between rigid subgroups, then we can apply
induction on the number of these edges. If DB has the same number of such edges as K , then D
has the same number of such edges and the same QH-subgroups as K . This contradicts the fact
that the length of variables Zˆ grows because they obtained by an application of Dehn twists along
some splitting of FR(U) modulo 〈X〉. This proves the existence of the number N for MAX-classes
in Theorem 11.
We will now prove the existence of the boundary for the number of AEQ-classes. Let a group
K with a subgroup H K be a counterexample of minimal size to the statement of the theorem
about AEQ-equivalence classes.
It is enough to prove that the number of AEQ-classes is bounded for the case when H is
the fundamental group of the graph of groups obtained from D by deleting QH vertices and
edges adjacent to them. The reduction to this case is as follows. By Lemma 8 Dehn twists along
the edges of D commute with canonical automorphisms corresponding to QH-subgroups. Sim-
ilarly, if ψ :K → F is a homomorphism, then the homomorphisms ψab and ψba obtained by
extended automorphisms are the same for a belonging to an edge group and b belonging to a
QH-subgroup. Let Y1, . . . , Yk be connected components the graph of groups obtained from D by
deleting QH vertices and edges adjacent to them and H1, . . . ,Hk be the fundamental groups of
these connected components, where F H1. Let H¯ = 〈H1, . . . ,Hk〉 and K¯ be the fundamental
group of the graph of groups D¯ with one vertex with vertex group H¯ and other vertices and edges
being QH vertices of D and edges adjacent to them (K¯ = K ∗F(t2, . . . , tk), where t2, . . . , tk cor-
respond to new stable letters). Clearly, K¯ does not have a sufficient splitting modulo H¯ and has
the same size as K . Therefore, below we suppose that H is the fundamental group of the graph
of groups obtained from D by deleting QH vertices and edges adjacent to them.
Denote by XH a finite generating set of H and XK a finite set of elements of K such that
XH ∪ XK generates K . Let S(XH ∪ XK) be finite set of relators of K with respect to the set
of generators XH ∪ XK . Then for every m ∈ N there exists an F -homomorphism φm :H → F ,
and homomorphisms φi,m :Hi → F (i = 2, . . . , k) and m minimal non-AEQ-equivalent algebraic
modulo H solutions ψ(1)m , . . . ,ψ(m)m :K → F of S = 1 extending φm.
The same way as we did in the proof of the statement for MAX-equivalence classes we can
construct the group FR(U) that has a splitting modulo the subgroup generated by x1, . . . , xn and
periods. Let T be the terminal group T of the fundamental sequence for FR(U) modulo the sub-
group generated by x1, . . . , xn and periods such that a growing subsequence of homomorphisms
from FR(U) to F factors through this fundamental sequence. Either there is a splitting of T as
a free product modulo the subgroup generated by x1, . . . , xn and periods or there exists a split-
ting of the image of a rigid subgroup of FR(U) in T . All solutions of U = 1 from the growing
sequence belong to a bounded number of MAX-classes. Indeed, all splittings of all the reducing
quotients of T that are freely indecomposable modulo the image of the subgroup generated by
x1, . . . , xn and periods correspond to splittings of QH-subgroups of D (by Lemmas 11 and 10),
and solutions of U = 1 are constructed from AEQ-minimal solutions of S = 1. Therefore there is
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subgroups and denoted by Hˆ . Since T modulo this subgroup does not have a reducing quotient
that is freely indecomposable modulo Hˆ , T modulo Hˆ has a growing sequence of AEQ-non-
equivalent algebraic homomorphisms into F . Since K was a counterexample of minimal size,
the size of T and, therefore, the size of FR(U) has to be the same as the size of K . Therefore
FR(U) and T have the same QH-subgroups as K . Since K cannot be conjugated into a funda-
mental group of a proper subgraph of groups of the graph of groups corresponding to T , this
implies that the length of variables from Zˆ grows because the solutions are obtained by the ap-
plication of the increasing number of Dehn twists along the splitting of FR(U) corresponding to
QH-subgroups, contradiction. 
6.2. Effectiveness
Now we will show how to find the boundary for the number of MAX-equivalence classes
effectively. One can bound effectively the tuple t using the first part of Lemma 27 from [14].
After t is bounded, the rest of the proof of Theorem 11 is effective.
6.3. Examples and counterexamples
In this section we illustrate Theorem 11 on some simple examples. We show also that the
theorem fails if ∼AEQ-equivalence is replaced by ∼-equivalence, or even by ∼AE-equivalence.
Example 1 (One AEQ-class, no uniform bounds on the number of ∼-classes). Let K = F [x, y]
(so S(x, y) = 1 is the trivial equation 1 = 1) and H = 〈x, xy〉 ∗ F. Then N = 1 and there is no
uniform bound on the number of ∼-equivalence classes.
Proof. Indeed, K  〈H,y | y−1xy = xy〉 is an HNN-extension of H which is a JSJ of K
modulo H . Let φ :x → u,φ :xy → uv . Then a solution ψ :K → F extends φ if and only if
ψ :x → u,ψ :y → um0 v, where u0 is the root of u in F , and m ∈ Z. It follows
φ1 :x → u,ψ :y → v is the only ∼AE-minimal solution (as well as the only ∼AEQ-minimal
solution) that extends φ. Therefore, N = 1. Notice that if u = an then all the solutions of the
type ψm :x → an, ψm :y → amv, where −n2  m < n2 , are ∼-minimal. Hence there is no a
uniform bound on the number of ∼-classes. 
Example 2 (N = 0, a single maximal reducing quotient). Let K = A ∗ F , where A is a free
abelian group with basis x, y (so S(x, y) = [x, y] = 1), and H = 〈y,F 〉 = 〈y〉 ∗ F . Then N = 0
and there is a system consisting of a single reducing quotient R/R(r1), where r1 = x.
Proof. Indeed, the JSJ decomposition of K modulo H is an amalgamated product of A and
H with amalgamation over 〈y〉. For each homomorphism φ :H → F there is only one ∼AEQ-
equivalence class of solutions extending φ, since every such class contains the solution ψ :x → 1,
ψ :y → yφ , which is the unique minimal solution in this class. Hence, N = 0, r = x. 
Example 3 (No uniform bounds on ∼AE-classes, finitely many ∼AEQ-classes, a single ∼MAX-
class). Let
K = 〈x, y〉 ∗[x,y]=p
(
F ∗ 〈p〉)
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only finitely many ∼AEQ-classes, and there is only one ∼MAX-class.
Proof. K is a free product of 〈x, y〉 and H with amalgamation [x, y] = p, which is, in fact,
a JSJ decomposition of K modulo H . It is not hard to see that the set of all ∼-minimal solutions
discriminates K , so K does not have a sufficient splitting modulo 〈p〉. Let φ(n) :p → [an, b] be
an F -homomorphism from H into F = F(a, b). Solutions ψ(n,m) :x → an, ψ(n,m) :y → amb,
extend φ(n). Observe, that if −n2  m < n2 then these solutions are pair-wise non-∼-equivalent
and ∼-minimal (see Example 1). It follows that there is no any uniform upper bound on the
number of ∼-classes. Notice, that for the group K ∼-equivalence and ∼AE-equivalence are the
same. Indeed, all the extended automorphisms that are allowed to use in ∼AE correspond to the
edge p, but φ(p) is a commutator in F for any solution φ, hence it is not a proper power, so the
extended automorphism can be realized by the Dehn twists with respect to the edge p.
Theorem 11 says that there are only finitely many AEQ-classes. There is no any easy ex-
planation of this result even for our particular equation [x, y] = p (one has to follow the proof
of the theorem), but, at least, we can show that for a given n all the solutions ψ(n,m) are AEQ-
equivalent. Indeed, one can rewrite the equation [x, y] = p in the HNN form y−1xy = xp, which
gives an elementary splitting of K . Clearly, φ(n)(x) = an, so there is an extended homomorphism
x → ψ(n,m)(x), y → amψ(n,m). This shows that ψ(n,m) is AEQ-equivalent to x → an, y → b.
Observe, that an arbitrary F -homomorphism from K to F which extends a given F -
homomorphism φ :H → F fixes all the non-QH-subgroups of the JSJ of K modulo H , so any
two such homomorphisms are MAX-equivalent. Hence, there is only one equivalence class with
respect to ∼MAX . 
Example 4. Let
K = 〈x1, y1, x2, y2〉 ∗[x1,y1][x2,y2]=p
(〈p〉 ∗ F ).
Then:
(1) there exists a number N such that for any F -homomorphism φ : 〈p〉 ∗F → F such that φ(p)
has genus 2 the set of all solutions from K into F that extend φ partitions into at most N
AEQ-classes, i.e., if φ(p) has genus 2 then solutions extending φ are K-algebraic;
(2) one of the reducing equations r = 1 is x1 = 1.
Example 5. If D does not have abelian and QH vertex groups, and the graph is a tree, the number
of equivalence classes with respect to ∼ is finite.
Add to K elements dj , j ∈ J , that commute with the edge groups of the JSJ decomposition
DK of K modulo H , and consider groups discriminated by minimal (with respect to ∼) algebraic
solutions and generators of the images in F of the edge groups in place of variables dj , j ∈ J .
Denote any of the finite family of such fully residually free groups by KE . Denote the edge
groups of K by Gej , j ∈ J . If the images of all the subgroups 〈Gej , dj 〉 were cyclic in KE ,
the number of equivalence classes with respect to ∼ would be finite. One can choose a subtree
T including all the vertices with non-abelian groups in the decomposition D such that for any
edge ej ∈ T the subgroup 〈Gej , dj 〉 is cyclic. Indeed, let Gv0 be the vertex group containing H .
Join to it as many non-abelian vertex groups as possible by edges with cyclic groups 〈Gej , dj 〉
and collapse these edges. We will have a group G¯v0 . If there is no non-abelian vertex groups
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in G¯v0 . Let ei , i ∈ I , be the set of edges joining G¯v0 to all the other non-abelian subgroups.
Let G¯ be a group generated by all the vertex groups that are not in G¯v0 and elements di , i ∈ I .
The group G¯ cannot have a splitting not induced from D, because each splitting of G¯ can be
extended to a splitting of K modulo H . Therefore this splitting is a JSJ decomposition of G¯.
This is impossible because solutions were minimal with respect to this splitting. Therefore G¯v0
contains all the non-QH vertex groups.
7. Canonical embeddings of finitely generated fully residually free groups in NTQ groups
In this section we construct the standard quotients of freely indecomposable finitely generated
fully residually free groups and the canonical embeddings of such groups into NTQ groups.
7.1. JSJ decompositions are sufficient splittings
Here we prove that a non-degenerate JSJ Z-decomposition D of a finitely generated freely
indecomposable fully residually free group G is a sufficient splitting of G, i.e., the standard
maximal quotient G/RD is a proper quotient of G. Below we use results and constructions from
[14, Sections 4.3 and 5] and [19, Section 7] assuming that the reader is familiar with these results.
Theorem 12. Let G be a finitely generated freely indecomposable [freely indecomposable mod-
ulo F ] fully residually free group G. Then a non-degenerate JSJ Z-decomposition [modulo F ]
of G is a sufficient splitting of G.
Proof. We consider only the case of JSJ decompositions modulo F the other case (not mod-
ulo F ) is similar.
Let G be a finitely generated freely indecomposable modulo F fully residually free group G
and D a non-degenerate JSJ Z-decomposition of G modulo F . By GE(U) we denote the finite
set of the initial generalized equations associated with U = 1 (see [19, Section 4]). Recall that
every equation Ω ∈ GE(U) comes equipped with the canonical homomorphism η :G → FR(Ω).
Fix an equation Ω ∈ GE(U) with the homomorphism η. We construct a maximal quotients tree
Tmq(Ω) as follows. If η is not a monomorphism then Tmq(Ω) consists of one vertex with the
group FR(Ω) assigned to it. Suppose η is a monomorphism. Let Tdec(Ω) be the decomposition
tree which has been constructed in [19, Section 7]. Suppose v is a leaf vertex of Tdec(Ω) and Ωv
is the generalized equation associated with v in Tdec(Ω). By the construction the group FR(Ωv)
is a proper quotient of FR(Ω). If the image of G in FR(Ωv) under the quotient epimorphism
FR(Ω) → FR(Ωv) is not a proper quotient of G, then we extend the tree Tdec(Ω) by gluing up
the tree Tdec(Ωv) to the vertex v (by identifying the vertex v in Tdec(Ω) with the root vertex in
Tdec(Ωv)). Denote the resulting tree by Tdec(Ω)′. Again, if there is a leaf vertex v′ ∈ Tdec(Ω)′
such that the canonical image of G in the group associated with v′ is not a proper quotient of G
then we extend Tdec(Ω)′ by gluing up the tree Tdec(Ω ′v) to the vertex v′ (we refer to this operation
as to leaf extension). More formally, let T0 = Tdec(Ω). Suppose a tree Ti with associated groups
and homomorphisms is already constructed. If there is a vertex w ∈ Ti such that the image of G
in the group associated with w is not a proper quotient of G then we glue up the tree Tdec(Ωw)
to the vertex w (by identifying w with the root vertex in Tdec(Ωw)) and denote the resulting tree
by Ti+1.
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T0 ⊂ T1 ⊂ T2 ⊂ · · · (13)
is finite.
Indeed, suppose the sequence (13) is infinite. Then the graph T =⋃∞i=1 Ti is infinite. Then by
König’s lemma there is an infinite branch in T , say,
v0 → v1 → v2 → ·· · . (14)
Therefore there exists an infinite subsequence, say,
vi0 → vi1 → vi2 → ·· ·
such that for every vertex vij in this sequence at some step the tree Tdec(Ωvij ) was glued to
the vertex vij . It follows that the homomorphism corresponding to the edge vij−1 → vij is a
proper epimorphism. Hence there are infinitely many proper epimorphisms associated with the
edges of the branch (14). This implies that there exists an infinite sequence of epimorphisms of
finitely generated residually free groups which contains infinitely many proper epimorphisms—
contradiction with the equationally Noetherian property of free groups. This proves the claim.
Denote the union tree T of the finite sequence (13) by Tmq(Ω). Now we recall the description
of homomorphisms G → F in terms of the trees Tmq(Ω), Ω ∈ GE(U), from the paper [19].
For a given Ω fix some terminal vertex w of Tmq(Ω). Let v0 be the initial vertex of Tdec(Ω),
v1 be the terminal vertex of Tdec(Ω), v2 be the terminal vertex of Tdec(Ωv1), and so on, such that
vn = w for some n. The sequence of vertices v1, . . . , vn defines a branch b :v0 → v1 → ·· · → vn
in Tmq(Ω) from v0 to w. Let Gb be the image of G under composition of the homomorphisms
π(vi, vi+1) along b (see the construction of the tree T0(Ω) from [19]), so Gb  FR(Ωvn). Given a
branch b in Tmq(Ω) one can associate with b a set of homomorphisms from FR(Ω) into FR(Ωw)
(Razborov’s fundamental sequences) that “go along b” (see [19, Theorem 8.1, Section 8]). The
main property of the tree Tmq(Ω) is that every solution of Ω in F goes along one of the branches
of Tmq(Ω). The restrictions of such homomorphism onto the image Gη of G in FR(Ω) give
a set of induced homomorphisms from Gη → Gb . Composing these homomorphisms with the
canonical homomorphism η one gets a set of induced homomorphisms G → Gb . The next result
(description of homomorphisms from G into F ) says that every homomorphism φ :G → F can
be described as the composition φ = ηψbξ for suitable Ω , b, and ξ , where ψb is a homomor-
phism along the branch b and ξ is a homomorphism Gb → F .
Now, each homomorphism ψb that goes along the branch b can be transformed by some
consecutive applications of canonical automorphisms corresponding to vertices of the branch b
(which are the canonical automorphisms of the decomposition Di of FR(Ωvi ), associated with
the branch vi → vi+1 of Tdec(Ωvi ), i = 1, . . . , n (see [19, Theorem 7.7]) into the solution G →
Gb along b satisfying a proper equation, say Eb , which is equivalent to the conjunction of the
defining relations of Gb (recall that Gb is a proper quotient of G, so Eb does not belong to the
radical of U ). Notice, that there are finitely many branches b in Tmq(Ω), and a solution along a
branch b satisfies the equation Eb. It follows that every minimal solution satisfies the disjunction∨
b Eb of the equations Eb where b runs over all branches. It is known that any finite disjunction
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equation E. Observe, that E /∈ R(U). Indeed, if E ∈ R(U) then
V (U) = V (E)∩ V (U) =
⋃
b
(
V (Eb)∩ V (U)
)
and V (Eb) ∩ V (U) 
= V (U). This implies that V (U) is a reducible algebraic set in F—
contradiction with the condition that G = FR(U) is a fully residually free group (see [1]). The
theorem is almost proven. However, the standard automorphisms that were used to transform ψb
are not precisely the canonical automorphisms of G relative to D (they are not even automor-
phisms of G). To finish the proof it suffices to show that the same thing happens to the minimal
solutions of U relative to the canonical automorphisms of G with respect to the JSJ decomposi-
tion D. The idea is to show that the minimal solutions of U (with respect to D) are some short
solutions with respect to the branches of Tmq(Ω).
By Lemma 7 for each QH-subgroup Q in FR(Ωvi ) one of the following two cases holds. Either
the intersection Q1 = G ∩ Qg of G with some conjugate Qg of Q is of finite index in Qg and
in this case Q1 is a QH-subgroup of G, or G is conjugated into the fundamental group P of a
connected component of the graph of groups obtained from D by removing the vertex Q and the
edges adjacent to Q (i.e., P ∈ KQ, see Section 3.10). Notice, that case (1) in Lemma 7 cannot
take place because G is freely indecomposable.
If G is conjugated into P then each solution of U = 1 can be obtained from a solution of Ωvi
which is minimal with respect to the canonical group of automorphisms corresponding to Q.
If G has trivial intersection with all conjugates of some edge group of Di , then again each
solution of U = 1 can be obtained from a solution of Ωvi minimal with respect to the group
generated by the canonical Dehn twists along this edge. If the intersection G ∩ Qg has a fi-
nite index, then it is a QH-subgroup Q1 of G and the group of automorphisms of Q1 induced
by canonical automorphisms of Qg has finite index in the group of canonical automorphisms
of Qg . Let F¯R(Ωvi ) be the factor that contains G in some Grushko decomposition of FR(Ωvi ). Let
A(F¯R(Ωvi )
) be the group of outer canonical automorphisms of F¯R(Ωvi ) induced from canonical
automorphisms of FR(Ωvi ). By Lemma 7, the group of canonical automorphisms of F¯R(Ωvi ) cor-
responding to Qg (where Q is a QH-subgroup of F¯R(Ωvi )) that induce canonical automorphisms
of G has finite index in the subgroup of A(F¯R(Ωvi )) corresponding to Q. Denote by AG(F¯R(Ωvi ))
the subgroup of A(F¯R(Ωvi )) generated by canonical Dehn twists corresponding to the splittings
of F¯R(Ωvi ) that induce non-trivial splittings of G. The subgroup Aind of AG(F¯R(Ωvi )) consisting
of automorphisms that induce automorphisms of G, has finite index in AG(F¯R(Ωvi )). Similarly,
by [19, Section 13.3], each abelian vertex group of Gη (denote it by A) is conjugated into one
of the abelian vertex groups of FR(Ωv0 ) (denote it by B). Then B = B1 ⊕B2, where A has finite
index in B1. By [19, Lemma 6.7], if one can shorten a homomorphism from FR(Ωv0 ) to F by
pre-composing it with a canonical automorphism corresponding to B , then one can shorten it by
pre-composing first with a canonical automorphism that is identical on B1 (therefore, does not
change homomorphisms from Gη to Gb) and then with a canonical automorphism of B1 that
fixes the edge groups.
This implies that using canonical automorphisms corresponding to the JSJ decomposition
of G, we can transform each solution φ of U = 1 into a solution that is not longer than φ and
satisfies one of the finite number of proper equations (which can be effectively found) or, equiva-
lently, satisfies a proper equation which represents this disjunction of equations. Since a minimal
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finite number of generalized equations Ωw , it must satisfy this proper equation. 
7.2. Standard maximal fully residually free quotients of G relative to JSJ decompositions
Let G be a finitely generated freely indecomposable (modulo F ) fully residually free group,
and D a non-degenerate abelian JSJ decomposition of G. Let L be a (finite) collection of all
standard maximal fully residually free quotients of G relative to D. By Lemma 16 there exists
at least one standard maximal fully residually free quotient L ∈ L such that the restrictions of
the canonical epimorphism η :G → L onto the rigid subgroups of D, onto the edge subgroups
in D, and onto the subgroups of the abelian vertex groups A generated by the images of all the
edge groups of edges adjacent to A, are monomorphisms. We refer to such quotients L ∈ L as to
principal standard maximal fully residually free quotients (or principal quotients).
Fix a principal quotient L ∈ L together with the canonical epimorphisms η :G → L. Denote
by H = {H1, . . . ,Hq} the set of all rigid and edge subgroups of G relative to D. Consider the
Grushko decomposition of L compatible with Hη:
L = L1 ∗ · · · ∗Lα ∗ F(t1, . . . , tβ), (15)
where F(t1, . . . , tβi ) is the maximal free factor that does not contain conjugates of any of the
subgroups from Hη . We call elements t1, . . . , tβi free parameters (or free variables, when we
view homomorphisms as solutions of equations) and refer to the group G¯ = L1 ∗ · · · ∗ Lα as to
the base of the quotient L.
Lemma 21. Let L be a principal quotient of G with respect to D. Then in the decomposition (15)
every factor Li contains a conjugate of a subgroup from Hη .
Proof. Indeed, clearly, the images of abelian vertex subgroups of D are elliptic in (15), so up
to conjugation they are contained in some factors containing the images of corresponding edge
groups. Hence it suffices to consider the images of the QH-subgroups from D. Let Q be a QH-
subgroup from D. If ηi(Q) is elliptic in (15) then again up to conjugation it lies in a factor
containing conjugates of an edge group. If ηi(Q) is not elliptic in (15) then it admits a free
decomposition. Now the result follows from Lemma 9. 
7.3. Canonical extensions of the base groups of principal quotients
Let L be a principal quotient of G with the base G¯. In this section we construct a canonical
extension G∗ of the base group G¯ which is the fundamental group of a graph of groups Γ
obtained from a single vertex v with the associated vertex group Gv = G¯ by adding finitely
many edges corresponding to extensions of centralizers (viewed as amalgamated products) and
finitely many QH vertices connected only to v as depicted in Fig. 3.
Combining foldings and slidings, we can transform D into an abelian decomposition in which
each vertex with non-cyclic abelian subgroup that is connected to some rigid vertex, is connected
to only one vertex which is rigid. We suppose from the beginning that D has this property.
We start with the description of the extensions Gi of G¯i . Fix an integer i, i = 1, . . . , k, and, to
simplify notation, denote G¯i by G¯, ηi by π , and Gi by G∗. Let G¯ = P1 ∗ · · · ∗Pα be the Grushko
decomposition of G¯. Then by construction of G¯, each factor in this decomposition contains a
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conjugate of the image of some rigid subgroup or an edge group in D. Let g1, . . . , gl be a fixed
finite generating set of G¯. For an edge e ∈ D we fix a generator de of the cyclic edge group Ge
(or generators of an abelian edge group connecting a non-cyclic abelian vertex group to a rigid
subgroup). The required extension G∗ of G¯ is constructed in three steps. On each step we extend
the centralizers CG¯(π(de)) of some edges e in D or add a QH-subgroup. Simultaneously, for
every edge e ∈ D we associate an element se ∈ CG∗(π(de)).
Step 1. Let Erig be the set of all edges between rigid subgroups in D. For each edge e ∈ Erig
we do the following. If
G = A ∗〈de〉 B and G¯ = π(A) ∗〈π(de)〉 π(B) or G¯ = C∗〈π(de)〉
or
G = A ∗〈de〉 and G¯ = π(A) ∗〈π(de)〉 or G¯ = C ∗〈π(de)〉 D
then we delete the edge e from Erig. In this case we associate the trivial element se = 1 with e.
Denote the resulting set of edges by E′. One can define an equivalence relation ∼ on E′ assuming
for e, f ∈ E′ that
e ∼ f ⇔ ∃gef ∈ G¯
(
g−1ef CG¯
(
π(e)
)
gef = CG¯
(
π(f )
))
.
Let E be a set of representatives of equivalence classes of E′ modulo ∼.
Now we construct a group G(1) by extending every centralizer CG¯(π(de)) of G¯, e ∈ E as
follows. Let
[e] = {e = e1, . . . , eqe }
and y(1)e , . . . , y(qe)e be new letters corresponding to the elements in [e]. Then put
G(1) = 〈G¯, y(1)e , . . . , y(qe)e (e ∈ E) ∣∣ [C(π(de)), y(j)e ]= 1, [y(i)e , y(j)e ]= 1 (i, j = 1, . . . , qe)〉.
One can associate with G(1) the following system of equations over G¯:
[
g¯es , y
(j)
e
]= 1, [y(i)e , y(j)e ]= 1, i, j = 1, . . . , qe, s = 1, . . . , pe, e ∈ E, (16)
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the centralizer C(π(de)). We assume that the constants g¯ej are given as words in the generators
g1, . . . , gl of G¯. We associate the element sei = y(i)e with the edge e = ei .
Step 2. Let A be a non-cyclic abelian vertex group in D and Ae the subgroup of A generated by
the images in A of the edge groups of edges adjacent to A. Then A = Is(Ae)×A0 where Is(Ae)
is the isolator of Ae in A (the minimal direct factor containing Ae) and A0 a direct complement
of Is(Ae) in A. Notice, that the restriction of π on Is(Ae) is a monomorphism (since π is injective
on Ae and Ae is of finite index in Is(Ae)). For each non-cyclic abelian vertex group A in D we
extend the centralizer of π(Is(Ae)) in G(1) by the abelian group A0 and denote the resulting group
by G(2). Observe, that since π(Is(Ae))  G¯ the group G(2) is obtained from G¯ by extending
finitely many centralizers of elements from G¯.
If the abelian group A0 has rank r then the system of equations associated with the abelian
vertex group A has the following form:
[yp, yq ] = 1, [yp, d¯ej ] = 1, p, q = 1, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , pe, (17)
where yp, yq are new variables and the elements d¯e1, . . . , d¯epe are constants from G¯ which gener-
ate the subgroup π(Is(Ae)). We assume that the constants d¯ej are given as words in the generators
g1, . . . , gl of G¯.
Denote by
S¯i (y1, . . . , yt , g1, . . . , gl) = 1
the union of the system (16) and all the systems (17) for every abelian non-cyclic vertex group
A in D. Here y1, . . . , yt are all the new variables that occur in Eqs. (16), (17).
Step 3. A QH-subgroup Q such that π(Q) is a QH-subgroup of G¯ of the same size (see
Section 1.6) is called a stable QH-subgroup. Let Q be a non-stable QH-subgroup in D. Suppose
Q is given by a presentation
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]p1 · · ·pm = 1,
where there are exactly m outgoing edges e1, . . . , em from Q and σ(Gei ) = 〈pi〉, τ(Gei ) = 〈ci〉
for each edge ei . We add a QH vertex Q to G(2) by introducing new generators and the following
quadratic relation:
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]
(
c
πi
1
)z1 · · · (cπim−1)zm−1cπim = 1 (18)
to the presentation of G(2). Observe, that in the relations (18) the coefficients in the original
quadratic relations for Q in D are replaced by their images in G¯.
Similarly, one introduces QH vertices for non-orientable QH-subgroups in D. We refer to
Section 3.9 for details on quadratic relations associated with non-orientable QH-subgroups.
The resulting group is denoted by G∗ = G(3).
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In this section for every principal quotient L of G we construct a canonical embedding
G → G∗.
Let
S = S(z1, . . . , zm,g1, . . . , gl) = 1
be union of the quadratic systems of the type (18) for orientable and non-orientable non-stable
QH-subgroups in D. Here the set of variables {z1, . . . , zm} is union of all variables in quadratic
equations of the type (18). In our notation D∗ is a splitting of G∗ with the following vertex
groups: factors P1, . . . ,Pα in the compatible reduced free decomposition of G¯, abelian vertex
groups corresponding to relations (16), (17), and QH-subgroups added to G¯. Let T ∗ be a maximal
subtree in the underlying graph Γ ∗. So far we defined elements se only for edges between two
rigid subgroups of D.
Now we define an F -homomorphism ψ :G → G∗ and show that ψ is injective. In the process
we will associate elements se to the remaining edges of D. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 22.
(1) Let H = A ∗〈d〉 B and π :H → H¯ be a homomorphism such that the restrictions of π on A
and B are injective. Put
H ∗ = 〈H¯ , y ∣∣ [CH¯ (π(d)), y]= 1〉.
Then for every u ∈ CH ∗(π(d)), u /∈ CH¯ (π(d)), a map
ψ(x) =
{
π(x), x ∈ A,
π(x)u, x ∈ B.
gives rise to a monomorphism ψ :H → H ∗.
(2) Let H = 〈A, t | dt = c〉 and π :H → H¯ be a homomorphism such that the restriction of π
on A is injective. Put
H ∗ = 〈H¯ , y ∣∣ [CH¯ (π(d)), y]= 1〉.
Then for every u ∈ CH ∗(π(d)), u /∈ CH¯ (π(d)), a map
ψ(x) =
{
π(x), x ∈ A,
uπ(x), x = t,
gives rise to a monomorphism ψ :H → H ∗.
Proof. We prove (1), a similar argument proves (2). Clearly, the map ψ agrees on the intersection
A ∩ B , so it defines a homomorphism ψ :Hrig → G. Straightforward verification shows that ψ
maps reduced forms of elements in Hrig into reduced forms of elements in G. This proves that ψ
is injective. 
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the maximal subtree of D. First, we define ψ on the fundamental group of the graph of groups
induced from D on T . Notice that the subgroup F is elliptic in D, so there is a rigid vertex v0 ∈ T
such that F Gv0 . Mapping π embeds Gv0 into G¯, hence into G∗.
Let P be a path v0 → v1 → ·· · → vn in T that starts at v0. With each edge ei = (vi−1 → vi)
between two rigid vertex groups we have already associated the element sei . Let us associate
elements to other edges of P :
(a) if vi−1 is a rigid vertex, and vi is either abelian or QH, then sei = 1;
(b) if vi−1 is a QH vertex, vi is rigid or abelian, and the image of ei in the decomposition D∗
of G∗ does not belong to T ∗, then sei is the stable letter corresponding to the image of ei ;
(c) if vi−1 is a QH vertex and vi is rigid or abelian, and the image of ei in the decomposition
of G∗ belongs to T ∗, then sei = 1;
(d) if vi−1 is an abelian vertex with Gvi−1 = A and vi is a QH vertex, then sei is an element from
A that belongs to A0.
Since two abelian vertices cannot be connected by an edge in Γ , and we can suppose that two
QH vertices are not connected by an edge, these are all possible cases.
We now define the embedding ψ on the fundamental group corresponding to the path P as
follows:
ψ(x) = π(x)sei ···se1 for x ∈ Gvi .
This map is a monomorphism by Lemma 22. Similarly we define ψ on the fundamental group
of the graph of groups induced from D on T . We extend it to G using the second statement of
Lemma 22.
7.5. Canonical systems of equations associated with JSJ decompositions
Theorem 13. Let U(X) = 1, X = {x1, . . . , xn}, be a finite irreducible system of equations over
F such that G = FR(U) is freely indecomposable (modulo F if U(X) = 1 has non-trivial coeffi-
cients). Let D be a JSJ Z-decomposition of G. Then one can effectively construct finitely many
equations
V1(X) = 1, . . . , Vs(X) = 1
with coefficients in F and finitely many systems
UD,1 = 1, . . . , UD,k = 1
over F with embeddings
φ1 :FR(U) → FR(UD,1), . . . , φk :FR(U) → FR(UD,k)
such that:
(1) Vi /∈ R(U), i = 1, . . . , s.
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S(z1, . . . , zm,g1, . . . , gl) = 1,
S¯i(y1, . . . , yt , g1, . . . , gl) = 1,
U¯i(g1, . . . , gl) = 1,
where U¯i = 1 is irreducible, S = 1 is a non-degenerate quadratic system in variables
z1, . . . , zm over G¯i = FR(U¯i ), variables z1, . . . , zm are standard generators of QH-subgroups
in D and the stable letters corresponding to non-tree edges adjacent to QH-subgroups (with
respect to a fixed maximal subtree of the underlying graph of D), S¯i = 1 corresponds to
extensions of centralizers of elements from FR(U¯i ). There is a splitting D∗i of the coordinate
group of the system UD,i modulo free factors of G¯i ; MQH vertex groups in D∗i correspond
to equations from the system S = 1, abelian vertex groups correspond to equations from the
system S¯i = 1.
(3) FR(U¯i ) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tβi ) is a proper quotient of FR(U) with the canonical epimorphism
ηi :FR(U) → FR(U¯i ) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tβi ), i = 1, . . . , k, which can be found effectively.(4) V (U) = p1(V (UD,1))∪ · · ·∪pk(V (UD,k))∪V (U ∧V1)∪ · · ·∪V (U ∧Vs), where the word
mappings pi = (pi,1, . . . , pi,n), i = 1, . . . , k, correspond to the embeddings φ1, . . . , φk , i.e.,
for every i and every xj ∈ X
φi(xj ) = pi,j (z1, . . . , zm, y1, . . . , yt , g1, . . . , gl).
(5) One can extend a canonical epimorphism ηi to an epimorphism η∗i :FR(UD,i ) → FR(U¯i ) ∗
F(t1, . . . , tβi ) such that φiη∗i = ηi and η∗i is identical on FR(U¯i ) so that the following holds.
Let Φi = {φiση∗i ψ | σ ∈ AD∗i , ψ ∈ V (U¯i)}. Then Φi ⊆ pi(V (UD,i)) and
V (U) = Φ1 ∪ · · · ∪Φk ∪ V (U ∧ V1)∪ · · · ∪ V (U ∧ Vs).
Proof. If G = FR(U) is a surface group, we take the system S = 1 the same as U = 1, S¯i = 1 and
U¯i = 1 trivial. If G is a free abelian group, we take S¯ = 1 the same as U = 1, and S = 1, U¯ = 1
trivial. If G is cyclic, we do not construct Ui = 1.
We constructed a finite number of proper fully residually free quotients of G: G¯1, . . . , G¯k
where the systems S = 1 ∧ S¯i = 1 have solutions. Let G¯i = FR(U¯i). Now UD,i(z1, . . . , zm,
y1, . . . , yt , g1, . . . , gl) = 1 is the system
S(z1, . . . , zm,g1, . . . , gl) = 1,
S¯i(y1, . . . , yt , g1, . . . , gl) = 1,
U¯i(g1, . . . , gl) = 1.
We have already constructed the systems
UD,1 = 1, . . . , UD,k = 1
and embeddings
φ1 :FR(U) → FR(UD,1), . . . , φk :FR(U) → FR(UD,k).
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for G such that for each i = 1, . . . , k all the restrictions of πi onto rigid subgroups of D, onto
edge subgroups in D, and onto the subgroups of the abelian vertex groups A generated by the
images of all the edge groups of edges adjacent to A, are monomorphisms. Consider now fully
residually free quotients Lk+1, . . . ,Lk+s . For each quotient Lk+i there exists an element Vi
from a rigid subgroup or from Ae for some abelian vertex group A such that ηi(Vi) = 1. Since
all automorphisms from AD only conjugate rigid subgroups, all solutions of U = 1 that can be
represented as a composition σπi , where σ ∈ AD , satisfy the equation Vi = 1.
In order to prove statements (4) and (5) we just notice that the set φiσ, where σ ∈ AD∗ is
the set of canonical automorphisms from AD except the automorphisms corresponding to stable
QH-subgroups and edges between rigid subgroups for which we did not extend their centralizers.
Using these automorphisms one can transform an arbitrary solution into a solution in one of the
maximal fully residually free quotients. One can extend a canonical epimorphism ηi to an epi-
morphism η∗i :FR(UD,i ) → FR(U¯i ) ∗F(t1, . . . , tβi ) such that φiη∗i = ηi , η∗i maps letters extending
the centralizers of edge groups in D into the identity and η∗i is identical on FR(U¯i ). 
The statement that the construction described in the theorem is effective follows from Theo-
rem 8 and the results of the next section.
7.6. The canonical embedding tree TCE(G)
Now we are going to describe a canonical embedding tree for the coordinate group of an
irreducible system.
Let G = FR(U) be the coordinate group of the irreducible system U = 1 over F . We construct
a canonical embedding tree TCE(G) by induction. We suppose that G is freely indecomposable.
Observe from the beginning that TCE(G) is a rooted tree oriented from the root v0. We associate
the group G with v0. Let U¯i = 1, i = 1, . . . , k, be the systems corresponding to U = 1 from
Theorem 13. Notice, that FR(U¯i ) is a subgroup of a standard fully residually free quotient of G,
so FR(U¯i ) is fully residually free, hence the systems U¯i = 1, i = 1, . . . , k, are irreducible. We
add new vertices v11, . . . , v1k and add an edge ei from v0 to v1i . We associate the groups FR(U¯i )
and FR(U¯i ) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tki ) with the vertex v1i , and the canonical epimorphism π1i :FR(U) →
FR(U¯i ) ∗F(t1, . . . , tki ) (where FR(U¯i ) is a group from Theorem 13) with the edge e1i , i = 1, . . . , t.
Take the Grushko’s decomposition (modulo F )
FR(U¯i ) = ∗jFR(U¯ij ) ∗ F(Zi)
of FR(U¯i ). Every system U¯ij = 1 again satisfies Theorem 13 (FR(U¯ij ) is a freely indecomposable
fully residually free group) so we can repeat the argument above for U¯ij = 1 thus continuing the
construction of the tree. By induction we construct a rooted tree TCE(G) in which every vertex
has only finitely many outgoing edges. We claim that this tree is finite. Indeed, every branch of
the tree gives a sequence of epimorphisms of fully residually free groups. Since F is equationally
Noetherian every chain of proper quotients terminates in finitely many steps, so every branch of
the tree is finite. Now the result follows from the König’s lemma. The constructed tree is called
the canonical embedding tree. Section 7.7 explains the name.
We will construct also the augmented canonical embedding tree, TACE(G). To do this we add
to TCE vertices corresponding to the groups FR(U∧Vi) (i = 1, . . . , s) from Theorem 13 on each
level, add edges from v0 to these vertices, and glue corresponding trees for FR(U∧Vi).
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In this section for each branch b of the tree TCE we effectively construct a canonical NTQ
system Sb together with a canonical embedding G → FR(Sb).
For each branch of TCE and each edge from vertex v in this branch with the associated group
FR(Uv), consider the corresponding systems of quadratic equations and equations correspond-
ing to extensions of centralizers obtained when Theorem 13 is applied to the system Uv = 1.
Denote the system from Theorem 13 by associating the system Sv = Sq,v ∪ Sab,v = 1 with the
corresponding edge from v.
Let b = (v0, v1, . . . , vn) be a branch of the tree TCE(G) which begins at the root v0 and ends
at a leaf vertex vn. We define the NTQ group Gb that corresponds to branch b of the tree as
Gb = FR(S1,...,Sn), where Si corresponds to quadratic equations and commutativity equations of
the decomposition of the group on the (i − 1)st level of the canonical embedding tree.
Proposition 2. The group G is canonically embedded into the NTQ group Gb.
Denote by φi the canonical embeddings from the proposition. Let S(b) : S1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1,
. . . , Sn(Xn) = 1 be the above NTQ system. To each group Gb we assign the set of all homomor-
phisms from FR(S(b)) in F of the form
σ1π1 · · ·σkπkτ,
where σi is a canonical automorphism of FR(Si ,...,Sn) identical on the variables from Xi+1, . . . ,
Xk , and on free variables above this level (if i = 1 there are no such variables), πk is a homomor-
phism from FR(Si ,...,Sn) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tki−1) onto FR(Si+1,...,Sn) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tki ) that coincides with
η∗k on FR(Si ,...,Sn) and is identical on the variables from Xi+1, . . . ,Xn and on all free variables
t1, . . . , tki−1 from the higher levels, τ is an epimorphism from F ∗ F(t1, . . . , tkn) to F identical
on F . It is not hard to see that this set of homomorphisms is a fundamental set (fundamental
sequence) for Gb . We can always suppose (adding, if necessary, a finite number of branches
to TACE) that all homomorphisms that we consider satisfy the condition given in Sections 7.8
and 7.9 below.
Denote by Vfund(S(b)) a fundamental sequence for S(b) = 1.
Proposition 3. Let G = FR(U), where U = 1 is a finite irreducible system of equations. Let
Ψb = {φψb}, where ψb ∈ Vfund(S(b)) and φi is the embedding from Proposition 2 corresponding
to the branch b of TCE. Then V (U) is the union of solution sets Ψb for all branches of TCE and
solutions of U ∩ Vi , i = 1, . . . , r, for additional equations V1 = 1, . . . , Vr = 1 constructed on
each level of the embedding tree according to Theorem 13.
Definition 21. If Vfund(S(b)) is a fundamental sequence for S(b) = 1, we define the dimension
of Vfund(S) (dim(Vfund(S))) as the maximal number of free variables in the solutions in this
sequence.
Notice that dim(Vfund(S)) is the sum k1 + · · · + kn.
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In this subsection the system U¯i = 1 will be denoted just U¯ = 1. Let
FR(U¯) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tk) = P1 ∗ · · · ∗ Pq ∗ 〈t1〉 ∗ · · · ∗ 〈tk〉 (19)
be a reduced free decomposition of FR(U¯) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tk) modulo F and π = ηi :FR(U) →
FR(U¯i ) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tβi ) the canonical epimorphism from Theorem 13. Let P be the subgroup
generated by variables X and standard coefficients C of a regular quadratic equation Qi = 1
corresponding to some fixed MQH-subgroup in the JSJ decomposition of FR(U). Consider a free
decomposition π(P ) = K1 ∗ · · · ∗Kp ∗ 〈tkj1 〉 ∗ · · · ∗ 〈tkj2 〉 inherited from the free decomposition(19) such that each standard coefficient is conjugated into some Kj , and each Kj has a conjugate
of some coefficient. Then there is a canonical automorphism that transforms X into variables X1
with the following properties:
(1) the family X1 can be represented as a disjoint union of sets of variables X11, . . . ,X1t ;
(2) every solution of U = 1 can be transformed by a canonical automorphism corresponding
to Qi = 1 into a solution of the system obtained from U = 1 by replacing Qi = 1 by a
system of several quadratic equations Qi1(X11,C) = 1, . . . ,Qit (X1t ,C) = 1 with standard
coefficients from C;
(3) each quadratic equation Qij = 1 either is coefficient-free or has coefficients from C which
are conjugated into some Kr ;
(4) Xπ1 is a solution of the system Qi1(X11,Cπ1) = 1, . . . ,Qit (X1t ,Cπ1) = 1;
(5) if Qij = 1 is coefficient-free, then Xπij is a solution of maximal possible dimension;
(6) if Qij = 1 is not coefficient-free then Qij = 1 is not equivalent to a system of two dis-
joint quadratic equations Qij1(Xij1) = 1 and Qij2(Xij2) = 1 such that Qij1(Xij1) = 1 is
coefficient-free and Qij2(Xij2) = 1 has non-trivial coefficients from C which are conjugated
into some Kr and such that Xπij is a solution of the system Qij2(Xij1,Cπ) = 1.
Suppose Qip = 1 is some equation in variables X1p in this family which has coefficients
from C. Each homomorphism in a fundamental sequence of homomorphisms from FR(U) to F
is a composition σ1πφ, where σ1 is a canonical automorphism of FR(U), and φ is a homomor-
phism from FR(U¯) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tk) to F . We will include into the fundamental sequence only the
compositions σ1πφ for which {φ} is non-special and satisfies the following property: for each j ,
Qij = 1 is not split into a system of two quadratic equations Qij1(Xij1) = 1 and Qij2(Xij2) = 1
with disjoint sets of variables such that Qij1 = 1 is coefficient-free and Qij2 = 1 has coefficients
from C which are conjugated into some Kr and such that Xπ1φij1 is a solution of Qij1 = 1 and
Qij2(Xij2)πφ = 1.
7.9. Second restriction on fundamental sequences
Suppose the family of homomorphisms σ1π1 . . . σnπnτ is a fundamental sequence, corre-
sponding to the NTQ system Q(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1:
Q1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1,
...
Qn(Xn) = 1
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phism on FR(Qi,...,Qn), identical on variables from Xi+1, . . . ,Xn and on all free variables from
the higher levels, πi :FR(Qi,...,Qn) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tki−1) → FR(Qi+1,...,Qn) ∗ F(t1, . . . , tki ).
We include in the fundamental sequence only such homomorphisms that give non-abelian
images of the regular subsystems of Qi = 1 on all levels (the rest can be included into a fi-
nite number of fundamental sequences), and do not factor through a fundamental sequence
Vfund(Q(b1)) such that the tuple of dimensions (k1, . . . , kk) for b1 is greater than the corre-
sponding tuple for b in the lexicographic order.
We can suppose that all fundamental sequences that we consider satisfy the following proper-
ties. Let FR(Qi,...,Qn) be a free product of some factors. Then
(1) the images of abelian factors under πi are different factors of F(tki−1+1, . . . , tki );
(2) the images under πi of factors which are surface groups are different factors of F(tki−1+1, . . . ,
tki );
(3) if some quadratic equation in Qi = 1 has free variables in this fundamental sequence, then
these variables correspond to some variables among tki−1+1, . . . , tki , the images under πi of
coefficients of quadratic equations cannot be conjugated into F(tki−1+1, . . . , tki );
(4) different factors in the free decomposition of FR(Qi,...,Qn) are sent into different factors in
the free decomposition of FR(Qi+1,...,Qn) ∗ F(tki−1+1, . . . , tki );
(5) the images in F of the edge groups of the JSJ decompositions on all levels are non-trivial.
Proposition 4. One can effectively construct a finite set of equations W1 = 1, . . . ,Wl = 1 not
in the radical of U = 1 such that all fundamental solutions corresponding to a branch of TCE
for U = 1 that do not satisfy to the first or second restriction above satisfy one of the equations
W1 = 1, . . . , Ws = 1.
7.10. The canonical embedding theorem
In this section we summarize the results of the previous sections in one theorem. This theorem
plays a crucial part throughout the rest of the paper.
Theorem 14. Let U = 1 be a finite irreducible system of equations with coefficients in F , G =
FR(U) the coordinate group of U = 1, and TCE(G) the canonical embedding tree for G. For a
branch b of TCE(G) put
Ψb =
{
φψb
∣∣ψb ∈ Vfund(S(b))},
where Sb is the canonical NTQ system along the branch b and φb :G → Gb is the canonical
embedding of G along the branch b from Proposition 2 into the coordinate group Gb of Sb .
Then every solution of U = 1 in F either belongs to Ψb for some branch b in TCE, or it satisfies
one of the finitely many equations V1 = 1, . . . , Vr = 1 effectively constructed in Proposition 3,
or it satisfies one of the finitely many equations W1 = 1, . . . , Ws = 1 effectively constructed in
Proposition 4.
7.11. Canonical embeddings relative to subgroups and collection of homomorphisms
In this section we show how one can generalize Theorems 13 and 14 into several directions.
First of all, the results hold if in the formulations of the theorems the condition that D is a JSJ
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a sufficient splitting of G. It is not hard to check that a similar argument works in this case
also. Secondly, the results still hold if the condition that D is a JSJ decomposition modulo F is
replaced by the condition that D is a JSJ decomposition modulo a finite family of subgroups of G.
Again, the same argument works in this case also. Thirdly, given a set of F -homomorphisms
Φ ⊆ Hom(G,F ) one may consider the standard maximal quotient G/RD,Φ instead of G/RD
(see Section 5.2 for the corresponding definitions) and repeat the construction of the canonical
embedding using G/RD,Φ in the place of G/RD—the result still holds and the proof comes from
a similar argument. In all these generalizations the same argument works.
7.12. Induced NTQ systems
In proving Theorem 13 we had a situation where we had to extract a NTQ system for the
group G from the NTQ system for a larger group, the group of a generalized equation FR(Ω).
This extraction can be done in a similar way for a subgroup of a NTQ group.
Let S = 1 be an NTQ system over a group G
S1(X1,X2, . . . ,Xn,A) = 1,
S2(X2, . . . ,Xn,A) = 1,
...
Sn(Xn,A) = 1
and πi :Gi → Gi+1 a fixed Gi+1-homomorphism (a solution of Si(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1 in Gi+1 =
FR(Si+1,...,Sn), Gn+1 = G, see Section 2.3). Let K be a finitely generated F -subgroup of FR(S).
Then there exists a system W(Y) = 1 such that K = FR(W). It may happen that the group FR(S)
is too large for G. We will describe here how to embed G more economically into a NTQ group
FR(Q) such that FR(Q)  FR(S) and assign to Q = 1 a fundamental sequence that includes all the
solutions of W = 1 relative to S = 1.
Canonical automorphisms on different levels for Q = 1 will be induced by canonical auto-
morphisms for S = 1, mappings between different levels for Q = 1 will be induced by mappings
for S = 1. Without loss of generality we can suppose that FR(S) is freely indecomposable mod-
ulo F . The top quadratic system of equations S1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1 corresponds to a splitting
D of FR(S). The non-QH non-abelian subgroups of D are factors in a free decomposition of
〈X2, . . . ,Xn〉. Consider the induced splitting of G denoted by DG. This splitting may give a free
factorization G = G1 ∗ · · · ∗Gk, where F G1. Consider each factor separately. Increasing G1
by a finite number of suitable elements from abelian vertex groups of FR(S) we join together
non-QH non-abelian subgroups of DG which are conjugated into the same non-QH non-abelian
subgroup of D by elements from abelian vertex groups in FR(S). In this way we obtain a group
G¯1 such that DG¯1 does not have edges between non-QH non-abelian subgroups, and generators
of edge groups connecting non-QH non-abelian subgroups to abelian subgroups not having roots
in 〈X2, . . . ,XN 〉. Therefore, the relations for G¯1 give the radical of a quadratic system solvable in
〈X2, . . . ,Xn〉. Moreover, π1(G1) = π1(G¯1) because we added elements from abelian subgroups
that are sent by π1 into the images under π1 of the edge groups. Now consider separately each
factor of π1(G1) ∩ 〈X2, . . . ,Xn〉 and enlarge it the same way. Working similarly with each Gi
we consider all the levels of S = 1 from the top to the bottom and obtain a group that we denote
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construction again. We will eventually stop, namely obtain that Hi = Hi+1, because every time
when we repeat the construction we decrease one of the following characteristics:
(1) the number of free factors in the free decomposition on some level of Hi ;
(2) if the number of free factors does not decrease, then the number of edges and vertices of the
induced decomposition on some level of Hi decreases;
(3) if the number of free factors in the free decomposition on some level of Hi, and the number
of edges and vertices does not decrease, then the size of Hi is decreased.
We end up with an NTQ system Q = 1 such that G FR(Q)  FR(S) and the image of the top i
levels of FR(Q) on the level j + 1 is the same as the image of G on this level. Each QH-subgroup
of the induced system is a finite index subgroup in some QH-subgroup of S = 1. The size of the
induced system is the size of the tuple of these larger QH-subgroups.
Similarly if we have a fundamental sequence (and NTQ system) modulo a subgroup we can
define induced fundamental sequence (and NTQ system) modulo a subgroup.
7.13. Relative dimension
Let W = 1 be a system of equations and S = 1 an NTQ system. Assume also that an em-
bedding α :FR(W) → FR(S) is given. Denote by Vfund(S) the fundamental sequence of solutions
of S = 1. Consider homomorphisms G → F ∗ F1 of the type αφ, where φ ∈ Vfund(S), which
map G onto a free group F ∗ F1. The dimension of the system W = 1 relative to Vfund(S) is the
maximal rank of F1. We denote it dimS(W).
7.14. Generic families of solutions for NTQ systems
In Sections 7.7 and 7.9 we constructed fundamental sequences of solutions of the system
U = 1 corresponding to each branch of the tree TACE . Similarly we can construct fundamental
sequences of solutions of the canonical NTQ systems for the system U = 1 modulo a subgroup
H = 〈h¯〉, where h¯ = {h1, . . . , ht } of the group FR(U). Each such fundamental sequence termi-
nates with a group that does not have a sufficient splitting modulo H .
We will give now a definition of a generic family of solutions of a NTQ system modulo a
subgroup H . First we recall the definition of a generic family of solutions of a NTQ system.
Definition 22. A family of solutions Ψ of a regular NTQ system W(X,A) = 1 is called generic
if for any equation V (X,Y,A) = 1 the following is true: if for any solution from Ψ there exists
a solution of V (Xψ,Y,A) = 1, then V = 1 admits a complete W -lift.
A family of solutions Θ of a regular quadratic equation S(X) = 1 over a group G is called
generic if for any equation V (X,Y,A) = 1 with coefficients in G the following is true: if for any
solution θ ∈ Θ there exists a solution of V (Xθ ,Y,A) = 1 in G, then V = 1 admits a complete
S-lift. If the equation S(X) = 1 is empty (GR(S) = G∗F(X)) we always take as a generic family
a sequence of growing different Merzljakov’s words (defined in [14, Section 4.4]).
Let W(X,A) = 1 be a NTQ system that consists of equations S1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1, . . . ,
Sn(Xn) = 1. A family of solutions Ψ of W(X,A) = 1 is called generic if Ψ = Ψ1 · · ·Ψn, where
Ψi is a generic family of solutions of Si = 1 over Gi+1 if Si = 1 is a regular quadratic system,
and Ψi is a discriminating family for Si = 1 if it is a system of the type Ucom.
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s ∈ N and p ∈ Nk we say that the tuple p is s-large if every coordinate of p is greater then s.
Similarly, a subset P ⊂ Nk is s-large if every tuple in P is s-large. We say that the set P is
unbounded if for any s ∈ N there exists an s-large tuple in P .
A family of automorphisms
ΓP = {φj,p, j ∈ N, p ∈ P }
constructed in [14, Sections 7.1, 7.3] (alternatively, see [20, Section 5]) is called positive s-large
if j and P are s-large. It is called positive unbounded if P and j are unbounded. In [14] this
family was constructed for quadratic equations. We also constructed there a positive unbounded
family of solutions {ψj,p = φj,pβ} of a regular quadratic equation. Such a family was proved to
be generic. The same family of automorphisms can be considered for a QH-subgroup of a fully
residually free group. A solution of a system of equations [yi, yj ] = [yi, u] = 1 corresponding
to an abelian vertex group on some level of a NTQ group is called s-large if y1 = us1 , . . . ,
yk = us1···sk , si > s.
Definition 23. Let W(X,A) = 1 be a NTQ system modulo H that consists of equations
S1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1, . . . , Sn(Xn) = 1. Let Gn+1 = FR(T (Z)) be the terminal group of this system,
Gn+1 does not have a sufficient splitting modulo H . A family of solutions Ψ of W(X,A) = 1 is
called generic if it can be represented as Ψ = Ψ1 · · ·ΨnΦ, satisfying the following conditions.
(1) Ψi is a generic family of solutions of Si = 1 over Gi+1 if Si = 1 is a regular quadratic system,
and Ψi is a discriminating family for Si = 1 if it is a system of the type Ucom.
(2) Φ is a family of algebraic solutions {Zn, h¯n} of T = 1 such that for each value h¯n a corre-
sponding NTQ system N(Y,Z, h¯n) = 1 for T (Z, h¯n) = 1 satisfies conditions of Section 7.9
and solution Yn,Zn is positive s-large for s = nmax |hn,i | for each MQH and abelian sub-
group on each level of the system N(Y,Z, h¯n) = 1 and a family of large different Merzljakov
words (depending on n) for empty equations (words (17) from [14]).
8. Algorithms over fully residually free groups
8.1. Algorithms for equations and coordinate groups
In this section we collect some results on algorithmic problems concerning equations over
free groups and their coordinate groups. We assume below that a coordinate group G is given by
a finite system of equations S(X) = 1 over F in such a way that G = FR(S).
Theorem 15. The following statements are true:
(1) there is an algorithm which for a given finite system of equations S(X) = 1 over F and a
given group word w(X) in X ∪A determines whether w(X) is equal to 1 in FR(S) or not;
(2) there is an algorithm which for a given finite systems of equations S(X) = 1, T (X) = 1 over
F decides whether or not R(S) = R(T ).
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alphabet X ∪A. Then the universal sentence
ΦS,w = ∀X
(
S(X) = 1 → w(X) = 1)
is true in the free group F if and only if w ∈ R(S). Since the universal theory Th∀(F ) is decidable
[24] one can effectively check whether or not ΦS,w ∈ Th∀(F ). This proves (1). Now (2) follows
immediately from (1). 
Theorem 16. ([13], see also Theorem 37 below.) There is an algorithm which for a given system
of equations S(X) = 1 over F finds finitely many NTQ systems Q1 = 1, . . . , Qn = 1 over F and
F -homomorphisms φi :FR(S) → FR(Qi) such that any F -homomorphism λ :FR(S) → F factors
through one of the homomorphisms φi , i = 1, . . . , n.
Corollary 6. There is an algorithm which for a given finite system of equations S(X) = 1 over
F finds finitely many groups G1, . . . ,Gn ∈F (given by finite presentations in generators X∪A)
and epimorphisms φi :FR(S) → Gi such that any homomorphism φ :FR(S) → F factors through
one of the epimorphisms φ1, . . . , φn.
Proof. The result follows from Theorems 16 and 29. 
Theorem 17. [12] Given an NTQ system Q over F one can effectively find an embedding
φ :FR(Q) → FZ[t].
Theorem 18. Given a finite system of equations S = 1 over F and an F -homomorphism
φ :FR(S) → H of FR(S) into an NTQ F -group H one can effectively decide whether φ is a
monomorphism or not.
Proof. Let G = FR(S) for a finite system S = 1 over F and H an NTQ F -group. Suppose
φ :FR(S) → H is a homomorphism given by the set of images Xφ ⊆ H. By Theorem 29 one can
effectively find a finite set, say T , of defining relations of the subgroup Gφ = 〈Xφ〉  H with
respect to the generating set Xφ . It follows that R(S) R(T ). Clearly, φ is a monomorphism if
and only if R(S) = R(T ). The latter can be checked effectively by Theorem 15. 
Theorem 19. Given a finite irreducible system of equations S = 1 over F one can effectively find
an NTQ system Q over F and an embedding φ :FR(S) → FR(Q).
Proof. By Theorem 16 one can effectively find finitely many NTQ systems Q1, . . . ,Qn over
F and F -homomorphisms φi :FR(S) → FR(Qi) such that any F -homomorphism λ :FR(S) → F
factors through one of the homomorphisms φi, i = 1, . . . , n. It is known (see [1,12,13]) that in
this case at least one of the homomorphisms φi is monic. Now by Theorem 18 one can effectively
check which homomorphisms among φ1, . . . , φn are monic. This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 20. There is an algorithm which for a given finite irreducible system of equations
S(X) = 1 over F finds a finite representation of the coordinate group FR(S) with respect to the
generating set X ∪A.
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φ :FR(S) → FR(Q). It follows that one can effectively find the finite generating set Xφ ∪A of the
subgroup FφR(S) of the group FR(Q). Now, since the group FR(Q) belongs to F the result follows
immediately from Theorem 29. 
Corollary 7. For every finite irreducible system of equations S = 1 one can effectively find the
radical R(S) by specifying a finite set of generators of R(S) as a normal subgroup.
Theorem 21. [12] There is an algorithm which for a given finite system of equations S(X) = 1
over F finds its irreducible components.
Proof. We give here another, more direct, proof of this result. By Corollary 6 one can effectively
find finitely many groups G1, . . . ,Gn ∈ F , given by finite presentations 〈X ∪ A | Ti〉, and epi-
morphisms φi :FR(S) → Gi such that any homomorphism φ :GFR(S) → F factors through one
of the epimorphisms φ1, . . . , φn. It is not hard to see that the systems Ti = 1 are irreducible over
F and
VF (S) = VF (T1)∪ · · · ∪ VF (Tn). (20)
Now by Theorem 15 one can check effectively whether or not VF (Ti) = VF (Tj ) or VF (Ti) =
VF (S), thus producing all irreducible components of VF (S). 
8.2. Algorithms for f.g. fully residually free groups
In this section we collect some results on algorithmic problems for finitely generated fully
residually free groups from [13,14,17,25]. We assume below that groups from F are given by
finite presentations. Notice that if 〈X | S〉 is a finite presentation of a group G ∈F then S(X)1 can
be viewed as a finite irreducible coefficient-free system of equations over F and R(S) = ncl(S)
where the radical R(S) is taken in the free group F(X) (without coefficients from F ). This allows
one to apply the algorithmic results from the Section 8.1 to groups from F .
Theorem 22. The word problem is decidable in groups from F .
Proof. Let G ∈F and g ∈ G. Since G is finitely presented one can effectively enumerate all con-
sequences of relators of G, so if g = 1 then g will occur in this enumeration. On the other hand,
one can effectively enumerate all homomorphisms φ1, φ2, . . . , from G into a given free group F
(say of rank 2). If g 
= 1 then, since G is residually free, there exists φi such that φi(g) 
= 1,
which can be verified effectively (by trying one by one all the images φ1(g),φ2(g), . . .). This
shows that the word problem is decidable in G, as required. 
Theorem 23. [17] The conjugacy problem is decidable in groups from F .
Notice, that Theorem 23 also follows from [2], because finitely generated fully residually free
groups are relatively hyperbolic [5].
Theorem 24. [25] The membership problem is decidable in groups from F . Namely, there exists
an algorithm which for a group G ∈F given by a finite presentation 〈X | R〉 and a finite tuple of
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belongs to the subgroup 〈h1(X), . . . , hk(X)〉.
Using an analog of Stallings’ foldings introduced in [25] for finitely generated subgroups
of FZ[t], one can obtain the following results.
Theorem 25. [17] Let G ∈ F and H and K finitely generated subgroups of G given by finite
generating sets. Then H ∩ K is finitely generated, and one can effectively find a finite set of
generators of H ∩K .
Theorem 26. [17] Let G ∈ F and H and K finitely generated subgroups of G given by finite
generating sets. Then one can effectively find a finite family JG(H,K) of non-trivial finitely
generated subgroups of G (given by finite generating sets), such that
(1) every J ∈ JG(H,K) is of one of the following types
Hg1 ∩K, Hg1 ∩CK(g2),
where g1 ∈ G \H, g2 ∈ K , moreover, g1, g2 can be found effectively;
(2) for any non-trivial intersection Hg ∩ K , g ∈ G \ H there exists J ∈ JG(H,K) and f ∈ K
such that
Hg ∩K = J f ,
moreover, J and f can be found effectively.
Corollary 8. Let H,K be finitely generated subgroups of finitely generated fully residually free
group G. Then one can effectively verify whether or not K is conjugate into H , and if it is, then
find a conjugator.
Corollary 9. Let H,K be finitely generated subgroups of finitely generated fully residually free
group G, let H be abelian. Then one can effectively find a finite family J of non-trivial inter-
sections J = Hg ∩K 
= 1 such that any non-trivial intersection Hg1 ∩K has form J k for some
k ∈ K and J ∈ J . One can effectively find the generators of the subgroups from J .
Theorem 27. Given a group G ∈ F , a splitting D of G, and a finitely generated freely inde-
composable subgroup H of G (given by a finite generating set Y ) one can effectively find the
splitting DH of H induced from D. Moreover, one can describe all the vertex and edge groups,
and homomorphisms, which occur in DH , explicitly as words in generators Y .
Proof. Following Lemma 2 one can construct effectively the graph of groups for the subgroup
H using Theorem 26. Indeed, for every vertex v ∈ X by Theorem 26 one can find effectively the
complete finite family of non-trivial subgroups such that each intersection H ∩ Ggv were g runs
over G contains a conjugate of one of them in H . If all these intersections are trivial then by
Lemma 2 the subgroup H is cyclic. Otherwise there exists a vertex v ∈ X and an element g ∈ G
such that the subgroup Hv = H ∩Ggv is non-trivial. We start building the graph of groups ΓH for
H induced from G with the graph of groups Γ1 consisting of the vertex v and the subgroup Hv
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the complete finite set (up to conjugation in Hv) of non-trivial intersections He = Hv ∩Gge were
g runs over G. If there are no non-trivial intersections of this type then either Hv = H or Hv is
a free factor of H. Since, by Theorem 24 the membership problem is decidable in G one can
effectively check whether H = Hv or not. Suppose that He = Hv ∩Gge 
= 1 for some g ∈ G and
an edge e outgoing from v. If u is the terminal vertex of e then Hu 
= 1 and we have reconstructed
an edge in the graph ΓH . Denote by Γ2 the graph of groups obtained from Γ1 by adding the edge
e and the vertex u with the associated subgroups He and Hu. If the fundamental group π(Γ2) is
equal to H then we are finished, otherwise we continue as above. In finitely many steps we will
get a graph of groups Γk such that π(Γk) = H . This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 27 allows one to prove an effective version of Theorem 6.
Theorem 28. Let G be a finitely generated group which is given as a finite sequence
F = G0 G1  · · ·Gn = G (21)
of extensions of centralizers Gi+1 = Gi(ui, ti). Then given a finite set of elements Y ⊆ G one
can effectively construct the subgroup 〈Y 〉 generated by Y in G from free groups by finitely many
operations of the following type:
(1) free products;
(2) free products with amalgamation along cyclic subgroups with at least one of them being
maximal;
(3) separated HNN-extensions along cyclic subgroups with at least one of them being maximal;
(4) free extensions of centralizers;
in such a way that all groups and homomorphisms which occur during this process are given
explicitly as words in generators Y .
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 27 by induction on the length of sequence (21). 
Corollary 10. There is an algorithm which for a given finitely generated fully residually free
group G determines whether G is hyperbolic or not.
Proof. Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group. By Theorems 17 and 19 one can
effectively embed G into a group Gn which is obtained from a free group F by a finite sequence
of extensions of centralizers as in 21. Now, by Theorem 28 one can effectively construct G from
F by finitely many operations of the types (1)–(4). It is known (see, for example, [10]) that in
this event G is hyperbolic if and only if no operations of the type (4) occurred in the construc-
tion of G. The latter can be checked algorithmically when the finite sequence of operations is
given. 
As a corollary of Theorem 27 one can immediately obtain the following result.
Theorem 29. There is an algorithm which for a given NTQ system Q over F and a finitely
generated subgroup H  FR(Q), given by a finite generating set Y , finds a finite presentation for
H in the generators Y .
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effectively embed FR(Q) into a finitely generated group H which is obtained from F by a finite
sequence of extensions of centralizer. Now the result follows from Theorem 28. 
Theorem 30. There is an algorithm which for a given group G ∈ F and a finitely generated
subgroup H  G (given by a finite generating set Y ), finds a finite presentation for H in the
generators Y .
Proof. Let G = 〈X | S〉 be a finite presentation of G. As we have mentioned above one can view
the relations S(X) = 1 as a coefficient-free finite irreducible system of equations over F with the
coordinate group G. By Theorem 19 one can effectively embed the group G into the coordinate
group FR(Q) of an NTQ system Q over F . Now the result follows from Theorem 29. 
Observe also, that Theorem 29 can be derived from [9, Theorem 5.8].
Theorem 31. There is an algorithm which for a given homomorphism φ :G → H between two
groups from F decides whether or not:
(1) φ is an epimorphism;
(2) φ is a monomorphism;
(3) φ is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let G,H ∈F and 〈X | S〉 a given finite presentation of G.
(1) Obviously, φ is onto if and only if GφH . Observe that Gφ is generated by a finite set Xφ ,
so by Theorem 24 one can effectively verify whether Gφ = H or not, as required.
(2) By Theorem 29 one can effectively find a finite presentation, say 〈X | T 〉, of the subgroup
Gφ of H with respect to the generating set Xφ . Clearly, φ is monic if and only if R(S) = R(T )
which can be effectively verified by Theorem 15. This proves (2) and the theorem since (3)
follows from (1) and (2). 
Theorem 32. [21] The Diophantine problem is decidable in groups from F . Namely, there is an
algorithm which for a given group G ∈F and an equation S = 1 over G decides whether or not
the equation S = 1 has a solution in G (and finds a solution if it exists).
8.3. Effectiveness of a free decomposition
Theorem 33. [19] There is an algorithm which for every finitely generated fully residually free
group G and its finitely generated subgroup H determines whether or not G has a non-trivial
free decomposition modulo H . Moreover, if G does have such a decomposition, the algorithm
finds one.
Corollary 11. [19] There is an algorithm which for every finitely generated fully residually free
group G and its finitely generated subgroup H finds a free decomposition of G modulo H
G  G1 ∗ · · · ∗Gn
such that G1  H and G1 is freely indecomposable modulo H , Gi is freely indecomposable
non-trivial group for every i = 2, . . . , n.
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Theorem 34. [19] There exists an algorithm to obtain a cyclic and abelian JSJ decompositions
for a f.g. fully residually free group modulo the subgroup of constants F .
Corollary 12. Let U = 1 be an irreducible system over F , such that G = FR(U) is a non-abelian
non-surface group. Then one can effectively find a sufficient cyclic and abelian splitting D of G.
Theorem 35. [19] There exists an algorithm to obtain an abelian JSJ decomposition for a f.g.
fully residually free group modulo subgroups K1, . . . ,Km.
9. Decision algorithm for ∃∀-sentences
In this section we will describe a procedure to verify if an ∃∀-sentence with constants from
a free group F is true in F . This gives the basic mechanism, as well as the basis of induction,
for general verification procedure for arbitrary sentences. We start with a brief description of
the algorithm in Section 9.1, then we formalize this description and construct the main tool of
the proof, the so-called ∃∀-tree TEA(G). Finally, in Section 9.5 we show that the tree TEA(G)
is finite, so the decision procedure for ∃∀-sentences eventually terminates. It will be clear from
the construction that the described algorithm does not depend on the rank of F , i.e., if a given
∃∀-sentence (with constants from F ) holds in F then it holds in every free group F ∗ F1 which
is a free product of F and a free group F1.
9.1. Brief description of the algorithm
Let Φ be an arbitrary ∃∀-sentence in the language of groups with constants from F . By
Lemma 10 from [14] we may assume that Φ has the following form:
Φ = ∃X∀Y (U(X,Y ) = 1 → V (X,Y ) = 1),
where U,V are words in variables X ∪ Y and constants from F . The task is to determine effec-
tively if Φ holds in F or not. The verification procedure is divided into several steps. At each
step we show that the decision procedure is effective and its output is the same for F and F ∗F1
for any free group F1.
(1) Suppose that
F |= ∃X∀Y (U(X,Y ) 
= 1). (22)
Then Φ is true in F (since the premise of the implication is false). Observe, that
F |= ∃X∀Y (U(X,Y ) 
= 1) ⇔ F 
|= ∀X∃Y (U(X,Y ) = 1).
Hence to verify (22) it suffices to check whether or not
F |= ∀X∃Y (U(X,Y ) = 1).
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decision algorithm to verify if this sentence hold in F or not. Moreover, this verification proce-
dure does not depend on the rank of F , namely, it holds in F if and only if it holds in F ∗ F1.
This finishes the case (1).
(2) Suppose now that (22) does not take place, so
F |= ∀X∃Y (U(X,Y ) = 1).
Then, again, by the Merzljakov’s theorem
F [X] |= ∃Y (U(X,Y ) = 1),
where elements from X are viewed as constants in F [X]. By Theorem 11.1 from [19] one
can effectively describe all solutions Y ∈ F [X] of the equation U(X,Y ) = 1 in terms of Hom-
diagrams.
(2.1) Suppose that for any solution Y = f (X) ∈ F [X] of the equation U(X,Y ) = 1 one has
V (X,f (X)) = 1 in F [X]. We claim that in this case the formula Φ holds in F . Indeed, if Φ does
not hold in F then the sentence
¬Φ = ∀X∃Y (U(X,Y ) = 1 ∧ V (X,Y ) 
= 1)
is true in F . By the general form of the Merzljakov’s theorem [14, Theorem 4] F freely lifts
¬Φ so there is a solution Y = f (X) ∈ F [X] of U(X,Y ) = 1 for which V (X,Y ) 
= 1 in F [X]—
contradiction with the assumption above. Notice that F lifts freely the sentence ¬Φ if and only
if the following sentence holds in F [X]:
F [X] |= ∃Y (U(X,Y ) = 1 ∧ V (X,Y ) 
= 1).
Since the group F [X] is free, the sentence above is existential, and the existential theory of
free groups is decidable, then there exists an effective procedure to check whether or not F lifts
freely ¬Φ . Furthermore, this procedure does not depend on the rank of F , as required.
(2.2) Suppose now that the case (2.1) does not hold, i.e., there exists a solution Y = f (X) ∈
F [X] of U(X,Y ) = 1 such that V (X,f (X)) 
= 1. Hence, the set
S = {f (X) ∈ F [X] ∣∣U(X,f (X))= 1 and V (X,f (X)) 
= 1 in F [X]}
is non-empty. By the equational Noetherian property the system
V = {V (X,f (X))= 1 ∣∣ f (X) ∈ S}
(where elements from X are viewed as variables) is equivalent over F to some finite subsystem
of itself, hence it is equivalent over F to a single equation, say U0(X) = 1.
Observe, that any specialization η :X → F of the variables X in the formula Φ which makes
Φ true in F , i.e., any specialization η for which the formula
∀Y (U(Xη,Y )= 1 → V (Xη,Y )= 1)
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= 1 then there ex-
ists f (X) ∈ S such that V (Xη,f (Xη)) 
= 1. Therefore, Y = f (Xη) satisfies the equation
U(Xη,Y ) = 1 but does not satisfy the equation V (Xη,Y ) = 1—contradiction. The observation
above is rather crucial, it puts some new restrictions on all the specializations η :X → F that
satisfy the formula Φ . To be able to use these restrictions in our decision procedure we need to
find the subsystem U0(X) = 1 effectively as follows.
One has V (X0, Y ) = 1 for any Y ∈ Vfund,i if V (X0, Y ) = 1 for any Y obtained from some
minimal small cancellation solution Y0,i = Yβ(X0) by applying canonical automorphisms from
a suitable finite family
B = {φL−4K,pφ2K,q}
(see [14], the discussion preceding Proposition 8) corresponding to different levels of the fun-
damental sequence. Both conditions are equivalent to the consistency of a system of type
Δ(Mvery short) = 1 [14, Proposition 8]. This family can be effectively found. By [14, Lemma 67],
one can effectively find a small cancellation solution β (provided X0 does not satisfy some de-
generate equation, which we can consider separately). The equation U0(X) = 1 is equivalent to
the system {V (X,f (X)) = 1 | f (X) = φ(β(X)), φ ∈ B}.
(2.2.1) Suppose U0(X) = 1 does not have solutions in F . In this case there is no specialization
η :X → F that satisfies the equation U0(Xη) = 1, so Φ is false in F . Notice, that given U0(X) =
1 one can effectively verify whether or not it has a solution in F and, of course, this verification
does not depend on the rank of F .
(2.2.2) Suppose that the equation U0(X) = 1 has a solution in F . The argument in the
case (2.2) shows that any specialization η :X → F , for which the formula
∀Y (U(Xη,Y )= 1 → V (Xη,Y )= 1)
holds in F , satisfies the equation U0(X) = 1 in F , so it factors through FR(U0), i.e., η = πξ
where π :F [X] → FR(U0) is the canonical epimorphism and ξ :FR(U0) → F is an arbitrary
F -homomorphisms. Moreover, any F -homomorphism from FR(U0) into F factors through the
coordinate groups of one of the finitely many irreducible components of U0 = 1. It has been
shown in [19] that these irreducible components of U0 = 1 can be found effectively. To keep
notations simple we may assume from the beginning that U0 is already irreducible over F (oth-
erwise we replace U0 by a suitable irreducible component of U0).
(3) Main strategy. Our main strategy is to show that either using an argument similar to the
one above one can effectively verify if the formula Φ holds in F , or the potential solution Xη
of Φ satisfies a new proper equation. The latter cannot happen infinitely many times (since F is
equationally Noetherian), which implies that in finitely many steps one would be able to verify
if Φ holds in F or not.
(4) Induction argument. For induction we are going to generalize the argument from the
case (2).
Recall, that the basic tool in this case is the lifting of various formulas (the formula
∃Y U(X,Y ) = 1 in the beginning of the case (2), or the formula ¬Φ in the case (2.1)) into
the group F [X]. This allows one to get solutions Y = f (X) of the corresponding existential for-
mulas as values of the words f (X). To follow our main strategy we need to get the solutions
Y = f (X) assuming the variables X satisfy the newly obtained restrictions U0(X) = 1. This
amounts to the lifting of the corresponding formulas into the coordinate group FR(U0), which is
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(see [20, Theorem E]) one can lift an arbitrary equation into FR(U0) if and only if U0 is rationally
equivalent to a regular NTQ system.
(4.1) Suppose U0 is rationally equivalent to a regular NTQ system. By our assumption the
case (1) does not hold so the formula
∀X∃Y (U0(X) = 1 → U(X,Y ) = 1)
is true in F . Since U0 is rationally equivalent to a regular NTQ system the equation U(X,Y ) = 1
lifts into the coordinate group FR(U0). By Theorem 15.4 from [19] one can effectively find all
solutions Y of the system U(X,Y ) = 1 in the group FR(U0), where elements from X are viewed
as constants from FR(U0).
(4.1.1) Suppose that for any solution Y = f (X) ∈ FR(U0) of the equation U(X,Y ) = 1 one
has V (X,f (X)) = 1 in F [X]. In this case the argument from (2.1) shows that the formula Φ
holds in F . Indeed, if Φ does not hold in F then the sentence
¬Φ = ∀X∃Y (U(X,Y ) = 1 ∧ V (X,Y ) 
= 1)
is true in F . This implies that the formula
∀X∃Y (U0(X) = 1 → (U(X,Y ) = 1 ∧ V (X,Y ) 
= 1))
is also true in F . By implicit function theorem the formula U(X,Y ) = 1 ∧V (X,Y ) 
= 1 lifts into
FR(U0). So
FR(U0) |= ∃Y
(
U(X,Y ) = 1 ∧ V (X,Y ) 
= 1),
contradicting the assumption above. Again, notice that the formula
∃Y (U(X,Y ) = 1 ∧ V (X,Y ) 
= 1)
is existential and the group FR(U0) has the same existential theory as the group F , as well as any
non-abelian free group, therefore one can effectively check whether or not this formula lifts into
FR(U0) and the answer does not depend on the group F .
(4.1.2) Suppose now that the case (4.1.1) does not hold, i.e., there exists a solution Y =
f (X) ∈ FR(U0) of U(X,Y ) = 1 such that V (X,f (X)) 
= 1. Observe, that f (X) can be naturally
viewed as a word from F [X]. It follows that the set
S = {f (X) ∈ F [X] ∣∣U(X,f (X))= 1 and V (X,f (X)) 
= 1 in FR(U0)}
is not empty. By the equational Noetherian property the system
V1 =
{
V
(
X,f (X)
)= 1 ∣∣ f (X) ∈ S}
(where elements from X are viewed as variables) is equivalent over F to some finite subsystem
of itself, hence it is equivalent over F to a single equation, say U1(X) = 1. From construction
U1(X) is not contained in the radical R(U0).
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false in F . Therefore, one has to consider now the case analogues to (2.2.2) when U1(X) = 1 has
solutions in F . Again, as in the case (2.2.2) one can show that any specialization η :X → F , for
which the formula
∀Y (U(Xη,Y )= 1 → V (Xη,Y )= 1)
holds in F satisfies the equation U1(X) = 1 in F , so it factors through FR(U1∪U0), which is a
proper factor of FR(U0). This gives new restrictions on X as required in the main strategy. Notice
that in the case (4.1.2) we did not use the assumption that U0 is rationally equivalent to a regular
NTQ system, so the argument here holds for arbitrary systems U0.
(4.2) Suppose FR(U0) is not rationally equivalent to a regular NTQ system. The remark at the
end of the case (4.1.2) shows that one needs to consider only the case (4.1.1) but for an arbitrary
irreducible U0. This is the hardest case.
(4.2.1) Suppose that for any solution Y = f (X) ∈ FR(U0) of the equation U(X,Y ) = 1 one
has V (X,f (X)) = 1 in F [X]. The argument in (4.1.1) allows us to assume that the formula
∀X∃Y (U0(X) = 1 → (U(X,Y ) = 1 ∧ V (X,Y ) 
= 1)) (23)
is true in F . However, now we cannot lift equations into FR(U0). To go around this problem we
make use of the canonical embeddings Theorem 14 (Section 7.10) and parametrization theorem
[14, Theorem 12]. This is a crucial point of the induction argument. Since it is technically quite
demanding we explain here only the principal ideas leaving details for the next section.
We may assume that FR(U0) is freely indecomposable, otherwise we can effectively split it into
a free product of finitely many freely indecomposable factors (see Theorem 33 from Section 8.3)
and continue with each of the factors in the place of FR(U0). By the canonical embeddings
theorem given the coordinate group FR(U0), which is freely indecomposable (modulo F ) and
irreducible, one can effectively construct finitely many equations with coefficients in F
V1(X) = 1, . . . , Vs(X) = 1 (24)
each of which does not belong to the radical R(U0) and finitely many NTQ systems
UD,1 = 1, . . . , UD,k = 1
over F with embeddings
φ1 :FR(U0) → FR(UD,1), . . . , φk :FR(U0) → FR(UD,k)
such that the following holds (here we omit some properties mentioned in the canonical embed-
dings theorem):
V (U0) = p1
(
V (UD,1)
)∪ · · · ∪ pk(V (UD,k))∪ V (U0 ∧ V1)∪ · · · ∪ V (U0 ∧ Vs),
where the word mappings pi = (pi,1, . . . , pi,n) correspond to the embeddings φ1, . . . , φk , i.e.,
for every i and every xj ∈ X
φi(xj ) = pi,j (z1, . . . , zm, y1, . . . , yt , g1, . . . , gl).
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solutions Vfund(U) and a formula
Φ = ∀X (U(X) = 1)→ ∃Y (W(X,Y ) = 1 ∧W1(X,Y ) 
= 1)
is true in F , then one can effectively construct a finite set of NTQ systems NCW(U) =
{U¯i | i ∈ I } together with embeddings θi :FR(U) → FR(U¯i ) such that for every U¯i ∈ NCW(U)
the formula
∃Y (W (Xθi , Y )= 1 ∧W1(Xθi , Y ) 
= 1)
is true in the group FR(U¯i ). Since the Diophantine problem in the groups FR(U¯i ) is decidable
one can effectively verify whether or not the formula above holds in the group. Moreover, if the
formula holds the complete set of solutions can also be found effectively. Furthermore, for every
fundamental solution φ :FR(U) → F there exists a fundamental solution ψ of one of the systems
U¯i = 1, where U¯i ∈NCW(U) such that φ = θiψ.
Recall that the set NCW(U) was introduced in [14] right before parametrization theorem.
The systems U¯i are constructed in two steps which are called normalizing and corrective ex-
tensions, the corresponding embeddings θi :FR(U) → FR(U¯i ) are called correcting normalizing
embeddings.
Returning to the system U0, we apply, first, the canonical embeddings theorem to the system
U0 and obtain the NTQ systems UD,1 = 1, . . . , UD,k = 1 then we apply the parametrization
theorem to each of the systems UD,i .
It follows from (24) that each solution of U0(X) = 1 either satisfies one of the finite number
of proper equations (24) or factors through a fundamental sequence of one of the canonical NTQ
extensions UD,1 = 1, . . . , UD,k = 1. In the former case we are done with the induction argument,
as required. In the latter case we continue as follows for each of the canonical NTQ extensions
UD,i . Recall that the formula (23) holds in F . The parametrization theorem applied to the systems
UD,i and the formula (23) implies that one can lift the formula
∃Y (U(Xθi , Y )= 1 ∧ V (Xθi , Y ) 
= 1)
in the group FR(U¯i) for every U¯i ∈NCW(UD,i), so
FR(U¯i ) |= ∃Y
(
U
(
Xθi , Y
)= 1 ∧ V (Xθi , Y ) 
= 1).
Denote the NTQ system U¯i by S1(X,X1) = 1 (it may have some extra variables X1 since it
is an extension of U0(X) = 1). For a solution Y = f (X,X1), Y ∈ FR(S1) of the formula above
consider an equation V (X,f (X,X1)) = 1. We obtain an equation U1(X,X1) = 1 in variables
X,X1. There are four different cases, such that in each case the process goes differently.
(4.2.1) If the equation U1(X,X1) = 1 is inconsistent, then no one X factoring through the
fundamental sequence corresponding to the system S1(X,X1) = 1, can make Φ true. In this case
we have to consider another fundamental sequence corresponding to the equation U0(X) = 1. If
for each fundamental sequence we have this case, then the sentence Φ is false.
(4.2.2) If the equation U1(X,X1) = 1 belongs to the radical of S1(X,X1) = 1, the sentence
Φ is true, and X solving Φ can be obtained from a generic solution X,X1 of the system
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specializations of Y given by the formulas Y = f (X,X1), and for them V (X,Y ) = 1 is true.
(4.2.3) If the equation U1(X,X1) = 1 is a proper equation, namely, FR(U1) is a proper quotient
of FR(S1), and corresponding values of X satisfy an equation U¯0(X) = 1 which is not in the
radical of U0(X) = 1, then we further will consider X satisfying U¯0(X) = 1.
(4.2.4) If the equation U1(X,X1) = 1 is a proper equation, but the corresponding values of X
do not satisfy any proper equation, then each X solving Φ that satisfies U0(X) = 1 (if exists)
must also satisfy U1(X,X1) = 1, and we will consider such values of X.
We can suppose U1(X,X1) = 1 is irreducible, otherwise it is equivalent to a disjunction of
finite number of irreducible equations. And again, equation U1(X,X1) = 1 is not equivalent to
NTQ, therefore, we can only obtain Y given by a formula in some NTQ extension of FR(U0). But
this time we construct this extension taking into account that X,X1 also satisfy U1(X,X1) = 1.
This way we obtain a branching process and a tree. Simplifying the process we can say that each
branch corresponds to a carefully chosen chain of block-NTQ groups considered together with
fundamental sequences of homomorphisms. Each chain has the form:
FR(S1), FR(S2), . . . , FR(Si), . . . ,
where for each i there is a homomorphism θi :FR(U) → FR(Si). Moreover, either θi+1(FR(U)) is
a proper quotient of θi(FR(U)) or they are isomorphic and the dimension of the system Si+1 = 1
(the maximal possible rank r in an epimorphic image F ∗Fr ) is less than the dimension of Si = 1,
or, in case of the same dimension, some other characteristic decreases. Therefore, the process is
finite. If along some branch the process stops because we do not obtain a proper homomorphic
image of FR(Si) (namely, this will take place if FR(Ui) is isomorphic to FR(Si)), then the sentence
Φ is true. If along all the branches the process stops because an inconsistent system is obtained
(i.e., restrictions on X along this branch produced an inconsistent system), then the sentence Φ
is false.
Notice that the process does not depend on the rank of F , therefore Φ is either true in all
non-abelian free groups or false in all of them.
9.2. First step
We will now describe the construction of the ∀∃-tree. The initial step is described in Sec-
tion 9.1. Suppose we came to case (2.2.2) in Section 9.1. Let G = FR(U0), where U0 = 1 is an
irreducible system. We define now a tree TEA(G) oriented from the root, and assign to each ver-
tex of TEA(G) some set of homomorphisms in G → F . We assign a solution set V (U0) to the
initial vertex vˆ0 of TEA(G). Suppose that U0 = 1 cannot be written in the NTQ form. We can con-
struct a finite number of NTQ systems S(b) = 1 (S(b): S1(X1, . . . ,Xk) = 1, . . . , Sk(Xk) = 1)and
corresponding fundamental sequences Vfund(S(b)), each corresponding to one of the branches
of TCE(G). For each such fundamental sequence we assign a vertex vˆ1i of the tree TEA(G). We
draw an edge from vertex vˆ0 to each vertex corresponding to Vfund(S(b)).
In the case when U0 = 1 is NTQ we just draw one edge on this step and assign to the vertex
vˆ1 the same set V (U0). Let Vfund(S(b)) be assigned to vˆ1i . By the parametrization theorem [14,
Theorem 12], we can collect all values of Y given by formulas Y = f (X1, . . . ,Xk) in variables
X1, . . . ,Xk of FR(S(b)) and consider the equation U1(X1, . . . ,Xk) = 1 which is equivalent to a
system of all equations V (X1, . . . ,Xk, f (X1, . . . ,Xk)) = 1. Let Vfund(U1) be the subset of ho-
momorphisms from the set Vfund(S(b)) going through some corrective extension of Scorr(b) = 1,
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an edge connecting vˆ1i to vˆ2i .
Let G1 be a fully residually free group discriminated by the set of homomorphisms Vfund(U1).
Consider the family of canonical fundamental sequences for G1 (constructed along the branches
of the canonical embedding tree) modulo the images P1, . . . ,Ps of the factors in the free de-
composition of the subgroup H1 = 〈X2, . . . ,Xm〉. If the dimension of such a sequence is greater
than k1, then the corresponding homomorphisms are contained in the fundamental sequence for
U = 1 with the number k1 greater than that for Vfund(S(b)), and we do not consider this sequence
here. So we only consider canonical fundamental sequences c for G1 modulo the factors in the
free decomposition of H1 = 〈X2, . . . ,Xm〉 (corresponding to coefficients of quadratic equations
S1 = 1 of the top level for Scorr(b) = 1) with the following properties:
(1) they have dimension less or equal than k1,
(2) G is embedded into the group discriminated by the fundamental sequence,
(3) c is consistent with the decompositions of quadratic equations of S1 according to the remark
in Section 7.8.
Namely, if we consider a cyclic decomposition D of G obtained from the JSJ decomposition by
adding splittings corresponding to the free product in Section 7.8, then the standard coefficients
on all the levels of c are images of elliptic elements in D.
Suppose a fundamental sequence c has the top dimension component k1. If the system cor-
responding to the top level of the sequence c is the same as S1 = 1, we extend the fundamental
sequences modulo P1, . . . ,Ps by canonical fundamental sequences for H1 modulo the factors in
the free decomposition of the subgroup 〈X3, . . . ,Xm〉. If such a sequence has dimension greater
than or equal to k2, then the corresponding solution can be factored through a fundamental se-
quence for U = 1 of the greater dimension. So we only consider such sequences of dimension
less than or equal to k2. If the sum of first two dimensions is strictly smaller than k1 + k2, we do
the same as in case when the first dimension is smaller than k1 (see below). We continue this way
to construct fundamental sequences Vfund(S1(b)). We draw edges from the vertex corresponding
to Vfund(U1) to the vertices Vfund(S1(b)).
Suppose now that the fundamental sequence c for G1 modulo P1, . . . ,Ps has dimension
strictly less than k1 or has dimension k1, but the system corresponding to the top level of c
is not the same as S1 = 1. Suppose also that G 
= F . Then we use the following lemma (in which
we suppose that P1, . . . ,Ps are non-trivial).
Lemma 23. Either the image G(p) of G in the group H(p) appearing on some level p of sequence
c is a proper quotient of G, or it is possible to take instead of H(p) a finite number of proper
quotients of H(p) without loosing values of initial variables of U = 1.
Proof. Consider the terminal group of c; denote it Ht . Suppose G(p) is isomorphic to G. Denote
the abelian JSJ decomposition of Ht by Dt . Then there is an abelian decomposition of G induced
by Dt . Therefore rigid (non-abelian and non-QH) subgroups and edge groups K¯1, . . . , K¯q of G
are elliptic in this decomposition.
There exists a decomposition of some Pi which is induced from Dt . In this case instead of Ht
we can take proper quotients of Ht corresponding to minimal solutions with respect to ADt .
We do not lose values of the initial variables of U = 1 because this replacement corresponds to
replacement of the fundamental sequence going through Pi by homomorphisms corresponding
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tomorphisms of Pi modulo those subgroups from {K¯1, . . . , K¯q} which are conjugated into Pˆi
in Gb . 
Suppose that G(1), . . . ,G(p−1) are isomorphic to G, and G(p) is a proper quotient of G.
Consider the block-NTQ group G¯ generated by the top p levels of the NTQ group corresponding
to the fundamental sequence c and the group FR(S2(b2)) corresponding to some branch of the tree
TCE(G(p)) and amalgamated along G(p). In this case the fundamental sequence c considered
modulo level p − 1 does not have free variables. One can extract from c modulo level p a
family of homomorphisms from G to G(p) induced by the fundamental sequence c. Denote this
extracted fundamental sequence by c2. We want the homomorphisms from different levels of c2
to be restrictions of the homomorphisms from corresponding levels of c. Consider a fundamental
sequence c3 that consists of homomorphisms obtained by the composition of a homomorphism
from c2 and from a fundamental sequence corresponding to b2. Assign some vertex vˆ3j of the tree
TEA(G) to sequence c3. We draw an edge from the vertex of TEA(G) corresponding to Vfund(U1)
to vˆ3j .
Using the parametrization theorem, one can lift equations compatible with equations in the
variables of U = 1 in corrective extensions of G¯, which can be constructed as in [14, Section 7.5]
(see also [20]).
9.3. Second step
We will describe the next step in the construction of TEA(G) which basically is general. Let
c3 = Vfund(S(1)(d)) be a fundamental sequence corresponding to some vertex vˆ3i of TEA(G), let
c be, as before, the corresponding canonical fundamental sequence for G1 modulo P1, . . . ,Ps.
Consider the set of those homomorphisms from G¯ in F which are going through the funda-
mental sequence c, which factor through a corrective extension V¯corr(S(1)(d)), and satisfy some
additional equation U2 = 1. Let G2 be a fully residually free group discriminated by this set.
The case when the natural image G(2) of G in G2 is a proper quotient of G is the first “easy”
case. In this case we assign to vertices vˆ4j the fundamental sequences corresponding to branches
of TCE(G(2)) and draw edges from vˆ3i to all these vertices.
In all the other considerations below we suppose that G(2) is isomorphic to G.
Let the JSJ decomposition for the top level of c corresponds to the equation S11(X11,
X12, . . .) = 1; some of the variables X11 are quadratic, the others correspond to extensions
of centralizers. Construct a fundamental sequence c(2) corresponding to the branch of the tree
TCE(G2) modulo the factors in the free decomposition of the subgroup generated by X12, . . . .
Denote by N10 the image of the subgroup generated by X1, . . . ,Xn in the group discriminated
by c. So, N10 = 〈X1, . . . ,Xn〉c. Denote by N20 = 〈X1, . . . ,Xn〉c(2) the image of 〈X1, . . . ,Xn〉 in
the group discriminated by c(2). If N20 is a proper quotient of N
1
0 and c is not the same as the top
level of S(b), we have another “easy” case. In this case we do what we did at the previous step
taking N20 instead of G2 and we do not consider vertices corresponding to NTQ systems with the
same top level as S(1)(d).
In all the cases below we suppose that N10 is isomorphic to N
2
0 .
Case 1. The top levels of c and c(2) are the same, then we go to the second level of c and consider
it the same way as the first level.
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c(2) the same way as we did for c. Then either the image of G on some level k of c(2) is a proper
quotient of G, or we can take proper quotients of the group on this level instead of this groups
using Lemma 23. If at some point the sum of dimensions for c(2) is not maximal, we amalgamate
the top part of c(2) above level k and this quotient.
Case 3. The top levels of c and S1 are not the same and the top levels of c and c(2) are not the
same, then there is a level k of c(2) such that we can suppose that the image of either G or N10 on
this level is a proper quotient. Consider fundamental sequences for this quotient. Denote them
by fi . Construct fundamental sequences for the subgroup generated by X1, . . . ,Xn with the top
part being extracted from the top part of c(2) (above level k) and bottom part being some fi , but
not the sequence with the same top part as c.
9.4. General step
We now describe the nth step of the construction. Denote by Ni the block-NTQ group con-
structed on the ith step, and by Nji , j > i, the image of it on the j th step. Let {jk, k = 1, . . . , s}
be all the indices for which the top level of Njk+1 is different from the top level of Njk .
If G or some of the groups Njk+1jk is not embedded into N
n
n−1 we replace the first such group
by its proper quotient in Nnn−1 and consider only the fundamental sequences that have the top
level different from Njk . In all other cases we can suppose that the groups G and all N
jk+1
jk
are
embedded into Nnn−1.
Case 1. The top levels of c(n) and c(n−1) are the same. In this case we go to the second level and
consider it the same way as the first level.
If going from the top to the bottom of the block-NTQ system, we do not obtain the case con-
sidered above or Cases 2, 3 and all the blocks of Nn−1 and Nn are the same, we do the following.
Consider the group Gcorr which was constructed for the fundamental sequence corresponding to
the homomorphisms from G going through Nn−1, and the image of this group G′ in Nn, which
is a proper quotient of Gcorr. Then G<G′ and we take G′ instead of G.
Case 2. The top levels of cn−1 and cn−2, . . . , cn−i are the same, and the top levels of cn−1 and
cn are not the same. Then on some level p of c(n) we can suppose that the image of Nn−in−i−1 is
a proper quotient (or the fundamental sequence goes through another branch constructed on the
previous step). Consider fundamental sequences fi for this quotient with the top level different
from c(n−i−1). Construct Nn as a block-NTQ group with the top part being c(n) above level p
and the bottom part fi .
Case 3. The top levels of c(n−2) and c(n−1) are not the same and the top levels of c(n−1) and c(n)
are not the same. Then on some level p of c(n) the image of Nn−1n−2 is a proper quotient (or we can
take a finite family of proper quotients of the group on this level such that the image of Nn−1n−2 in
each such group is a proper quotient). Construct a block-NTQ group as in the previous case.
In this way we continue the construction of the tree TEA(G).
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A crucial fact is the following.
Theorem 36. The tree TEA(G) is finite.
Proof. We begin with the characterization of the case when the fundamental sequence c has only
one level. If R is an NTQ system, denote by ab(R) the sum of ranks of abelian vertex groups in
R minus the sum of the ranks of the edge groups for the edges from them.
Let an NTQ system Q(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1 have the form
Q1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1,
...
Qn(Xn) = 1,
where Q1 = 1 corresponds to the top level of JSJ decomposition for FR(Q), variables from X1 are
either quadratic or correspond to extensions of centralizers. Consider this system together with
a fundamental sequence Vfund(Q) defining it. Let Vfund(U1) be the subset of Vfund(Q) satisfying
some additional equation U1 = 1, and G1 a group discriminated by this subset. Consider the
family of those canonical fundamental sequences for G1 modulo the images P1, . . . ,Ps of the
factors in the free decomposition of the subgroup 〈X2, . . . ,Xm〉, which have the same dimension
modulo them as Q1 = 1. Denote this free decomposition by H1∗.
Denote such a fundamental sequence by c, and corresponding NTQ system S = 1 (mod H1∗),
where S = 1 has form
S1(X11, . . . ,X1m) = 1,
...
Sm(X1m) = 1.
Denote by DQ a canonical decomposition corresponding to the group FR(Q). Non-QH, non-
abelian subgroups in this decomposition are P1, . . . ,Ps . Abelian and QH-subgroups correspond
to the system Q1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1. For each i there exists a canonical homomorphism
ηi :FR(Q) → FR(Si ,...,Sm)
(see Theorem 13) such that P1, . . . ,Ps are mapped into rigid subgroups in the canonical decom-
position of ηi(FR(Q)).
Each QH-subgroup in the decomposition of FR(Si ,...,Sm) as an NTQ group is a QH-subgroup
of ηi(FR(Q)). By Lemma 10, for each QH-subgroup Q1 of ηi(FR(Q)) there exists a QH-subgroup
of FR(Q) that is mapped into a subgroup of finite index in Q1. The size of this QH-subgroup is,
obviously, greater or equal to the size of Q1. Those QH-subgroups of FR(Q) that are mapped into
QH-subgroups of the same size by some ηi are called stable.
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(i) the set of homomorphisms going through c is generic for each regular quadratic equation
in Q1 = 1 and ab(c) = ab(Vfund(Q)) (in this case c has only one level identical to Q1);
(ii) it is possible to reconstruct system S = 1 so that size(S) < size(Q1);
(iii) size(S) = size(Q1), ab(c) < ab(Vfund(Q)).
Proof. The fundamental sequence c modulo the decomposition H1∗ has the same dimension as
Q1 = 1. The dimension of Q1 = 1 is the sum of the following four numbers:
(1) the dimension of a free factor F1 = F(t0, . . . , tk0) in the free decomposition of FR(Q) corre-
sponding to an empty equation in Q1 = 1;
(2) the number of abelian factors;
(3) the sum of dimensions of surface groups factors;
(4) the number of free variables of quadratic equations with coefficients in Q1 = 1 correspond-
ing to the fundamental sequence Vfund(Q).
Because c has the same dimension, the free factor F1 is unchanged. By the remark in Section 7.9,
abelian and surface factors are sent into different free factors.
Let Q1i = 1 be one of the standard quadratic equations in the system Q1 = 1. If the set
of solutions of Q1i = 1 over FR(Q2,...,Qn) that factor through the system S = 1 and through the
generalized equation ΩQ1 is a generic set for Q1i = 1, then by [14, Theorem 9], we conclude that
S = 1 can be reconstructed so that it contains only one quadratic equation as a part of the system
Sm = 1. Indeed, suppose a QH-subgroup Q¯1i corresponding to Q1i = 1 mapped on some level
s of S = 1 onto a subgroup of the same size. Then it is stable. Suppose also that a QH-subgroup
of FR(Q) that is a subgroup of Q¯1i is projected on some level k above s into a QH-subgroup Q¯k .
Then this projection is a monomorphism. On all the levels above s we can join the image of a
subgroup of Q¯1i to a non-QH-subgroup adjacent to it (and not count it in the size). We can join
the image of Q¯1i to a non-QH-subgroup on all the levels above m, and replace the image of it on
level m by the isomorphic copy of Q¯1i .
Is all QH-subgroups corresponding to Q1 = 1 are stable, then the regular size of S = 1 is the
same as a regular size of Q1 = 1 and if ab(c) = ab(Vfund(Q)), then reconstructed S = 1 has only
one level.
The lemma is proved. 
To finish the proof of the theorem, notice that by Lemma 24, every time we apply the trans-
formation of Case 3 (we refer to the cases from Section 9.4) in the construction of AE-tree we
either (i) decrease the dimension in the top block, or (ii) replace the NTQ system in the top block
by another NTQ system of the same dimension but with smaller size, or (iii) ab(c) decreases.
Hence Case 3 cannot be applied infinitely many times to the top block. If we apply Case 2, we
consider the second block for proper quotients of a finite number of groups. Hence, starting from
some step, we come to a situation, when the fundamental sequences factor through the same
block-NTQ system, and the image of G in the last level of these systems is a proper quotient
of G. If we apply all the time Case 1 at all the levels of block-NTQ system and obtain the same
block-NTQ system, then every time we replace G by G′ (the image of Gcorr). The intersection
of the images of G′ in the fundamental sequence for G′ with different levels of Nn on some level
will be different from the intersection of the corresponding image of G. Either this intersection
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can apply Lemma 24 to the fundamental sequences for Gcorr and G′. This shows that Case 1
cannot appear infinitely many times. 
10. Elimination schemes
Now we refine the description of algebraic sets over free group F which was given in [13].
For this we need the following
Definition 24. Let Q be an NTQ system over G and
Q1(Zm, . . . ,Z1) = 1,
Q2(Zm−1, . . . ,Z1) = 1,
...
Qm(Z1) = 1
be a partition of Q into subsystems Q1, . . . ,Qm (equations in Qi inherit the order from Q). Let
P1 = (p11, . . . , p1k1),
...
Pm = (pm1, . . . , pmkm)
be tuples of words, where pij ∈ G[Zi].
We denote by Q[Xm; . . . ;X1 | Zm; . . . ;Z1] = 1 the following system of equations:
Q1(Zm, . . . ,Z1) = 1,
Q2(Zm−1, . . . ,Z1) = 1,
...
Qm(Z1) = 1,
x11 = p11(Z1), . . . , x1k1 = p1k1(Z1),
x21 = p21(Z2), . . . , x2k2 = p2k2(Z2),
...
xm1 = pm1(Zm), . . . , xmkm = pmkm(Zm),
where X1 = (x11, . . . , x1k1), . . . , Xm = (xm1, . . . , xmkm).
The system Q[Xm; . . . ;X1 | Zm; . . . ;Z1] = 1 together with a fixed set of solutions V of the
system Q = 1 in G is called an elimination scheme.
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ShV (Q) =
{
U
∣∣U = P (Zφ), φ ∈ V}.
Theorem 37. For every finite system of equations S(X1, . . . ,Xm) = 1 over a free group F , one
can find effectively a finite family of schemes
Ui[Xm; . . . ;X1 | Zm; . . . ;Z1] = 1,
such that VF (S) =⋃i ShF (Ui).
Proof. We construct fundamental sequences for S = 1 modulo the subgroup 〈Xm−1, . . . ,X1〉
as in the construction of TCE(S) in Section 7.6. We obtain a finite family of terminal groups.
For each of these consider proper quotients such that all reducing solutions factor through them.
For each quotient consider a fundamental sequence modulo the subgroup 〈Xm−1, . . . ,X1〉. We
consider each terminal group independently. As a result we will have a finite number of terminal
groups of different levels. Denote such a terminal group by T1. For a fundamental sequence with
terminal group T1, denote by Q1(Zm,T1) = 1 the corresponding NTQ system over T1, where
Zm are variables of this NTQ system. Considering fundamental sequences for T1 modulo the
subgroup 〈Xn−2, . . . ,X1〉 designed as in the construction of TCE for the system corresponding
to this group, we again obtain a finite family of terminal groups. For each of these we con-
sider proper quotients such that all reducing solutions factor through them. For each quotient
we consider a fundamental sequence modulo the subgroup 〈Xm−2, . . . ,X1〉, and consider each
terminal group independently. As a result we will have a finite number of terminal groups of
different levels. Denote such a terminal group by T2. Denote by Q2(Zm−1, T2) = 1 the cor-
responding NTQ system over T2. We continue construction for T2 in the same way as above.
As a result we will have a finite number of fundamental sequences and corresponding NTQ
groups. Mappings P1, . . . ,Pm express variables X1, . . . ,Xm in terms of Z1, . . . ,Zm. Each solu-
tion of S(X1, . . . ,Xm) = 1 factors through one of these fundamental sequences and so belongs
to ShF (Ui) for the corresponding scheme. This completes the proof. 
11. Projective images
In Section 9 we described the process which is used to verify an ∃∀-sentence. In this section
we describe some construction which will be later used to work with general sentences and
formulas.
11.1. Scheme of the construction
In this section we will describe a construction of a projective tree Tp(U) for an irreducible
system of equations U(X) = 1 over F relative to a collection of Diophantine conditions. To each
branch we assign a decreasing sequence of families of solutions of U = 1 and, in particular,
a chain in the form:
FR(W1), FR(P1), . . . , FR(Wi), FR(Pi), . . . ,
where the systems Wi(X, X¯i) = 1 are block-NTQ, there are homomorphisms θi :FR(U) →
FR(Wi), each group θi+1(FR(U)) is a quotient of θi(FR(U)), systems Pi(X, X¯i,Zi) = 1 contain
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the fundamental sequence for Wi(X, X¯i) = 1 and for which there are values of Zi such that the
system Pi(X, X¯i,Zi) = 1 holds, factors through the fundamental sequence for one of the next
step block-NTQ systems Wi+1(X, X¯i+1) = 1. The tree depends on the initial system U = 1 and
the systems Pi = 1, i = 1, . . . .
11.2. Projective tree: construction of the first level edges
Since we are going to deal with many different systems of equations we need an alternative
notation for a system. A system of equations W(X) = 1 sometimes will be denoted by W .
Let G = FR(U) be the coordinate group of the system U = 1 and J < G a fixed subgroup
of G. Let
FR(U) = FR(U¯1) ∗ · · · ∗ FR(U¯k) ∗ F(Z)
be an irreducible free decomposition of FR(U) modulo J , where J  FR(U¯1) and FR(U¯1) is freely
indecomposable modulo J , FR(U¯2), . . . ,FR(U¯k) are freely indecomposable non-cyclic groups,
and F(Z) is a free group with basis Z. Denote
FR(U¯) = FR(U¯1) ∗ · · · ∗ FR(U¯k).
Let W = 1 be the canonical NTQ system corresponding to a branch of the canonical embedding
tree TCE(FR(U)) of the system U = 1. Suppose P = 1 is a given system of equations with co-
efficients in the group FR(W) which has a solution in some extension of FR(W) (so N1 = FR(W)
canonically embeds into FR(P )), but does not have a solution in FR(W). Consider a finite family
of terminal groups of fundamental sequences for P modulo factors in the free decomposition
of FR(U). If the image of N1 in the terminal group is a proper quotient, consider this image as
in the construction of an ∀∃-tree. Below we consider only terminal groups in which N1 embeds
as a subgroup. Let FR(T ) be one of them. If it is freely decomposable so that the decomposi-
tion is compatible with factors in the free decomposition of FR(U) we consider different factors
separately. Therefore we can further assume that is freely indecomposable modulo these factors.
Recall from the canonical embedding construction that we represent FR(W) = F(Z) ∗ FR(K1)
(observe that F(Z) is still a free factor) as the coordinate group of the NTQ system in the fol-
lowing form:
S1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1,
S2(X2, . . . ,Xn) = 1,
...
Sn(Xn) = 1.
The system K1 is constructed as follows. We take a free decomposition of FR(U¯) into factors
FR(U¯1), . . . ,FR(U¯k), and let
FR(K1) = FR(M1) ∗ · · · ∗ FR(Mk),
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them except FR(M1) are systems without coefficients). Then S1 is the union of the first levels of
the systems Mi and empty equation in variables Z, S2 is the union of the second levels of Mi ,
and so on. Recall that the first level of eachMi is constructed from the abelian JSJ decomposition
of FR(U¯i ). Each variable from X1 is either quadratic or corresponds to an extension of a central-
izer. The group FR(Mi) does not split either as a free product or as a centralizer extension modulo
FR(U¯i ), and if it has a splitting, we consider only solutions of FR(Mi) minimal with respect to the
group of canonical automorphisms corresponding to this splitting (see Section 7.11).
We construct the family of block-NTQ groups for each FR(T ) with respect to this family of
solutions as described below.
(1) We construct a canonical NTQ system L1 for FR(U) and a fundamental sequence of solu-
tions modulo factors in a free decomposition of the subgroup generated by X2, . . . ,Xn. We call
this fundamental sequence an enveloping fundamental sequence for S1 and call the group FR(L1)
an enveloping NTQ group.
(2) We construct a tight enveloping NTQ group. This is done as follows.
(a) We take an NTQ group induced by the image of FR(U) from FR(L1) as described in Sec-
tion 7.12. This does not increase the dimension, because we add only elements from abelian
subgroups. Denote this group by Ind(FR(U)). Then we do the following.
(b) We first add to Ind(FR(U)) all the QH-subgroups of FR(L1) that have non-trivial intersection
with Ind(FR(U)), do not have free variables, the corresponding level of Ind(FR(U)) intersects
non-trivially some of their adjacent vertex groups, and their addition decreases the dimen-
sion.
(c) We add also those QH-subgroups Q of the group FR(L1) that intersect Ind(FR(U)) in a sub-
group of finite index (in Q) and have less free variables than the subgroup in the intersection.
(d) We add all the elements that conjugate different QH-subgroups (abelian vertex groups)
of Ind(FR(U)) into the same QH-subgroup of L1 if this decreases the dimension.
(e) We add edge groups of abelian subgroups of the enveloping group that have non-trivial
intersection with Ind(FR(U)) if this does not increase the dimension.
We can do these steps (which we call adjustment) by levels from the top to the bottom (con-
sidering on level i+1 the image of the group extended on level i) of the system corresponding to
Ind(FR(U)) and denote the obtained group by Adj(FR(U)). We repeat the adjustment iteratively
as many times as possible. Then we add once more those QH-subgroups of different levels of the
enveloping group that contain QH-subgroups of the tight enveloping NTQ group as subgroups of
finite index and whose addition decreases the dimension. We call the constructed NTQ group the
tight enveloping NTQ group. We will also call the corresponding system (fundamental sequence)
the tight enveloping system (fundamental sequence) and use the same notation (TEnv(S1)). As
a size of a QH-subgroup Q in the tight enveloping NTQ group we consider the size of the QH-
subgroup in the enveloping group containing Q as a subgroup of a finite index.
The dimension of the tight enveloping fundamental sequence (TEnv(S1)) is less than or
equal to the dimension of S1 modulo free factors of 〈X2, . . . ,Xn〉. (Because we consider only
fundamental sequences compatible with the free factorization of the subgroup 〈X2, . . . ,Xn〉
used in Remark 1 and compatible with the splitting of quadratic equations as discussed in
Section 7.8.) If the dimensions are the same, we can always reorganize the levels of the en-
veloping system L1 into another Env(S1) so that they have the same fundamental solutions
and size(TEnv(S1))  size(S1). If all the parameters (dimension, size, ab) are the same, then
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fundamental sequence (TEnv(S1)) is the same as the maximal dimension of the corresponding
subgroup in the terminal group in the enveloping fundamental sequence modulo free factors
of 〈X2, . . . ,Xn〉.)
(3) Then we consider an induced NTQ system S¯1 : S¯1 = 1 for FR(U¯) with respect to TEnv(S1).
Lemma 25. Either the image H of FR(U) in the terminal group of Env(S1) is a proper quotient
of FR(U) or this terminal group does not have a sufficient splitting modulo J .
Proof. Suppose H is isomorphic to FR(U). Consider the terminal group T1 of S¯1. Let DT1 be
the abelian JSJ decomposition of T1 modulo J (we take the Grushko decomposition followed by
the abelian decompositions of free factors). Non-active subgroups of FR(U¯) are elliptic in DT1 .
The free factors of 〈X2, . . . ,Xn〉 cannot be elliptic in DT1 and their QH-subgroups either do not
intersect with conjugates of QH-subgroups of T1 or intersect in finite index subgroups. Since for
each Mi we consider only solutions of FR(Mi) minimal with respect to the group of canonical au-
tomorphisms corresponding to the splitting of FR(Mi) modulo FR(Ui), DT1 cannot be a sufficient
splittings of free factors of 〈X2, . . . ,Xn〉 modulo non-active subgroups of FR(U¯). 
To obtain H effectively, we first construct the block-NTQ groups for FR(T ) without the re-
quirement that the solutions are minimal with respect to the group of canonical automorphisms
of FR(Mi) modulo FR(U¯i ) and then replace the terminal group of Env(S1) by the maximal fully
residually free standard quotients with respect to J (if exist) and repeat this step as many times
as possible. The quotient of H in each last maximal standard quotient is proper.
Case 1. If TEnv(S1) has smaller dimension than S1 or has the same dimension but not identical to
S1 (therefore has smaller size), then we consider an induced NTQ system S¯1 : S¯1 = 1 for FR(U)
with respect to TEnv(S1). We can actually obtain a proper quotient of FR(U) not on the terminal
level of S¯1 but earlier, on some level k. Denote by Sˆ1 the top part of S¯1 before level k, and by
H¯ the image of FR(U) in level k, which is a proper quotient of FR(U). Amalgamate FR(Sˆ1) and a
NTQ group corresponding to a branch of TCE(H¯ ) along H¯ . This gives a block-NTQ system W2
and the coordinate group N2 = FR(W2). Consider a fundamental sequence obtained by taking
a fundamental sequence for Sˆ1 and pasting to it a fundamental sequence corresponding to H¯ .
Denote the obtained sequence by Vfund(W2) and consider the set of solutions of U = 1 having
form αVfund(W2), where α expresses variables from U in terms of variables from W2.
Case 2. If TEnv(S1) (and, therefore, S¯1) is identical to S1 then consider terminal groups of
the system S¯1. Construct a NTQ system L2 modulo free factors of the subgroup generated by
X3, . . . ,Xn, then construct an induced NTQ system S¯2 modulo free factors of the subgroup
generated by X3, . . . ,Xn, and so on until we either stop or obtain that TEnv(Si ) is not identical
to Si , then apply the transformation of Case 1.
Denote by W2 the obtained block-NTQ system. Denote the coordinate group of the envelop-
ing system by E2 and of the tight enveloping system by TE2.
If we have not applied the transformation of Case 1, we finally obtain the block-NTQ system
W ′1 which is the same as W1. Then we denote W2 =W ′1.
A family consisting of a system W2 = 1, groups N2 = FR(W2) and TE2, the set of homomor-
phisms from FR(U) to F having form αVfund(W2), where Vfund(W2) is a fundamental sequence
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from the enveloping sequences for different levels, is called a projective image of U = 1 of
the second type. A projective image is proper if αVfund(W1) is not contained in αVfund(W2).
11.3. Projective tree: step n of the construction
Suppose we have already constructed proper projective images of type n − 1. In particular,
we constructed groups N1, . . . ,Nn−1; E2, . . . ,En−1; and TE2, . . . ,TEn−1. Here we describe the
nth step of the construction.
Consider some equation Pn−1 = 1 with coefficients in Nn−1 that does not have a solution in
Nn−1. We obtain a finite family of extensions of FR(U) which do not have sufficient splittings
modulo FR(U) and which are terminal groups for fundamental sequences for Pn−1 = 1 modulo
FR(U). If the image of some TEi ∈ {TE2, . . . ,TEn−1} or Ei ∈ {E2, . . . ,En−1} in this terminal
group is a proper quotient, suppose i is the smallest number with this property. Consider funda-
mental sequences for this quotient of TEi , as we did in the construction of an ∀∃-tree, denote the
corresponding groups by TEn. In this case each Wn is a system induced by FR(U) from a fun-
damental sequence corresponding to TEn. The groups Nn = FR(Wn) and TEn define projective
images of nth type.
Below we suppose that the terminal group contains all E2, . . . ,En−1 as subgroups. Consider
each such terminal group separately. Denote such a terminal group by FR(T (n)). We construct the
family of block-NTQ groups for each FR(T (n)) in the following manner.
We construct a NTQ system L(n)1 modulo the rigid subgroups in the decomposition of the top
level of F
R(L
(n−1)
1 )
.
Case 1. We consider the NTQ system corresponding to the tight enveloping fundamental se-
quence corresponding to G. Suppose it has smaller dimension than the top level of TEnv(Wn−1)
or has the same dimension but not identical to the top level of TEnv(Wn−1). The number of
factors in the free decomposition of the terminal level of the tight enveloping fundamental se-
quence is not more than the number of factors in the free decomposition of the second level
of TEnv(Wn−1) induced from the free decomposition of the enveloping fundamental sequence.
If this number is the same, then using Lemma 11 we can make its size to be smaller than
size(TEnv(Wn−1)). Similarly to Lemma 25 one can prove that the image H of En−1 in the
terminal group of the enveloping sequence is a proper quotient of En−1 or this terminal group
does not have a sufficient splitting modulo J .
Let m be the minimal such number that the image of Em in the terminal group of the envelop-
ing sequence is a proper quotient of Em. Suppose it is a proper quotient on level k (k is minimal
with this property) of the enveloping sequence.
Denote by S¯(n)1 the block-NTQ system induced from the enveloping system until level k
by Em. Denote by Sˆn the top part of S¯(n)1 before level k, and by H¯ (n) the image of Em in
level k, which is a proper quotient of Em. Consider a fundamental sequence obtained by extract-
ing a fundamental sequence for a subgroup Em from Sˆn and pasting to it a fundamental sequence
corresponding to H¯ (n). We construct a fundamental sequence for H¯ (n) as we did for F
R(L
(m)
1 )
.
We can consider in this case only fundamental sequences that either do not have a maximal di-
mension or (if the dimension is maximal) do not have a maximal size. The image of Em−1 on
the terminal level of such a sequence is a proper quotient of Em−1. We consider now instead
of S¯(n) = 1 the fundamental sequence induced by Em−1 from the corresponding enveloping fun-1
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sequence for H¯ (n) and a proper quotient of Ek (k < m and k is minimal with this property) at
its terminal level by induction. This gives a block-NTQ group Nn and a system Wn such that
Nn = FR(Wn). Denote the corresponding fundamental sequence Vfund(Wn) and consider the set
of solutions of U = 1 having form αnVfund(Wn), where αn express variables from U = 1 in terms
of variables from Wn.
Case 2. We consider again the tight enveloping fundamental sequence corresponding to G. Sup-
pose it is the same as the top level of TEnv(Nn−1). Denote by S¯(n)1 the fundamental sequence
induced from the tight enveloping fundamental sequence. We consider terminal groups of the
system S¯(n)1 . Construct a NTQ system L(n)2 modulo the variables of the next level of L(n−1)1 then
construct the induced NTQ system modulo rigid subgroups of the group generated by the vari-
ables of this level of L1(n−1), and so on until we either apply the transformation of Case 1 or
(and this will be Case 3) we construct a block-NTQ system the same as Wn−1 with the same
tight enveloping fundamental sequence. The group Nn−1 = FR(Wn−1) is embedded into the group
of the enveloping system. Denote by TEn the coordinate group of the tight enveloping system.
Case 3. If there were no level on which the transformation of Case 1 is applied, Nn is the same
as Nn−1.
Definition 25. A family consisting of a system Wn = 1, groups Nn = FR(Wn) and TEn, set of
homomorphisms from FR(U) to F having form αnVfund(Wn), where Vfund(Wn) is a fundamental
sequence constructed above, and the enveloping fundamental sequence for Nn is called a projec-
tive image of U = 1 of the nth type. A projective image is proper provided that αn−1Vfund(Wn−1)
is not contained in αnVfund(Wn).
The tree Tp(U) is a rooted tree. We assign the solution set of U = 1 to the root vertex w0.
We assign solutions of U = 1 factored through the fundamental sequences corresponding to
the branches of TCE(G) to vertices w1i . We assign projective images to vertices. If a projective
image is obtained on the nth step from the projective image on the (n − 1)st step, we connect
corresponding vertices by an edge.
11.4. Infinite branches of the tree
The following theorem describes infinite proper descending chains of projective images.
Theorem 38. Let W = 1 be a NTQ system corresponding to a branch of TCE(FR(U)) and
Vfund(W) a fundamental sequence for it. For every infinite proper descending chain Vfund(W),
α1Vfund(W1), . . . , αnVfund(Wn), . . . of projective images of Vfund(W) there is a number m, such
that all the systems Wn = 1, . . . for nm coincide, the systems TEnv(Wn) for nm coincide,
and αnVfund(Wn) are obtained from αmVfund(Wm) by first assigning to sets of free variables
for Wm values from the enveloping NTQ groups which are either correspond to free variables
or to hyperbolic elements in some level decomposition or to infinite index subgroups of some
MQH-subgroups, and then specializing them.
Moreover, for each enveloping system there is a generic family of solutions that induces a
family of solutions of TEnv(Wn) such that each solution has rank that is equal to dim(TEnv(Wn)).
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dim(TEnv(Wi)), either the dimension decreases or it is the same. We have to consider the case
when the dimension is the same. In this case the dimension of the tight enveloping fundamental
sequence obtained from Li+11 is the same as the dimension of the top level of TEnv(Wi). The
number of factors in the free decomposition of the terminal level of the tight enveloping funda-
mental sequence is not more than the number of factors in the free decomposition of the second
level of TEnv(Wi) induced from the free decomposition of the enveloping fundamental sequence.
Either this number is decreasing or it is the same. Suppose it is the same.
Each QH-subgroup corresponding to the tight enveloping fundamental sequence by Lemma 11
contains the image of some QH-subgroup corresponding to the top level of TEnv(Wi) as a sub-
group of finite index. Therefore the size of each QH-subgroup (quadratic equation) of the tight
enveloping fundamental sequence is less or equal than the size of some QH-subgroup corre-
sponding to the top level of TEnv(Wi). If Q1i is one of the stable QH-subgroups corresponding
to the top level of TEnv(Wi), then we can move it to the second level. Therefore the size of the
tight enveloping fundamental sequence can be made less or equal than the size of the top level
of TEnv(Wi). Since we have Case 1, the size must decrease. Every time when Case 1 appears in
the process, either the dimension or the number of factors decreases or (if they do not decrease)
the size decreases. Therefore after finite number of steps we obtain a proper quotient of one of
the finite number of groups TEi . Therefore Case 1 can appear in the process only a finite number
of times. Similarly, Case 2 can only appear a finite number of times.
The infinite process is only possible if beginning at some step we always have Case 3. In this
case we refine systems Li = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n (this means that we assign to free variables values
from different NTQ groups) or we increase centralizers.
The first statement of the theorem can be now proved analogously to Theorem 36. The only
infinite process possible is when the fundamental sequences factor through the same block-NTQ
system TEnv(Wn) (and, therefore, Wn) and on some levels of this system there are free fac-
tors, and variables from these free factors can take values from different NTQ systems. Since
TEnv(Wn) = TEnv(Wm), free variables can appear either from infinite index subgroups of MQH-
subgroups or from hyperbolic elements of different levels of the enveloping group.
To prove the last statement we need the following lemma.
Lemma 26. Let G be the coordinate group of a consistent regular quadratic equation S(X) = 1
with coefficients over F(A). Let H be a finitely generated infinite index subgroup of the MQH-
subgroup Q of G such that H does not intersect cyclic subgroups generated by conjugates of the
coefficients of the equation. Then there is a positive unbounded family of solutions Φ of S(X) = 1
such that the restriction of each solution from Φ on H is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider an orientable equation. One can represent Q as a fundamental group of a graph
of groups with elliptic boundary subgroups and vertex groups being free of rank 2. (The first ver-
tex group is generated by y1, yx11 , [x1, y1], and so on.) One can choose a solution φ of S(X) = 1
such that the restriction of φ on each vertex group is a monomorphism because any two non-
commuting elements in a free group freely generate a free subgroup. There exists a number N
and positive N -large family of automorphisms Ψ of G such that for any ψ ∈ Ψ all elements of
Hψ are hyperbolic with respect to the above decomposition of Q. Therefore ψφ is an isomor-
phism on H . 
The last statement can be now proved by induction on the number of levels of TEnv(Wn). 
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12.1. Base of induction, ∃∀-sentences
By Lemma 11 from [14], for any sentence Θ in the language LA of group theory with con-
stants from A one can effectively find a sentence
Φ = ∃X1∀Y1 . . .∃Xk∀Yk
(
U(X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk) = 1 → V (X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk) = 1
)
,
where U and V are non-trivial elements in the free group F(X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk), such that either
Θ or its negation is equivalent to Φ modulo the theory of the class of all torsion-free non-abelian
CSA groups satisfying the Vaught conjecture (non-abelian fully residually free groups belong to
this class).
Let FR(S) be the coordinate group of a regular NTQ system S = 1, in particular, it can be a
free group. Let us consider the sentence Φ in FR(S). We construct a tree TFR(S) (Φ) with directed
edges, such that the vertices of TFR(S)(Φ) correspond to some schemes constructed in Section 10.
The initial vertex v0 corresponds to the empty scheme.
Suppose first that k = 1, and Φ has coefficients in F . We have
Φ = ∃X∀Y (U(X,Y ) = 1 → V (X,Y ) = 1).
In this case the tree T = TFR(S)(Φ) is constructed according to the decision algorithm for∃∀-sentences described in Section 8. We will remind the construction but this time we will use
the language of schemes. There are two possibilities.
(1) The sentence
Φ˜ = ∃X∀Y (U 
= 1)
is true in FR(S). The negation of this sentence is equivalent to a positive sentence, and in this case
the tree consists of one vertex v0, which is the initial and final vertex, and Φ is true. The vertex
v0 is called a stop-vertex.
(2) The sentence Φ˜ is false in FR(S). Then clearly
F |= ∀X∃Y (U = 1),
and we can repeat the argument of case (2), Section 9.1 for the group FR(S) in the place of F .
Namely, by the implicit function theorem [14, Theorem 11], or (in case FR(S) is free) by Merzl-
jakov’s theorem [14, Theorem 4]
FR(S) |=
(∃Y (U(X,Y ) = 1)).
There is a scheme for U = 1, having the form
Q1,0
[
Y ;X ∣∣ Y (1);X]= 1,
and by Theorem 2 in [13] every solution of U = 1 in which Y is given by a formula of X can be
obtained from a finite collection F1 of such schemes. Each scheme consists of a NTQ system
q1,0
(
Y (1),X
)= 1
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F1 we assign a vertex v of the tree T and an edge from v0 to v. This vertex is said to be a
vertex of level (1,0). For sentence Φ to be true, X must exist such that for all Y given by the
schemes from F1 one has V (X,Y ) = 1. This gives an infinite system of equations on X which,
by Noetherian property (see Section 1.1), is equivalent to a finite system U0(X) = 1. If this
equation is empty (V (X,Y ) = 1 for every Y described by a scheme in F1), then v is called a
stop-vertex. If this system is inconsistent, Φ is false, and v is called a dead-end vertex. Suppose
that U0 = 1 is consistent. The solution set of this system is the union of solutions of irreducible
systems. Therefore, for sentence Φ to be true, X must be a solution of one of these systems. We
will consider each possibility independently. To keep notations simple we assume that U0 = 1
is irreducible. Let X satisfy the equation U0(X) = 1. By Theorem 37 with m = 1, there exists a
finite family of schemes Fˆ1 for U0 = 1 of the form
Q1,1
[
X
∣∣X(1)]= 1
such that each X ∈ VFR(S) (U0) satisfies one of these schemes. Each of these schemes consists of
a word mapping X = p1,1(X(1)) and NTQ system
q1,1
(
X(1)
)= S(b)(X(1))= 1
and corresponds to a branch b of the tree TCE(FR(U0)) constructed in Section 7.6. To the NTQ
system corresponding to branch b of the tree TCE(FR(W1)) we assign the fundamental sequence
Vfund(S(b)). Assign a vertex of T to each scheme from Fˆ1. The vertices of T corresponding to
the schemes from Fˆ1 are said to be vertices of level (1,1). We draw an edge from a vertex of level
(1,0) to each vertex of level (1,1) corresponding to it. Vertices of level (1,1) of T correspond
to vertices of level 1 of TEA(FR(U0)). And, later, vertices of level (i, i) of T will correspond to
vertices of level i of TEA(FR(U0)).
Let vertex v of level (1,1) correspond to a scheme Q1,1[X | X(1)] = 1. Variables X satisfying
the scheme Q1,1 = 1 can give new Y ’s such that U(Y,X) = 1. Apply Theorem 13, [14] with
sentence of the form
∀X(1)∃Y (q1,11 (X(1))= 1 → U(p1,1(X(1)), Y )= 1).
Then there is a finite number of corrective extensions q¯1,11 (X
(1)) = 1 such that equation
U(p1,1(X(1)), Y ) = 1 has a solution in each group F
R(S,q¯
1,1
1 )
. Construct the outgoing edges
from v corresponding to schemes for the equation U = 1:
Q2,1
[
Y ;X ∣∣ Y (2);X(1)]= 1.
The NTQ system for such a scheme has the form
q2,1
(
Y (2),X(1)
)= 1,
q¯
1,1
1
(
X(1)
)= 1.
By [19, Theorem 14.1] there is a finite number of such schemes, describing all formula solutions
Y of X(1). Let F2 be the family of all formula solutions Y . Assign to this family a vertex of level
(2,1) and draw an edge from the vertex of level (1,1) with the scheme Q1,1 = 1.
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sequence for q¯1,11 (X
(1)), must satisfy equation V = 1 together with each solution Y satisfying
Q2,1 = 1. If each value of X(1) belonging to the fundamental sequence Vfund(q¯1,11 (X(1))) auto-
matically satisfies V = 1 together with each solution Y , then we draw a vertex of level (2,2),
assign the system q¯1,11 (X
(1)) to this vertex and this is a stop-vertex. If we obtained a stop-vertex,
the sentence Φ is true. Otherwise, this condition will give a finite number of irreducible equations
W1(X(1)) = 1, . . . ,Wk(X(1)) = 1, such that X(1) satisfying q¯1,11 = 1 must satisfy one of them.
If such X(1) does not exist, vertex v of level (2,1) is a dead-end vertex. There are no edges
going from a dead-end vertex and the sentence cannot be proved along the branch ending with
such a vertex. If such X(1) exists, then we consider each equation independently. Consider X(1)
satisfying the equation W1 = 1. If this condition gives an additional equation U1(X) = 1 on X
then we consider a vertex v of the tree TFR(S)(Φ), draw an edge to this vertex from the vertex of
level (1,0) corresponding to the scheme Q2,1 and glue to v the tree TFR(S) (Φ1) corresponding to
the formula
Φ1 = ∃X∀Y
((
U(X,Y ) = 1 ∧U1(X) = 1
)→ V (X,Y ) = 1).
Due to the Noetherian property, the number of steps when we add a proper equation on X is
finite.
Suppose that the equation U1(X(1)) = 1 does not give an additional equation on X. Then there
is a finite number of schemes
Q2,2
[
X
∣∣X(2)]= 1
with the block-NTQ system q2,21 (X(2)) = 1 constructed from the fundamental sequences of the
tree TEA(FR(S,W1)). For a vertex corresponding to the scheme Q2,1 = 1 we construct outgoing
edges to the vertices corresponding to these schemes.
We continue this process. If on some step, when the initial X satisfy an equation U1(X) = 1,
the system qj+1,j+11 (X(j)) = 1 implies a new equation U2(X) = 1 on the initial X, we continue
the construction of the tree as for the formula
∀X∃Y ((U1(X) = 1 ∧U2(X) = 1 ∧U(X,Y ) = 1)→ V (X,Y ) = 1).
By the Noetherian property, there can be only a finite number of such steps. Suppose therefore
that FR(S,W) is embedded into FR(S,qj,j1 )
. Then we follow the construction of TEA(FR(S,W)). By
Theorem 36 this tree is finite.
If we obtained dead-end vertices along all the branches of T (Φ), then FR(S) 
|= Φ.
Suppose there is some stop-vertex. This means that all Y obtained by the formula from X
satisfying qj,j1 (X
(j)) = 1 and solving the equation U = 1 together with X, automatically solve
the equation V = 1. In this case the formula Φ is true. Indeed, if Φ were false, ¬Φ could be
lifted into the group F
R(S,q
j,j
1 )
, therefore the formula solution Y would exist not solving V = 1.
We can find X solving Φ effectively. It is expressed in terms of X(j) solving the system
q
j,j
1 (X
(j)) = 1. Suppose this system has the form
S1(X1, . . . ,Xn) = 1,
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Sn(Xn) = 1.
Construct X(j) = X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xn inductively, as a positive N -large solution of Si = 1, where N
depends on Si = 1 (see Section 7.14). All values of Y solving U(X,Y ) = 1 together with such X
will be specializations of values expressing Y by a formula in X(j). Since we are in a stop-vertex,
these values of Y will also satisfy V (X,Y ) = 1.
12.2. Induction step, TXk
Consider now the general sentence
Φ = ∃X1∀Y1 . . .∃Xk∀Yk
(
U(X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk) = 1 → (X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk) = 1
)
.
We will first show that this sentence is true if and only if some boolean combination of sentences
with less alternations of quantifiers is true, and that the reduction does not depend on the rank of
the free group F and even on the group FR(S). This proves Theorem 1. Simultaneously we will
show that the analog of the tree TFR(S) (Φ) which is going to be constructed for the general case,
is finite. Since each step of the construction of the tree is effective, this will imply Theorem 2.
For the sentence Φ there are two possibilities.
(1) The sentence
Φ˜ = ∃X1∀Y1 . . .∃Xk∀Yk (U 
= 1)
is true in FR(S). In this case Φ is true. The negation of this sentence is equivalent to a positive
sentence, therefore, it is simultaneously true or false in free groups of all ranks  2 and in FR(S).
(2) The sentence Φ˜ is false in FR(S). Then
FR(S) |= ∀X1∃Y1 . . .∀Xk∃Yk (U = 1).
Using the Merzljakov theorem we can consider a complete familyF1 of those schemes for U = 1
which have form
Q1,0
[
Yk;Xk;Yk−1;Xk−1; . . . ;Y1;X1
∣∣ Y (1)k ;Xk;Y (1)k−1;Xk−1; . . . ;Y (1)1 ;X1]= 1.
We say that these schemes have level (1,0). In all the schemes of level (1,0) variables from
Yk are functions of Xk and Y (1)k−1. Each such scheme contains a fundamental sequence for Yk
(of level (1,0)), namely, a fundamental sequence for FR(U) modulo 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk〉. Those
solutions of U = 1 in FR(S) ∗ F(Xk), that correspond to F1 and are minimal with respect to
these fundamental sequences, discriminate a finite number of groups FR(U1,i ) ∗ F(Xk), where
U1,i = U1,i (X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Yk−1, Y (1)k−1) = 1, such that the disjunction U1,i = 1 has solution
for those and only those values of X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1 for which for any Xk there exists Yk such
that U = 1. Either Φ is false and can be disproved on level (1,0) or for each Q1,0 = 1 from F1
we have V = 1. The equation V = 1 gives a finite number of additional equations on FR(U(1,i)) ∗
F(Xk). Let Gi, i ∈ J, be corresponding fully residually free groups. Either this implies a proper
equation on FR(U(1,i)) (we consider this situation separately), or V = 1 holds for every solution
of the corresponding scheme Q1,0 = 1 (and Φ is verified for any X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 satisfying
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number of fundamental sequences for groups Gi modulo the subgroup FR(U(1,i)).
We consider fundamental sequences for groups Gi , i ∈ J , modulo FR(U1,i ), which are fun-
damental sequences for Xk at level (1,1). As we did in case k = 1, for each such group
we construct the tree TXk which is the analog of TEA(Gi) considering Xk as variables and
X1, Y1 . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1 as parameters. We obtain for each branch of the tree TXk a finite num-
ber of finite sequences of groups FR(U1,i ), FR(V2,i ), . . . ,FR(Vr,i ), FR(Ur,i ) such that
U1,i = U1,i
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1
)
,
Um,i = Um,i
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(m)
k−1, Y
(m)
k−1
)
, m = 2, . . . , r,
which are terminal groups of fundamental sequences for Yk in schemes of level (m,m− 1), and
Vm,i = Vm,i
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(m)
k−1
)
, m = 2, . . . , r,
which are terminal groups of fundamental sequences for Xk in schemes of level (m,m). They
correspond to vertices of TXk that have distance m to the root.
For each m the group FR(Um,i ) does not have a sufficient splitting modulo the subgroup gener-
ated by X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(m)
k−1, and the group FR(Vm,i ) does not have a sufficient splitting
modulo the subgroup generated by X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1. On each step we consider terminal
groups of all levels. Below we will sometimes skip index i and write Um,Vm instead Um,i,Vm,i .
12.3. Schemes for Yk−1
We will show that modulo 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉 there is only a finite number of possible
schemes for Yk−1. The solution set V associated with each scheme will consist of compositions
φψ , where φ is a solution from a reduced fundamental sequence modulo 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉
(with terminal group, say, K) and ψ is a K-algebraic solution from a ∼MAX-equivalence class.
We first consider m = 1. We want to describe modulo X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 the schemes for Yk−1
which occur when Yk solving U = 1 is on level (2,1), namely, is expressed by a formula in the
variables from the schemes of level (1,1) in the tree TXk . The restricted fundamental sequences
that are parts of these schemes for Yk−1 will be called fundamental sequences of level (2,1) for
Yk−1. It is clear that schemes for Yk−1 of level (2,1) depend on the schemes for Yk of level
(2,1). Schemes for Yk depend on Z(2)k−1 and Y
(2)
k−1. There exists a bounded number of different
non-∼MAX-equivalent classes of Y (2)k−1 modulo FR(V2) and Z(2)k−1 modulo FR(U1), therefore there is
a number M such that for each value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Yk−1 there exists at most M schemes
for Yk .
The main problem is that when we add restrictions on variables that are necessary to satisfy
V = 1, some of the algebraic solutions Z(2)k−1 or Y (2)k−1 may become reducing, some may become
equivalent, and new algebraic solutions may appear. The second problem is that the number of
them, being bounded by Theorem 11, can, nevertheless, change. Each new value of Z(2)k−1 will
produce a new projective image of the fundamental sequence for Yk−1 and to each new value we
assign a copy of the variable Z(2)k−1, denote it Z
(2,i)
k−1 . New values of Z
(2)
k−1 appear in some order in
the process, but we will not consider them in this order; the first several variables Z(2,1)k−1 , . . . will
correspond not to solutions Z(2) that appear first but to algebraic solutions Z(2) .k−1 k−1
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of level (2,1) for Yk−1 modulo 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉. Simultaneously we will obtain a description
of values of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 for which the sentence cannot be either proved or disproved on
levels less than (2,1). We will define initial fundamental sequences of level (2,1) for Yk−1 and
then obtain from them other fundamental sequences of level (2,1).
Definition 26. Suppose groups FR(U2,m) have been constructed in the process of construction of
the tree TR(Xk), and they all do not have sufficient splitting modulo FR(V2). Consider fundamental
sequences for the equations
U2,m
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2)
k−1, Y
(2)
k−1
)= 1
modulo the subgroup 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉. Then consider a sequence of proper projective images
of these fundamental sequences obtained the following way. To obtain the projective image on
the ith step we add i copies of variables Z(2)k−1 (denote them Z(2,i)k−1 ), Y (2)k−1 (denote them Y (2,i)k−1 )
and consider the fundamental sequences modulo the subgroup 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉 for the group
discriminated by i solutions of the systems
U2,m
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,j)
k−1 , Y
(2,j)
k−1
)= 1, j = 1, . . . , i,
with the following properties:
(1) Y (1)k−1, Z(2,j)k−1 , Y (2,j)k−1 are algebraic;
(2) Z(2,j)k−1 not MAX-equivalent to Z(2,p)k−1 , p 
= j , p, j = 1, . . . , i;
(3) for any of the finite number of values of Z(2)k−1 fundamental sequences for V2(X1, Y1, . . . ,
Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2)
k−1) = 1 are contained in the union of corrective extensions of fundamental
sequences for U2(X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,j)
k−1 , Y
(2,j)
k−1 ) = 1 for different values of Y (2,j)k−1 ;
(4) there is no non-equivalent algebraic Z(2,i+1)k−1 solving V2 = 1;
(5) the solution X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1 does not satisfy an equation which implies V = 1 for
any value of Xk .
We say that these sequences are initial sequences for Yk−1 of level (2,1) and width i related to
FR(V2). The possible width of fundamental sequences is bounded by Theorem 11. To express (3)
we have to add variables for primitive roots of specializations of edge groups and abelian vertex
groups in the decomposition of FR(V2).
Similarly to the initial fundamental sequences of level (2,1) and width i related to FR(V2), we
can construct initial fundamental sequences of level (2,1) and width i = i1 + · · · + it .
Definition 27. Let FR(V2,1), . . . ,FR(V2,t ) be the whole family of groups on level (1,1). To con-
struct the initial fundamental sequences of level (2,1) and width i = i1 + · · · + it , we consider
the fundamental sequences modulo the subgroup 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉 for the group discriminated
by solutions of the systems
U2,ms
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1) ,Z(2,j,s), Y (2,j,s)
)= 1, j = 1, . . . , is , s = 1, . . . , t,k−1 k−1 k−1
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(1) Y (1)k−1, Z(2,j,s)k−1 , Y (2,j,s)k−1 are algebraic;
(2) Z(2,j,s)k−1 not MAX-equivalent to Z(2,p,s)k−1 ,p 
= j, p, j = 1, . . . , is , s = 1, . . . , t ;
(3) for any of the finite number of values of Z(2)k−1 fundamental sequences for V2,s (X1, Y1, . . . ,
Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2)
k−1) = 1 are contained in the union of fundamental sequences for U2,ms (X1,
Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,j)
k−1 , Y
(2,j)
k−1 ) = 1 for different values of Y (2,j,s)k−1 ;
(4) there is no non-equivalent Z(2,is+1,s)k−1 algebraic solving V2,s = 1, s = 1, . . . , t ;
(5) the solution X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1 does not satisfy a proper equation which implies V = 1
for any value of Xk .
Let H = FR(W) be the group discriminated by an initial fundamental sequence of level (2,1)
and width i (with generators
X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , Y
(2,j,s)
k−1 , j = 1, . . . , is , s = 1, . . . , t).
12.4. Fundamental sequences of level (2,1)
For any value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , Y
(2,j,s)
k−1 factoring through the fundamental
sequence of level (2,1) there are the following possibilities.
(1) It satisfies properties (1)–(5).
(2) It does not satisfy one of the properties (1), (2), or (5). The family of values of variables
for which one of the properties (1), (2) or (5) fails, can be described by a finite number of
fundamental sequences.
(3) It satisfies (1), (2), (5), but does not satisfy (3) or (4), therefore there exists algebraic
Z
(2,is+1,s)
k−1 not equivalent to others Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , such that
V2
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,is+1,s)
k−1
)= 1.
We consider groups discriminated by solutions of W = 1 and extended automorphically minimal
values of Z(2,is+1,s)k−1 . Denote such a group by Wsurplus.
The following lemma is just a consequence of the parametrization theorem in [14].
Lemma 27. Consider an initial fundamental sequence of level (2,1) and width i with the group
denoted by H = FR(W) discriminated by this sequence (with generators
X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , Y
(2,j,s)
k−1 , j = 1, . . . , is , s = 1, . . . , t).
For each value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 factoring through this sequence one and only one of the
following possibilities holds:
(i) for this fundamental sequence there exists a generic family of values of the variables
Y
(1)
k−1,Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , Y
(2,j,s)
k−1 , j = 1, . . . , is , s = 1, . . . , t , Z(3,k)k−1 with properties (1)–(5) from Defi-
nition 27;
(ii) for this fundamental sequence there is no values of the variables with properties (1)–(5);
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from this fundamental sequence can be extended to a solution of one of Wsurplus and going
through one of the finite number of fundamental sequences that describe the variables for
which solution Z(2,is+1,s)k−1 is reducing or equivalent to one of the Z(2,j,s)k−1 , j  i. Each such
a fundamental sequence is a proper projective image of the initial fundamental sequence.
These proper projective images will also appear in the process of verification of sentence Φ
and are called fundamental sequences of level (2,1), width i, depth 2. For each such fundamental
sequence consider again groups discriminated by this sequence and extended automorphically
minimal values of Z(2,is+2,s)k−1 such that
V2
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,is+2,s)
k−1
)= 1.
Variables for which the solution Z(2,is+2,s)k−1 is reducing or equivalent to one of the Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , j  i,
belong to a projective image of the second fundamental sequence. This is a new fundamental
sequence of level (2,1), width i and depth 3. Denote this sequence of proper projective images by
N1 = FR(W1), . . . ,Nn = FR(Wn) as we did in Section 7. Fundamental sequences corresponding
to W1, . . . ,Wn are fundamental sequences modulo the subgroup P = 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉. If
the sequence of proper projective images stabilizes, then by Theorem 38 free variables from
Nn take values from different NTQ systems. Moreover, for the enveloping system there is a
generic family of solutions that induces a family of solutions of TEnv(Wn) such that each solution
has rank that is equal to dim(TEnv(Wn)). In this case we consider, instead of the fundamental
sequences induced by the first principal group H = FR(W), the fundamental sequences induced
by the subgroup of the enveloping group generated by X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , Y
(2,j,s)
k−1 ,
j = 1, . . . , is , n, where Z(2,n,s)k−1 is a new not-MAX-equivalent to Z(2,j,s)k−1 , j = 1, . . . , is , extended
automorphically minimal algebraic solution (if it exists). We call this group a second principal
group and consider projective images for these fundamental sequences. Denote these systems of
equations by Wn,2 and denote Nn,2 = FR(Wn,2). These are fundamental sequences of level (2,1),
width i, thickness 2 and depth 1. When the sequence of fundamental sequences of thickness
2 and corresponding NTQ systems Wr,2, r  n, stabilizes, we add another solution Z2,j,sk−1 (if
exists), denote these systems of equations by Wj,3. These are fundamental sequences of level
(2,1), width i, thickness 3 and depth 1. When the chain of projective images of these sequences
of increasing depth (and fixed thickness) stabilizes, we add new variables, increase thickness,
and so on.
We can similarly define fundamental sequences of level (m,m− 1).
12.5. Finiteness results
In this subsection we will prove another finiteness result.
Lemma 28. Only a bounded number of fundamental sequences of level (m,m − 1) and width i
can appear in the process.
Proof. We will prove the lemma for fundamental sequences of level (2,1). Each chain of fun-
damental sequences of level (2,1) and width i is a chain of proper projective images of the
fundamental sequences corresponding to H = FR(W) and later corresponding to other principal
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equivalent algebraic solution Z(2,j)k−1 , and some of the minimal solutions considered previously
become reducing solutions. If the process goes infinitely, we can suppose that for an infinite
number of indices t, k and p(t) k, groups Nn1,t = FR(Wn1,t ), . . . ,Nnp(t),t+k = FR(Wnpt ,t+k) are
embedded into the group Nnp(t),t+k. By Theorem 38 we can suppose that we are at the step when
Nni+1,t is obtained from Nni,t by assigning to free variables minimal values from some NTQ
system. Some of the algebraic solutions may become reducing solutions. Our goal is to get a
contradiction. In particular, we will also show that one can “replace” extended automorphisms
of the group FR(V2) modulo FR(U1) corresponding to the edges of the JSJ decomposition in this
situation by canonical automorphisms. This can be done by showing that it is enough to consider
only solutions for which the images of edge group generators become only bounded powers.
We can adjust the proof of Theorem 11 for this situation. Extended automorphisms correspond-
ing to the JSJ decomposition of the group FR(V2) that are not canonical automorphisms modulo
〈X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1〉 are the following: (1) conjugation of non-QH-subgroups of FR(V2) by
some elements that commute with generators of edge groups; (2) multiplication of HNN stable
letters by some elements that commute with generators of edge groups, (3) extended automor-
phisms of abelian and QH-subgroups. The discussion after the proof of Theorem 11 shows that
extended automorphisms of the first type can be replaced by canonical automorphisms.
Suppose for an infinite number of indices r , each solution Z(2,n1)k−1 , . . . ,Z
(2,nr )
k−1 , r = 1, . . . , p is
extended automorphically minimal in the free group assigned to Nnp(t),t+k . We can also assume
they all are solutions of the same system V2 = 1 modulo FR(U1) and do not satisfy any proper
equation (if a subsequence does satisfy, we replace V2 = 1 by this proper equation). We can
return to the notation of Theorem 11 and denote K = FR(V2) and H = FR(U1). Let DK be a JSJ
decomposition of K modulo H .
Let Gv0 be the subgroup defined at the end of Section 6. We add to the graph of groups
corresponding to Gv0 all the edges e such that for a subsequence of indices {t} and for some
generic family of solutions for Wnp(t),t+k the image of the generator of Ge in F only becomes a
bounded power of some elements in F . We also add vertex groups that are connected by these
edges. Add to K elements dj , j ∈ J , that commute with the edge groups of the JSJ decomposition
DK of K modulo H , and consider groups discriminated by minimal (with respect to ∼MAX)
solutions and generators of the images in F of the edge groups in place of variables dj , j ∈ J ,
that induced from the chosen generic families. Denote any of the finite family of such fully
residually free groups by KE . Denote the edge groups of K by Gej , j ∈ J . Let {ei, i ∈ I } be the
set of edges either joining Gv0 with abelian vertex groups or edges with group 〈Gei , di〉 abelian
of rank 2. Let P = 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉KE. The following remark is obvious.
Remark 2. Suppose values of elements from P in F(A) are fixed. Let Gei generated by one
or several elements gei be embedded in Nn1,t as a subgroup of FR(V2). Let {gφsei } be a family of
specializations of gei corresponding to a generic family of solutions {φs} for Wn1,t in the group
F(A) ∗ F1. Then the values of gφsei that correspond to algebraic solutions of V2 = 1 modulo
FR(U1) and algebraic solutions of FR(U1) modulo P are in the subgroup of F(A) ∗F1 conjugated
to F(A).
As in the proof of Theorem 11, we can obtain a finite number of cut equations Π¯ and corre-
sponding systems (11) for KE and H . Suppose there is a sequence of solutions of Π¯ , wtN such
that for each wtN there are at least N distinct solutions of Π¯ : (y(i) , . . . , y(i) ), i = 1, . . . ,N. Let1N nN
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construct for KE and H groups FR(P ) and FR(U), such that KE is not conjugated into a funda-
mental group of a proper subgraph of the JSJ decomposition D of FR(U) modulo 〈x1, . . . , xn〉.
The decomposition D induces a decomposition Dv0 of Gv0 in which all the subgroups Gei , i ∈ I ,
are elliptic. This decomposition can be extended to a decomposition D¯KE of KE . The growing
variables Z from FR(P ) and FR(U) cannot grow due to extended automorphisms corresponding
to QH-subgroups of DKE because solutions were taken minimal with respect to extended auto-
morphisms of DKE and minimal with respect to splittings of Nnp(t),t+k modulo Nn1,t . Therefore
the quadratic system of D¯KE has smaller size than the quadratic system of DKE (this is equiva-
lent to saying that either the regular size or the number of edges between non-abelian subgroups
is smaller). We can consider D¯KE instead of DKE . Either the number of edge groups with un-
boundedly deep roots becomes larger for this decomposition or we can apply induction. The
number of edge groups with unboundedly deep roots cannot increase infinitely and the size of
decompositions of the same group cannot decrease infinitely. This gives a contradiction with the
assumption that the process goes infinitely.
We can similarly show that for each m = 2, . . . , r there is only a finite number of fundamental
sequences of level (m,m− 1). 
Denote terminal groups of fundamental sequences of level (2,1) by FR(Ui,coeff), where
Ui,coeff = Ui,coeff(X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Zˆk−1) = 1.
12.6. Fundamental sequences of level (m,m)
Definition 28. Let FR(V2,1), . . . ,FR(V2,t ) be the whole family of groups on level (1,1). To con-
struct the initial fundamental sequences of level (2,2) and width i = i1 + · · · + it , we consider
the fundamental sequences modulo the subgroup 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉 for the group discriminated
by solutions of the systems
U2,ms
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , Y
(2,j,s)
k−1
)= 1, j = 1, . . . , is , s = 1, . . . , t,
that belong to the initial fundamental sequence of level (2,1) and width i = i1 + · · · + it and
(6) for some s a solution X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z(2,1,s)k−1 , Y (2,1,s)k−1 can be extended to a solution
of some
V3
(
X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,1,s)
k−1 , Y
(2,1,s)
k−1 ,Z
(3,1,s)
k−1
)= 1.
We add extra variables Z(3,1,s)k−1 .
Similarly we can define fundamental sequences of level (2,2) derived from the initial ones
and define fundamental sequences of level (m,m).
There is a finite number of fundamental sequences of level (m,m).
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Lemma 29. Consider an initial fundamental sequence of level (2,2) and width i with the group
denoted by H = FR(W) discriminated by this sequence (with generators
X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Yk−1, Y (1)k−1,Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , Y
(2,j,s)
k−1 , j = 1, . . . , is , s = 1, . . . , t).
For each value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 factoring through this sequence one and only one of the
following possibilities holds:
(i) for this fundamental sequence there exists a generic family of values of the variables
Y
(1)
k−1,Z
(2,j,s)
k−1 , Y
(2,j,s)
k−1 , j = 1, . . . , is , s = 1, . . . , t , Z(3,k)k−1 with properties (1)–(6) from Defi-
nition 28;
(ii) for this fundamental sequence there is no values of the variables with properties (1)–(6);
(iii) statements (i) and (ii) do not hold, and any value of the variables with properties (1)–(6)
from this fundamental sequence can be extended to a solution of one of Wsurplus and going
through one of the finite number of fundamental sequences that describe the variables for
which solution Z(2,is+1,s)k−1 is reducing or equivalent to one of the Z(2,j,s)k−1 , j  i. Each such
a fundamental sequence is a proper projective image of the initial fundamental sequence.
12.7. Proof of Theorem 1
For each value X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1 of variables X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 we can construct a finite tree
T¯Xk (X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1, Y¯k−1) such that the branches are labeled by sequences
Y¯k−1, Y¯ (1)k−1, Z¯
(2)
k−1, . . . , Z¯
(m)
k−1, . . . ,
such that Vn,i(X¯1, . . . , Z¯(n)k−1) = 1 and Un,i(X¯1, . . . , Z¯(n)k−1, Y¯ (n)k−1) = 1. Moreover, all specializa-
tions Y¯ (1)k−1, Z¯
(2)
k−1, . . . , Z¯
(m)
k−1 are algebraic extended automorphically minimal solutions of corre-
sponding systems. An example of such tree is shown on Fig. 4.
Two sequences are considered the same if corresponding specializations are equivalent. We
label each vertex of this tree except the root vertex by two labels: the system Vn,i(X¯1, . . . ,
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Z¯
(n)
k−1) = 1 or Un,i(X¯1, . . . , Z¯(n)k−1, Y¯ (n)k−1) = 1 and the representative of the equivalence class Z¯(n)k−1
or Y¯
(n)
k−1. We say that for a given value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 the formula
Ψ = ∀Yk−1∃Xk∀Yk
(
U(X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk) = 1 → V (X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk) = 1
) (25)
can be proved on level (m,m) if for each value of Yk−1 there is a truth subtree in T¯Xk (a subtree
along which we prove the sentence for this value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Yk−1) having branches
of length less or equal than 2m. Figure 5 shows an example of a truth subtree (in bold), that
corresponds to a value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Yk−1 for which the formula Ψ can be proved on
level (2,2).
It can be disproved on level (m,m − 1) if there exists a value of Yk−1 such that the sentence
∃Xk∀Yk (U = 1 → V = 1) is false and there is no false subtree in T¯Xk having branches longer
than 2m− 1. Figure 4 shows an example of a false subtree (in bold), that corresponds to a value
of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 for which the formula Ψ can be disproved on level (3,2).
For a given value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 formula (25) cannot be proved on level less than (2,1)
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) There exist algebraic solutions for some Ui,coeff = 1 corresponding to the terminal group of
a fundamental sequence Vi,fund satisfying possibility (i) in Lemma 27.
(b) There is no algebraic solutions for equations corresponding to the terminal groups of fun-
damental sequences that describe solutions from Vi,fund that do not satisfy one of properties
(1)–(5). There is a finite number of such fundamental sequences.
(c) There is no algebraic solutions for equations corresponding to the terminal groups of funda-
mental sequences of level (2,1) and greater depth derived from Vi,fund.
(d) (X1, Y1, . . . , Yk−1, Y (1)k−1) cannot be extended to a solution of V = 1 by arbitrary Xk (Xk of
level 0) and Yk of level (1,0).
For a given value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 formula (25) can be disproved on level (2,1) if and only
if it cannot be proved on level less than (2,1) and there is no algebraic solutions for equations
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Vi,fund.
These conditions can be described by the conjunction of sentences of the following two forms.
(1) Disjunction of sentences
∃Zk−1∀B,C
(
Ui,coeff = 1 ∧ Valg(X1, . . . ,Xk−1,Zk−1,B,C) 
= 1
)
,
where the non-equation Valg(X1, . . . ,Xk−1,Zk−1,B) 
= 1, says that either variables from
B do not commute with edge groups in the JSJ decomposition D for FR(Ucoeff) modulo〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉 or conjugation by them of the corresponding vertex groups does not
give a reducing solution even after replacing the generators of the MQH-subgroups of D by
a minimal solution C.
(2) ∀Zk−1∃B
(
U ′i,coeff = 1 → V ′alg(X1, . . . ,Xk−1,Zk−1,B) = 1
)
.
For a given value of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 formula (25) can be proved if and only if it cannot be
disproved at any level.
Therefore Φ can be written as a boolean combination of sentences with less alternations of
quantifiers. The process of reduction of Φ to the boolean combination of these sentences does not
depend on FR(S). One can apply induction and show that every sentence can be reduced the same
way for any regular NTQ group FR(S) to a boolean combination of ∀∃-sentences. Theorem 1 is
proved.
The argument presented above also proves the following results.
Theorem 39. [33] Every formula in the language of a free group is equivalent to a boolean
combination of ∀∃-formulas.
Theorem 40. A coordinate group of a regular NTQ system has the same elementary theory as a
non-abelian free group.
From the other hand, Theorem F from [20] states that every finitely generated group which
is ∀∃-equivalent to a free non-abelian group is isomorphic to the coordinate group of a regular
NTQ system. Theorem 40 and this result imply the following theorem.
Theorem 41. A finitely generated group G has the same elementary theory as a non-abelian free
group if and only if G is isomorphic to the coordinate group of a regular NTQ system.
12.8. Proof of Theorem 2
We will now prove Theorem 2. Lemma 28 shows that all possible values of Yk−1 considered in
the process are obtained by a substitution from generic families corresponding to a finite number
of fundamental sequences modulo the subgroup 〈X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1〉. We will use this fact for
verification of a sentence. This is a branching process, and we will construct a tree TR(S)(Φ) and
will prove (using induction) that it is finite.
To describe the construction of the tree TR(S)(Φ) we need a generalization of the implicit
function theorem.
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a non-degenerate normalized triangular quasi-quadratic system of the following form:
Sk[Xk,Yk−1, . . . ,X1] = 1,
Rk−1[Yk−1, . . . ,X1] = 1,
Sk−1[Xk−1, Yk−2, . . . ,X1] = 1,
...
R1[Y1,X1] = 1,
S1[X1] = 1,
where Sk = 1, . . . , S1 = 1 are normalized triangular quasi-quadratic systems, in variables
Xk, . . . ,X1, respectively, and Rk−1 = 1, . . . , R1 = 1 are triangular quasi-quadratic systems
in variables Yk−1, . . . , Y1, respectively.
Suppose
α = ∀X1∃Y1 . . .∀Xk∃Yk
(
S = 1 → v(X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk) = 1
)
is true in F . Then there exists a finite number of corrective extensions S¯ = 1 of S = 1 obtained
by taking corrective extensions of systems Si = 1 such that each homomorphism from FR(S) to F
factors through one of these extensions; and for each of them there is a finite number of schemes
T [Yk,Xk, . . . , Y1,X1 | Y (1)k ,Xk, . . . , Y (1)1 ,X1] = 1 (which can be constructed effectively) for a
system S¯(X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk) = 1 ∧ v(X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk,Yk) = 1, with triangular quasi-quadratic
system in the following form
Pk
[
Y
(1)
k ,Xk,Y
(1)
k−1, . . . ,X1
]= 1,
S¯k[Xk,Yk−1, . . . ,X1] = 1,
...
P2
[
Y
(1)
2 ,X2, Y
(1)
1 ,X1
]= 1,
S¯2[X2, Y1,X1] = 1,
P1
[
Y
(1)
1 ,X1
]= 1,
S¯1[X1] = 1,
and Yi = p˜i(Y (1)i ), such that the following property is satisfied:
If Xi is generic for each Si = 1, i = 1, . . . , k, then Yi that satisfy Ri = 1, i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
and Yk solving α either satisfy one of these schemes or one of the finite number of proper
equations depending on the system S = 1.
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equations S1 = 1, . . . , Sk = 1 (see Section 12.1) we can consider a complete finite family of
schemes for S = 1 ∧ v = 1, say T1 = 1, . . . , Tt = 1. Let
Ti = Ti
[
Yk,Xk, . . . , Y1,X1
∣∣ Y (1)k ,X(1)k , . . . , Y (1)1 ,X(1)1 ]= 1
such that for X’s in this family Y ’s can be determined by Ti = 1. Then by [14, Theorem 12] there
is a finite number of corrective extensions of systems S1 = 1, . . . , Sk = 1 such that each solution
of S = 1 factors through one of them, and each element of Y (1)k can be expressed in terms of
Xk solving S¯k = 1 and arbitrary elements Y ′k solving equations in “short variables” together with
Yk−1,Xk−1, . . . ,X1 (these Y ′k correspond to short Yk’s, see the proof of Theorem 5 in [14]). The
family Y ′k can be taken as an algebraic minimal solution of one of the equations corresponding
to a group with no sufficient splitting modulo the subgroup generated by X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Yk−1
in FR(S).
Variables Y ′k, Yk−1 can be expressed in terms of Xk−1 solving S¯k−1 = 1 and arbitrary elements
Y ′k−1 solving together with Yk−2,Xk−2, . . . ,X1 system of equations in “short variables.” Finally
we obtain a finite number of schemes as in the formulation of the theorem. Theorem 34 provides
effectiveness. 
According to Section 12.7, the sentence Φ is true and the verification of the sentence stops
after considering Yk−1 from the schemes of level (2,1) if and only if a sentence of the following
form with less alternations of quantifiers is true:
Φk = ∃X1∀Y1 . . .∃Xk−1∃Zk−1(
m∧
j=1
(
∀Bj∃Cj∃Dj
(
U¯j = 1 →
∧
i
[tij ,wij ] = 1 ∧ V¯j = 1
))
∧
n∨
j=m+1
(
∀Cj∀Dj
(
U¯j = 1 ∧
(∨
i
[tij ,wij ] 
= 1 ∨ V¯j 
= 1
))))
,
where U¯j (X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1,Zk−1,Bj ) = 1 and V¯j (X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1,Zk−1,Bj ,Cj ,Dj ) = 1
are equations (V¯i = 1 corresponds to a maximal reducing quotient for FR(U¯i )), {tij } = Cj and
wij are some words in X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Zk−1,Bj . Notice, that variables from the families
Cj ,Dj do not appear in U¯j . Similarly, Φ is true and the verification of the sentence Φ stops
after considering Yk−1 from the schemes of level (m,m−1) if and only if a sentence of the same
form as Φk is true.
Using Lemma 6 from [14] we can transform Φk to the following form:
Φk = ∃X1∀Y1 . . .∃Xk−1∃Zk−1
(
m∧
j=1
(
∀Bj∃Cj∃Dj
(
U¯j = 1 →
∧
i
[tij ,wij ] = 1 ∧ V¯j = 1
))
∧ (∀C (U¯ = 1 → V¯ = 1))
)
.
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constructed provided one knows the sentence Φk . It is not the exact analog of the ∃∀-tree, be-
cause we have variables from Cj , Dj . It is the tree of projective images. Therefore at each step
of the construction we either obtain a proper quotient of the block-NTQ group from the previous
step, or decrease the number of free factors in the projective image, or the dimension, or the
size of the block-NTQ system or obtain stabilization. The number of consecutive steps when the
sequence of proper projective images stabilizes can be bounded as in Lemma 28. The bound can
be found effectively as in the proof of Theorem 11 provided Φk is known.
The Xk-situation for X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1, Y¯k−1 is the tree T¯Xk with second labels and the label
of the root removed. We denote it by Sit(X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1, Y¯k−1). By Theorem 11 there is a fi-
nite number of possible Xk-situations. The global Xk-situation for X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1 is the finite
collection of different Xk-situations for different Y¯k−1. We denote it GSit(X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1).
All values of X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 with the same global Xk-situation are partitioned into a fi-
nite number of families: Si , i ∈ I . There is a finite number of schemes for Yk−1 modulo
X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 and generic families for the corresponding fundamental sequences such that
for any (X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1) ∈ Si there exists Y¯k−1 described by one of these schemes such that
for all Xk corresponding to this global Xk-situation there exists Yk corresponding to this global
Xk-situation. The number of such families is finite because by Lemma 28 there is only a finite
number of fundamental sequences for Yk−1 of each level (m,m− 1).
The Yk−1-configuration for X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1 is a pair consisting of GSit(X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1)
and the family of corresponding schemes for Yk−1. We denote it Conf (X¯1, Y¯1, . . . , X¯k−1). There
is a finite number of possible Yk−1-configurations.
We can now describe the construction of the decidability tree TFR(S) (Φ). This tree is a rooted
tree oriented from the root. We assign to its vertices different levels: (0,0), (1,0), (1,1), (2,1)
and so on. These levels are not the same as levels for fundamental sequences for Yk−1 considered
above, which correspond to levels of vertices in TXk . To avoid confusion we will call levels of
vertices in the tree TFR(S) (Φ) d-levels (the levels in the decidability tree).
If the formula
Φ˜ = ∃X1∀Y1 . . .∃Xk∀Yk (U 
= 1)
is true in FR(S), the initial vertex v0 is a stop-vertex, and Φ is true.
If the formula Φ˜ is false in FR(S), then
FR(S) |= ∀X1∃Y1 . . .∀Xk∃Yk (U = 1).
Using Theorem 42 we consider a complete family F1 of those elimination schemes for U = 1
which have the form
Q1,0
[
Yk;Xk; . . . ;Y1;X1
∣∣ Y (1)k ;Xk; . . . ;Y (1)1 ;X1]= 1,
assign F1 to a vertex v1,0 of d-level (1,0) and draw an edge from v0 to v1,0.
To make variables satisfy equation V = 1, for each Q1,0 = 1 from F1 we obtain a family of
schemes using Theorem 42 with Q1,0 in place of S:
Q1,1
[
Xk; . . . ;Y1;X1
∣∣X(1); . . . ;Y (1);X(1)]= 1.k 1 1
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a dead-end vertex. We draw edges from v1,0 to vertices of d-level (1,1) and assign to each such
vertex v1,1,i a scheme Q1,1 = 1.
If v1,1,i corresponds to a scheme Q1,1 = 1 for which X(1)k = Xk , we can construct, by induc-
tion (on k), the tree TR(S)(Φ) considering Xk as free variables (denote this tree by T ′R(S)(Φ)).
We assign the tree T ′R(S)(Φ) to the vertex v1,1,i . If the sentence Φ is true when variables from
Xk are considered as free variables, it is true in FR(S), because for a generic value of Xk all
possible Yk will be given by a formula in Xk . If the sentence Φ is false when variables from
Xk are considered as free variables, one has to consider Xk satisfying some schemes modulo
X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1, Yk−1, in other words, one has to go further along the branches of TXk for Xk
and replace Q1,1 = 1 by the corresponding schemes.
We apply Theorem 42 to each scheme Q1,1 = 1 independently and obtain for each scheme
Q1,1 = 1 a family of schemes
Q2,1
[
Yk;Xk; . . . ;Y1;X1
∣∣ Y (2)k ;X(1)k ; . . . ;Y (2)1 ;X(1)1 ]= 1
and assign to each such family a vertex of d-level (2,1). We can continue this process and have to
be sure that it stops. Each fundamental sequence of level (m,m− 1) for Yk−1 corresponds to one
of the finite number of Conf (X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1). The process is organized in such a way that if
for the values X1, Y1, . . . ,Xk−1 described by a scheme of some d-level (j, j) Yk−1-configuration
has been changed, then this configuration wont appear again when we add more restrictions on
X1, . . . ,Xk−1. Indeed, every time when the Xk-situation changes in the process and than changes
back, some algebraic solution Z(i)k−1 or Y
(i)
k−1 becomes a reducing solution or becomes equivalent
to another one. Even if some new algebraic solution occurs, and the global Xk-situation does
not change, we obtain a deeper fundamental sequence of level (m,m− 1) for Yk−1. Suppose the
Yk−1-configuration had not been changed when we went from a vertex vs,s,i of d-level (s, s) to
a vertex vs+1,s+1,i of d-level (s + 1, s + 1). One can fix a family of elimination schemes F for
Xk corresponding to a branch of Tk and corresponding to the given situation at vs,s,i . One can
verify by induction the sentence Φ for Xk corresponding to a disjunction of generic families for
the fundamental sequences of the schemes from F . Indeed, suppose the given situation contains
only the schemes up to some level (m,m) for Xk . Considering only Xk corresponding to the
given situation, one can construct another auxiliary tree T ′′R(S)(Φ) and assign it to the vertex
vs+1,s+1,i . It is a tree TR(S)(Θ) for some sentence Θ in the form of Φk . This sentence Θ depends
on the fundamental sequences for Yk−1. The tree T ′′R(S)(Φ) is finite and induction can be applied
because TXk−1 is finite. If Θ is true, then Φ is true. If Θ is false, this means that more restrictions
must be put on Xk . In this case there are two possibilities:
(1) the vertex vs+2,s+1,i in the tree TR(S)(Φ) is a dead-end vertex;
(2) the Yk−1-configuration changes.
We put these restrictions on Xk and continue the process. Since the Yk−1-configuration can only
be changed finitely many times, eventually we either obtain that the sentence Φ is false or obtain
that Θ is true for some Yk−1-configuration and, therefore, Φ is true. A desired X1 will satisfy a
disjunction of schemes, it will be a function of a suitable chosen positive N -large solution X(j)1
of the block-NTQ system corresponding to one of these schemes. After X1 is chosen, for each
possible scheme for Y1 we can similarly chose X2 and so on.
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not depend on the group FR(S). This proves Theorem 2.
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